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Abstract

The challenges this work addresses stems from the complexity of contemporary society,
which imposes hard limits on our ability to predict, and thus control, social outcomes.
After analyzing society as a complex adaptive system (part I), I consider the role of the
state within such a system, arguing for a polycentric, democratic governance structure
that permits order to arise through rivalrous, evolutionary processes (part II). Finally,
on this social scientific foundation, I critically evaluate current discussions of justice in
the philosophical literature (part III). I reject the popular idea that a just society is best
conceived of as a stable fixed point. Rather than a static equilibrium, I argue, justice in a
complex society must be understood as an evolutionary process.

Alexander Schaefer
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�: Like biological
adaptations, this adap-
tation may be blind
and unintentional. It
may even precede
the phenomenon
to which it proves
adaptive. Yet, it is
adaptive nonetheless,
since it provides an
effective response to
the problems posed
by its environment.

Introduction �
Despite their disparate subjects, the following essays share a number of common themes.
Chief among these are complexity, evolution, and institutions. The first two essays examine
Hayek’s social theory, an examination that brings to light two basic points about complex
societies. First, they are difficult to predict and control. Second, they adapt to internal and
external changes.

These features lay the groundwork for section II, which examines the proper form of
governance structures for a complex, adaptive society. The first essay of part II applies
multilevel selection theory to the problem of governing complexity. It concludes that
polycentric political organization, supplemented by a few additional “design principles,”
facilitates a socially beneficial process of competition and evolution. The second essay
of part II uncovers a related benefit of polycentric governance. Due to its decentralized
and competitive nature and due to the vast amount of relevant and constantly changing
information generated in a complex society, polycentric governance institutions utilize
information more effectively than centralized modes of governance. There is a substantial
welfare benefit to utilizing this information by implementing reforms that seek to
address the concerns and satisfy the preferences of millions, or perhaps billions, of
citizens. Moreover, centralized governance becomes increasingly difficult as increasing
numbers of increasingly interdependent variables become relevant to any given problem.
Polycentricity is an adaptation of the state in response to the problem of social complexity.�

Finally, part III begins to examine some of the normative, philosophical consequences of
these social scientific investigations. If society is in a constant state of flux, if it is evolving
in response to fluctuating variables, then the traditional task of political philosophy
may stand in need of amendment. Philosophers from Plato to Rawls have attempted
to characterize a conception of justice, a political summum bonum, that transcends the
institutional variations of time and place. If justice is, at least in part, a project of
reconciliation, and if the values held by citizens continue to evolve, then there may not be
a stable conception of justice that transcends societal dynamism. We may, instead, need to
content ourselves with identifying certain general desiderata that better enable society to
coordinate on a shared conception of justice, however ephemeral this conception might
prove to be.
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�: Ayn Rand criticizes Hayek for making
excessive concessions in a letter she wrote
to the founder of the magazine The Free-
man, claiming that he, along with other
“compromisers,” does “more good to the
communist cause” than to the case for
laissez-faire. See (Rand ����, ���). Wal-
ter Block (����) has criticized Hayek’s
Road to Serfdom on similar grounds. Hans
Hermann-Hoppe is another prominent
member of this group.

�: Given Hayek’s rejection of an overarch-
ing goal for society, exactly what counts
as “success” is a controversial question.
Eric Mack suggests that Hayek provides a
“telic” justification of rules and institutions
in which they aim at an abstract order of
actions, as opposed to a concrete outcome.
Success would then mean the successful
facilitation of this spontaneous order. See
(Mack ����).

Coping with Complexity: A
Theory of Hayekian

Interventionism �
�.� Introduction . . . . . . . . . . ��
�.� Hayek contra Intervention: � Cen-
tral Arguments . . . . . . . . . . . ��

�.� The Puzzle of Hayekian Interven-
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ��

�.� Complexity: The Unifying Con-
cern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ��

�.� Hayekian Intervention as a Com-
plexity Approach . . . . . . . . . ��

Key Themes in Contemporary
Complexity Policy . . . . . . . . ��

Hayekian Interventionism . ��
�.� Addressing the Puzzle . . . . ��
�.� Conclusion . . . . . . . . . . . ��

Before he had finished speaking to his paper, [Thatcher] reached into her brief-
case and took out a book. It was Friedrich von Hayek’s The Constitution of
Liberty.. . . ‘This,’ she said sternly, ‘is what we believe,’ and banged Hayek down
on the table.�

�.� Introduction

Margaret Thatcher was interrupting a member of the Conservative Re-
search Department who was advocating a policy approach that blended
free-market conservatism with progressive economic controls. This vi-
gnette, whether true or not, underscores a common misperception about
Hayek’s stance on economic intervention. Contrary to widespread opin-
ion, F.A. Hayek supported active governmental involvement in the econ-
omy. In fact, according to Hayek, the principle of laissez-faire has likely
“done more harm to the liberal cause” than any other idea (Hayek ����,
��; see also Hayek ����e, ���). When it comes to concrete policy proposals,
Hayek’s writings suggest ambivalence towards government programs,
and he sometimes supports even programs that are vehemently opposed
by other advocates of limited government.� . In the more abstract areas of
governmental activity, the creation of laws for example, Hayek’s view is
highly nuanced, recommending the use of both “spontaneous ordering
forces,” as well as direct legislative intervention (Hayek ����, ��).

Nevertheless, Hayek deserves his credentials as an advocate of free-
markets and limited government. His enthusiasm for the market order,
or catallaxy, persists as a common theme throughout his massive oeuvre.
What makes the catallaxy a “marvel,” according to Hayek, is its ability
to solve the fundamental problem of economics: utilizing knowledge
that is widely dispersed, often inarticulable, and therefore inaccessible
to any individual or organization (Hayek ����c, ��-��). Moreover, Hayek
also recognizes the existence of other such “spontaneous orders,” for
example, law and morality. Intervention disrupts spontaneous order —
at least in some narrow sense of intervention — undermining the use of
decentralized mechanisms of coordination, such as the catallaxy.

On the one hand, therefore, Hayek views intervention into decentralized
orders, such as the catallaxy, as inimical to their healthy functioning
(Hayek ����c, sec. VI). On the other hand, he envisions an important
role for government in managing a successful economy, and perhaps,
by extension, a successful society.� Reconciling these two aspects of
Hayek’s thought poses an interesting challenge, one that runs into various
contemporary debates regarding the interpretation of Hayek’s position.

� John Ranelegh, Thatcher’s People: An Insider’s Account of the Politics, The Power, and
The Personalities, Glasgow: HarperCollins Publishers, ����, p. ix.



� Coping with Complexity� A Theory of Hayekian Interventionism ��

�: There are tricky questions here that I
pass over. Doesn’t order sometimes arise
spontaneously on a local or micro level?
If so, then why wouldn’t attempts to con-
trol these small-scale, non-systemic orders
qualify as intervention? Some macro-level
properties, such as a the organization of
national defense, seem to be systemic,
but not spontaneous. Attempts to con-
trol such systems is not Hayek’s concern
and should not be seen as “interventions.”
While exploring these issues in greater
depth would surely aid in understand-
ing Hayek’s position, answering them is
outside the purview of this paper.

Rejecting the claim that Hayek was careless and inconsistent in his dual
advocacy of spontaneous order and active government, this paper aims
to provide a reading that reconciles these two aspects of Hayek’s thought.
While several passages in Hayek pose a challenge to interpreting his
stance on intervention, recognizing Hayek’s theory of complex systems
as a foundational element of his social and political thought harmonizes a
great deal of apparently conflicting claims. It thereby clarifies a Hayekian
theory of intervention. Hayekian interventions are those that take full
account of the epistemic challenges posed by complex systems, like society.
By contrast, the interventions that Hayek most vehemently opposes
exhibit a naive hubris with regard to the management of such systems
by treating them as if they were similar to simple or “unorganized”
systems — i.e. closed systems which contain either few parts or low
levels of interdependence between the parts.� The aim of this paper is
not to defend Hayek’s position in all of its particulars or to point out
its shortcomings. Rather, I aim to shed light on one fundamental aspect
of his approach, his theory of complexity. This aspect resolves certain
tensions in Hayek’s position and thus reveals a coherence in Hayek’s
view that might otherwise go unnoticed.

In the next section, I will identify three of Hayek’s arguments against
intervention, which I take to be his central objections to intervening in
decentralized orders. Section III then presents some textual evidence that
Hayek supported interventions of various kinds and clarifies the puzzle
of reconciling spontaneous order with active intervention. Beginning
in section IV, I develop a complexity reading of Hayek’s stance on
intervention, first arguing (sec. IV) that Hayek’s arguments against active
intervention are grounded in his theory of complex systems, then showing
(sec. V) that Hayek’s support for interventions of certain types also has
a basis in his theory of complexity. In particular, section V proceeds by
presenting close parallels between Hayek’s remarks on policy reform and
the policy approaches advocated by contemporary complexity theorists.
Before concluding, section VI applies these complexity considerations,
revealing a coherent solution to the puzzle of section III, that is, the
puzzle of Hayekian intervention.

�.� Hayek contra Intervention: � Central
Arguments

“Intervention” is used broadly in this paper. It includes any conscious
effort to affect emergent, system-level properties. Governmental central
planning of production and consumption is a form of intervention, since
it supersedes the prices and decisions that emerge from the market
process in order to achieve a particular result on a systemic scale. Central
planning within firms is not intervention, at least, so long as the goal
is to maximize firm profits, rather than to affect some property of the
social order as a whole. The distinction is not between public and private:
judge-made law is not intervention when judges restrict themselves to
articulating the rules of a pre-existing order, and firms might engage in
intervention when they lobby for special laws, such as tariffs or subsidies,
that will affect the social order as a whole, or even when they fund private
campaigns that aim to alter the social order in some significant way.�



� Coping with Complexity� A Theory of Hayekian Interventionism ��

�: Notice that Hayek usually speaks in
terms of values or inclinations, rather than
preferences. The term “preferences” has
the advantage of avoiding the psychologi-
cal or ethical baggage that Hayek’s terms
lug with them.

�: For an excellent discussion on this issue,
see (Mack ����, ���, ���, ���). See also
(Gaus ����, �).

Hayek levels many objections against interfering in the voluntary activities
of individuals and organizations within society in order to achieve
system-level goals. These objections are often related by key themes in
Hayek’s work, such as the dispersal of information or the requirements
of spontaneous order. The three arguments presented here provide one
way to sort out Hayek’s most salient objections to intervention. While this
categorization is clarifying, its artificiality becomes apparent in the tight
connections between these arguments. In fact, as section IV will argue,
all three find support in Hayek’s theory of complexity, which is, on my
reading, the logical foundation of Hayek’s views on intervention.

(i) The Argument from Diversity and Authority: general rules
allow cooperation among a diverse populace that could not
agree on reasons for intervening that violate these rules.

This argument, which constitutes the core of the Road to Serfdom,� turns
on a contrast between systems based on centralized planning and systems
based on unplanned orders, which emerge spontaneously from general
rules, both formal and informal. In The Road to Serfdom, Hayek develops
an impossibility proof, seeking to demonstrate an incompatibility between
the values affirmed by socialist planners and the methods they propose
to achieve those values. Without denying that their goals are laudable,
Hayek claims that the methods they propose to attain these goals are
unacceptable, not just to the opponents of socialism, but to socialists
themselves. To be more specific, Hayek’s socialist affirms the freedom and
equality of each individual, on the basis of which he or she advocates a
planned society that could ensure a just distribution of economic surplus.
However, central planning requires, by definition, centralized direction
of production and consumption. It thus removes such decisions from the
sphere of personal choice and relocates them to an official body that will
determine which purposes are worthy to receive support and funding
and which are not. Consequently, such a system manages people and
their productive energies as resources for the achievement of purposes
which they may or may not recognize. When economic decisions are to be
made by a central body, then it is this body, rather than individuals, that
must determine the relative importance of diverse and incompatible ends.
This, Hayek argues, entails a rejection of freedom and an affirmation of
unequal partiality (Hayek ����, ���, ���).

Notice the role of diversity in this argument: individuals have diverse and
incompatible preferences, yet in order to bring about its ends, a planning
authority must “reduce the diversity of human capacities and inclinations
to a few categories. . . and. . . disregard minor personal differences”
(ibid., ���).� Modern, large-scale societies are full of individuals with
diverse dispositions and competing values. Among individuals in such a
society, “there will exist no agreement on the relative importance of their
respective ends,” and consequently there is no agreed-upon criteria by
which to evaluate social outcomes (Hayek ����, ���-�).� Tellingly, Hayek
suggests that when society faces an existential threat, such as a major war
with an aggressive and powerful opponent, the shared and overriding
interest of survival softens the moral predicament of central planning
(e.g. ibid., ���, ���). Our individual differences are superseded by a single
goal. And when we are told to produce more guns and consume less
butter in order to serve this goal, we will not object that we are being
used for the purposes of others.



� Coping with Complexity� A Theory of Hayekian Interventionism ��

�: To complete the argument, Hayek
spends much of the book presenting rea-
sons to prefer this kind of freedom and
equality to the ends that socialist planning
might successfully achieve. One such rea-
son is the difficulty that a planner would
have in actually achieving these ends,
meaning that our freedom and equality
will have been sacrificed for comparatively
little. This aspect of the argument is dis-
cussed under the third category of argu-
ments, the “prediction-control argument.”

�: As Hayek ([����] ����) explains: “It is
true that their systems of equations de-
scribing the pattern of a market equilib-
rium are so framed that if we were able
to fill in all the blanks of the abstract for-
mulae, i.e., if we knew all the parameters
of these equations, we could calculate the
prices and quantities of all commodities
and services sold. But as Vilfredo Pareto,
one of the founders of this theory, clearly
stated, its purpose cannot be ‘to arrive at a
numerical calculation of prices,’ because,
as he said, it would be ‘absurd’ to assume
that we could ascertain all the data,” (���).

�: Hayek identifies a third category of phe-
nomena, those of “unorganized complex-
ity,” which, though comprised of many
entities, can be analyzed purely in terms
of (�) the properties of the entities the phe-
nomena comprise, and (�) “the relative fre-
quency” of these entities. Such phenomena
can be studied using standard statistical
methods (Hayek [����] ����, ���).

Encapsulating this argument, Hayek asserts that (�) socialist planners
value freedom and equality, but that (�) carrying out socialist plans
(which dictate production and consumption decisions) is incompatible
with respecting these values. Therefore, (�) society must choose between
either entrusting some authority to determine the use of social resources
or upholding the kind of freedom and equality that is only possible when
individuals make their own decisions about how to use the resources
that they produce or acquire.�

(ii) The Knowledge Argument: knowledge is dispersed and
tacit, yet necessary for rational and efficient coordination, and
only a spontaneous order is able to leverage such knowledge.

Hayek is pointing to the sheer difficulty of acquiring the knowledge
necessary to produce a rational economic plan for society — i.e. one that
satisfies feasibility and efficiency. In particular, he draws our attention to
the nature of the information that would be required to determine the
relative trade-off ratios (viz. prices) between various goods and services.
In essence, Hayek’s argument is that the data required to determine
rational trade-off ratios — data about the beliefs and preferences of
individuals, as well as of special skills of production — is always dispersed
throughout society, often unknown to any single individual, and (most
importantly) often lies tacit and inarticulable in its possessor. Moreover,
the subjective data are constantly in flux, since interactions between
individuals within the market process shape their beliefs and preferences
(Hayek ����). Consequently, the data can never be gathered and entered
into the equations that would allow us to calculate equilibrium prices
and quantities.�

The error of the prospective planner lies partly in the hubristic effort to
supersede the existing rules, which constitute tacit knowledge (Hayek
����, ��). It lies also in the implied subordination of dispersed centers
of decision-making to the decisions of the planning authority. Such
subordination reduces the amount of knowledge available in making
plans to the limits of a single consciousness (or to the limits of a planning
board). Due to the dispersed and tacit nature of the data, these limitations
are severe; economic planning conducted in this manner will be under-
informed and, consequently, irrational (Hayek ����c).

(iii) The Argument from Predictive Difficulty: Society is
unpredictable and thus uncontrollable.

Hayek’s third argument against central planning rests on a distinction,
first expressed in his ���� “Degrees of Explanation,” that marks a major
advance in his thought: that between simple phenomena and complex
phenomena.�� Simple phenomena are systems composed of relatively few
parts with relatively weak connection between these parts. Phenomena of
“organized complexity,” on the other hand, are systems containing a large
number of connected and interdependent elements.� The character of
such phenomena depends not only “on the properties of the individual
elements of which they are composed, and the relative frequency with
which they occur, but also on the manner in which the individual elements
are connected with each other” ([����] ����, ���). Such systems exhibit
strong feedback relations between their elements, resulting in special
properties, such as sensitivity to initial conditions, network structures,
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�: Hayek refers to this as the error of
“scientism,” which “involves a mechan-
ical and uncritical application of habits
of thought to fields different from those
in which they have been formed,” (Hayek
����, ��).

and path dependencies. These properties undermine the possibility
of precise predictions. For example, the relative benefits of a given
phenotypic expression of a gene depend upon a massive number of
other factors: the traits exhibited by other members of the same species,
the traits exhibited by species inhabiting the same environment, the
structure of interactions between various organisms, even random events
that affect organisms’ fitness. Moreover, one organism’s response to its
environment constitutes part of the environment to which connected
organisms must respond. When the relative fitness of traits exhibit such
interdependencies, it is impossible to locate an optimal set of traits for
an organism to exhibit, for by the time such an optimal set of traits is
attained, the environment will have changed, likely rendering such a
set suboptimal. In the terms of modern complexity theory, the fitness
landscape is “dancing” (Page ����, ��-�). It is thus impossible to predict
the precise set of traits toward which a species will gravitate, since this
depends upon the massive number of reactive adjustments made along
the way by other organisms inhabiting the same environment.

Although scientists recognize that it would be hopeless to apply the
theory of evolution with the hopes of predicting the future genetic make
up of a given species, Hayek believes that economists fall into a similar
error when they attempt to use economics to make precise predictions
about society. As a phenomenon of organized complexity, a social system
gives rise to events that “depend on so many concrete circumstances that
we shall never in fact be in a position to ascertain them all” (Hayek [����]
����, ���). Economists, in Hayek’s view, ignore the complexities of social
systems and, consequently, treat them as simple or unorganized systems,
importing inappropriate methods from the physical sciences that lead
them into serious errors.� This error leads social scientists to believe
that they can predict and control social systems — yet, if societies are
complex as Hayek argues, the supposed knowledge that prediction and
control requires is mere pretense.

To summarize the argument from predictive difficulty: (�) Only simple
or unorganized systems are amenable to successful (precise) prediction,
(�) Society is not a simple or unorganized system; it exhibits organized
complexity. (�) Society is thus not amenable to successful (precise)
prediction. (�) Successful (precise) control implies (precise) prediction.
Therefore, (�) society cannot be successfully (precisely) controlled.

At this point, two caveats are in order.

First, Hayek does not claim that all prediction is impossible in systems
of organized complexity, and therefore does not claim that all control is
impossible. Rather, we are restricted to what he calls “pattern predictions,”
or equivalently, explanations in terms of general principles. Therefore,
only interventions that depend on the accuracy of precise or long-term
predictions are ruled out by his argument. This will become important
when we turn to developing a theory of Hayekian intervention.

Second, unpredictability does not imply undesirability. Suppose, for
example, that intervening into the normal functioning of social rules or
the market process causes a brilliant scientist to direct her efforts toward
developing a new technology that produces clean, renewable energy at
stunningly low cost. Without such an intervention, imagine, she would
have developed a new superweapon, instead, or perhaps a new shoe
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��: “The spontaneous order arises from
each element balancing all the various
factors operating on it and by adjusting all
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which will be destroyed if some of the
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��).

polish. Of course, we could imagine exactly the opposite scenario, in
which intervention sacrifices the energy source for the shoe polish, but
if interventions can produce incredibly good or incredibly bad results,
then why the presumption against such interventions?

One response is simply to say that if there is little to no prospect of
achieving one’s aim, then there is no point in incurring the costs of
intervention. However, there is another response to this caveat, one
which rests on Hayek’s notion of spontaneous order. Like the organisms
in an ecosystem, human beings and their various plans exhibit strong
interdependencies. Mutual expectations and joint compatibility of diverse
actions constitute a delicate equilibrium resting on a set of formal and
informal rules of conduct.�� Furthermore, the effectiveness of any given
rule depends upon the other rules in place, just as the adaptiveness
of any given species trait depends upon the traits of other organisms
within the ecosystem. Altering social rules is thus disruptive in multiple
ways. First, it disrupts the balance between expectations and actions in
the same way that removing or adding a species to an ecosystem will
disrupt the balance of the ecosystem. Second, it may alter or abrogate
rules that contribute to the effectiveness of the other rules in place.
Although it is certainly possible that intervening will leave an ecosystem
intact, or even healthier, the fact that many species depend upon the
continued, predictable activities of other organisms in their environment
implies that altering ecosystems is generally harmful. Similarly, altering
or abrogating rules generates confusion and disequilibrium, justifying
Hayek’s presumption against intervention in the absence of reliable
predictions.

We have now completed our survey of Hayek’s most salient arguments
against intervention. It remains to catalogue the various interventions he
advocates (section III) and to consider how we might reconcile Hayek’s
aversion to intervention with the various interventionist measures he
advocates.

�.� The Puzzle of Hayekian Intervention

As we have seen, Hayek presents a battery of challenges to the prospective
central planner who wishes to control society by interfering in the lives
and activities of individuals. Doing so clashes with our basic values of
equality and liberty among a diverse populace, presumes the possession
of unattainable information, and naively posits the ability to make precise
predictions about the operation of complex systems. Arguments such as
these support a typical reading of Hayek in which, as one commentator
puts it, Hayek “directs his objections not only against attempts to ‘organise’
in a total or ‘utopian’ way but also against more modest ‘interferences’
with the order, which he alleges, always disrupt it,” (Vernon ����, ��). If
this is correct, then as James Buchanan puts it, Hayek’s view implies that
“any ‘constructively rational’ interferences with the ‘natural’ processes
of history are. . . to be studiously avoided. The message seems clear:
relax before the slow sweep of history,” (Buchanan ����, ���; see also,
Buchanan ����, ���). Yet, as I have already asserted, and as Buchanan
recognized, Hayek’s view is not so simple. In his most anti-interventionist
work, The Road to Serfdom, Hayek complicates his image as a libertarian
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crusader in various passages. For instance, he rejects the terminology and
the policy of “laissez-faire,” he accepts regulation of various industries
(citing concerns with safety and sanitation), and he even goes so far as
to claim that free-market competition is compatible “with an extensive
system of social services — so long as the organization of these services
is not designed in such a way as to make competition ineffective over
wide fields,” (Hayek ����, ��-�). Some might read Hayek as pandering
to centrist readers, since The Road to Serfdom was, after all, an attempt
to influence public opinion. Hayek did, after all, dedicate it to “socialists
of all parties.” However, Hayek goes even further in his ���� address
to the Mont Pelerin Society, a venue that attracted an anti-socialist
audience. In this address, Hayek entertains or endorses an surprising
array of government programs: sanitation and health services, monetary
management (ideally via automatic mechanisms), welfare provision
for the unemployed, city planning, intellectual property, antitrust laws
and regulations on the size of corporations, temporary restrictions or
regulations on international trade, and an inheritance tax to support social
mobility (Hayek ����e, ���-��). Some of these policies may be regarded
as unfortunate concessions that Hayek makes in order to pursue the
greater task of advancing an agenda of liberty. This address might be
read as a pragmatic policy approach, rather than an outline of an ideally
free society. Yet, even in his abstract and thoroughly unpragmatic work
on political order, work that involves highly idealized accounts of the
formation of laws and the operation of society, Hayek provides wide
scope for intervention. Chapter � of Law, Legislation, and Liberty contains
what may be the most challenging passage in all of Hayek’s work for
the anti-interventionist reading. Though long, it is worth quoting in its
entirety:

... The fact that law that has evolved [spontaneously] has
certain desirable properties does not prove that it will always
be good law or even that some of its rules may not be very bad.
It therefore does not mean that we can altogether dispense
with legislation.

There are several reasons for this. One is that the process of
judicial development of law is of necessity gradual and may
prove too slow to bring about the desirable rapid adaptation
of the law to wholly new circumstances. Perhaps the most
important, however, is that it is not only difficult but also
undesirable for judicial decisions to reverse a development,
which has already taken place and is then seen to have unde-
sirable consequences or to be downright wrong. The judge
is not performing his function if he disappoints reasonable
expectations created by earlier decisions. Although the judge
can develop the law by deciding issues which are genuinely
doubtful, he cannot really alter it, or can do so at most only
very gradually where a rule has become firmly established;
although he may clearly recognize that another rule would
be better, or more just, it would evidently be unjust to apply
it to transactions which had taken place when a different rule
was regarded as valid. In such situations it is desirable that
the new rule should become known before it is enforced; and
this can be effected only by promulgating a new rule which
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is to be applied only in the future. Where a real change in the
law is required, the new law can properly fulfill the proper
function of all law, namely that of guiding expectations, only
if it becomes known before it is applied.

The necessity of such radical changes of particular rules
may be due to various causes. It may be due simply to
the recognition that some past development was based on
error or that it produced consequences later recognized as
unjust. But the most frequent cause is probably that the
development of the law has lain in the hands of members of
a particular class whose traditional views made them regard
as just what could not meet the more general requirements of
justice. . . But such occasions when it is recognized that some
hereto accepted rules are unjust in the light of more general
principles of justice may well require the revision not only of
single rules but of whole sections of the established system of
case law. This is more than can be accomplished by decisions
of particular cases in the light of existing procedures. (��-�)

At first glance, this passage is astonishing. How can the operation of
spontaneous order be consistent with intentional and direct alteration of
whole sections of the established system of case law? And if these are
inconsistent, then how will such intervention not raise the issues that
Hayek identifies in his arguments against intervention? Hayek appears
to reject the gradual and evolutionary development of law — because it
is too slow or is recognized as unjust — in favor of large-scale legislative
interventions that exhibit all the serious failings of interventionist policies,
some of which Hayek points out in the very same work.

In order to grasp the contours of this puzzle and the difficulties involved
in developing an adequate interpretation of Hayek’s position, it may
help to encapsulate and review the key claims involved, resulting in two
propositions which appear inconsistent at first face:

�. Interventions cause great harm: Interventions trammel on the
freedom of citizens and deny their equal status, they prevent
the use and coordination of vast stores of dispersed and tacit
information, and, in the absence of reliable predictions and feasible
control, they generate unpredictable consequences.

�. Interventions of various sorts are compatible with or necessary
for a healthy society: Hayek entertains the desirability of various
centrally-administered regulations, welfare programs, and public
services. He also asserts that spontaneous, judge-made law may
evolve too slowly, and it may require changes too extensive — due to
mistakes or systemic injustice — to rely upon the quasi-evolutionary
process by which law may arise spontaneously.

Between claims (�) and (�) there exists a clear tension, but is it an outright
contradiction? This pair of propositions fixes the challenge for a theory
of Hayekian intervention: How do we avoid the pitfalls of intervention that
Hayek established in arguments (i)-(iii) while also permitting the possibility
of centrally administered policies and of direct legislative overhaul of the legal
framework? How do we separate out those interventions that undermine society
from those that support it?
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�.� Complexity: The Unifying Concern

To make sense of Hayek’s stance on intervention, that is, to understand
why he views certain interventions as salutary while others are disastrous,
we must look closely at his reasons for opposing intervention. Although I
have already laid out Hayek’s most salient arguments against intervention
(sec. II), there is an underlying theory that unifies these arguments and
points toward a principled account of Hayekian intervention. I am
referring to the theory of complex systems.

Hayek made pioneering contributions to the study of complex systems
starting in ���� with the publication of “Degrees of Explanation,” and
continued to write on the topic throughout the following decades, most
notably in “The Theory of Complex Phenomena,” and in “The Pretense
of Knowledge.” Hayek’s characterization of complexity — as several
commentators have noted (e.g. Vaughn ����; Lewis ����; Lewis and
Lewin ����) — mirrors contemporary characterizations of complexity.
According to Scott Page, for example, complex systems are characterized
by connected, interdependent, adaptive (or rule-following), and diverse
entities (Page ����, ��, ��). In virtue of their interdependencies, such
systems exhibit network structures, feedback mechanisms, emergent
properties, and path-dependence. In his various writings on complexity,
Hayek mentions every single one of these features. Although the theory
of complex systems is currently a live research program and continues to
undergo important developments, invoking this theory is therefore not
anachronistic.

In what follows, I will argue that complexity theory constitutes a unifying
thread between Hayek’s three arguments against intervention. The point
of doing so is to justify the approach of understanding Hayek’s theory
of intervention in terms of his theory of complexity. Accordingly, in
the following section, I apply the complexity framework to develop
a theory of Hayekian intervention. Our new focus on the problem of
complexity will allow us to better explain both Hayek’s general opposition
to intervention and his advocacy of interventions of various types. The
ultimate aim is to reconcile the apparently conflicting views that Hayek
expresses toward interventions.

Hayek’s first argument against intervention turns on the existence of
diversity in society — in particular, diversity of purposes, preferences,
beliefs, and other subjective data. If we all share a common goal, as
Hayek seems to think we do when facing an existential threat, then the
diversity in our respective ends diminishes significantly. Consequently,
each individual becomes willing to accept his or her ascribed role in an
organized plan of action. In such situations, the leader overrides peoples’
individually chosen actions without forcing large numbers of individuals
to sacrifice their ends for the ends of others, because in such rare and
dire situations individuals actually share a “common end.,” namely,
survival.�� A necessary condition for Hayek’s conclusion in The Road
to Serfdom, therefore, is a certain level of diversity and disagreement
among individuals.

Where does this diversity come from and why is it so endemic to modern
society? Contemporary complexity theorists, such as Brian Arthur, have
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argued that complexity actually generates diversity (Arthur ����, ��-
�). The phenomenon of complexity occurs when several interacting
elements, tightly bound by what Hayek and others have called “feedback
relations,” interact and adapt to one another. As this interaction unfolds,
new opportunities or “niches” arise, allowing for the entry of new and
different entities—different strategies, for example. These new entrants,
by interacting with already established entities, generate yet further
niches, and so on, all coalescing into an upward spiral of diversity. Hayek
outlines the proliferation of novel products, technologies, as well as
consumer preferences, and beliefs, in his essays on the market process.
For Hayek, the key to understanding this process is to grasp that “[t]he
problem becomes one of how the “data” of the different individuals
on which they base their plans are adjusted to the objective facts of
their environment (which includes the actions of other people)” (����d,
��). Crucially, the subjective data — preferences and beliefs — are in a
state of constant flux due to “the acquisition of new knowledge by the
different individuals or of changes in their data brought about by the
contacts between them” (ibid., ��-�). Thus, for Hayek, as for Arthur, the
interdependencies between individuals contribute to the emergence of
novel beliefs, preferences, and strategies (including production methods)
that drive the increasing diversity of our complex society.��

Diversity is not merely a consequence of complexity, but is also a con-
tributing factor of complexity.�� Contemporary complexity theorists
have explored this connection, producing various models to illuminate
the effect of diversity on complexity (Page ����, ��-��).�� Though Hayek
never developed this relationship in detail, he does mention that com-
plexity arises when the “the number of significantly connected variables
of different kinds” is high (Hayek [����A] ����, ���, emphasis added).
He also expresses awareness of it in his writings on market competi-
tion. In “The Meaning of Competition,” for example, Hayek makes two
points that, together, link diversity and complexity: (a) competition is
most important under conditions of complexity, where the outcome
is unpredictable (����d, ��-�),�� and (b) when various producers of a
given commodity yield homogeneous products using similar methods —
and, consequently, consumers have accurate and homogeneous beliefs
regarding these products — “there is little need or scope for competitive
activities” (����d, ���-�). Putting (a) and (b) together suggests that we
require competition in order to cope with situations where products and
subjective data are diverse, because such situations are more complex
than situations characterized by greater homogeneity. Complexity and
diversity thus exhibit a mutually reinforcing relationship for Hayek, and
for this reason complexity constitutes an important feature of his first
argument against intervention.

Complexity also plays an important role in Hayek’s second objection to
intervention, the knowledge argument. Recall that this argument relies
on the idea that important knowledge is dispersed and tacit, i.e. that
individuals know their local environments and subjective data quite
well, but lack information regarding the environment and subjective data
of others. What would prevent a central planner from acquiring this
knowledge and using it to coordinate the plans of individuals from afar?
In contrast to scientific knowledge, the knowledge informing economic
decisions is often particular, rather than general, it is based on “temporary
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opportunities” and “circumstances of the fleeting moment” (Hayek ����c,
��), which cannot possibly be collected, disseminated to, and processed
by a planner in a timely fashion. Often, such knowledge is skill-based,
rather than theoretical, involving an intuitive sense of how to proceed
under various contingencies and how to quickly acquire information that
one does not yet possess. Consequently, the utilization of such knowledge
depends upon leaving the relevant decisions to its possessor, or making
them with her active participation (ibid.).

Hayek grants that achieving a complicated task, such as fighting a war or
building a spaceship, poses little difficulty for an interventionist planner.
The difficulty is when the task is not merely complicated, but complex. A
paradigm example is that of achieving coordination or equilibrium among
a vast number of individuals possessing diverse and interdependent
knowledge, beliefs, and preferences. For Hayek, this task requires “the
combination of fragments of knowledge existing in different minds [to]
bring about results which, if brought about deliberately, would require a
knowledge on the part of the directing mind which no single person can
possess” (����a, ��). Positing that centrally planned coordination faces
insurmountable epistemic difficulties that arise due to the vast number
of interdependent plans is tantamount to positing that the complexity of
the situation — the large number of interdependent variables — renders
the task of planned coordination impossibly difficult. As we have seen,
in a relatively small or homogeneous group of independent individuals,
the knowledge problem does not arise.�� According to Hayek, it is under
an extensive division of labor, in which individuals’ plans “require
corresponding actions on the part of other individuals” (����a, ��), that
we face the difficult challenge of coordinating the beliefs and behaviors
of diverse individuals. It is the complexity of modern society that gives
birth to the knowledge problem.

The connection between complexity and Hayek’s third argument against
intervention is the most direct of the three. The central premise is that,
when dealing with society, our predictive powers face severe limitations.
Society is a complex system, and predicting the behavior of complex
systems require vast amounts of information:

The multiplicity of even the minimum of distinct elements
required to produce (and therefore also of the minimum
number of data required to explain) a complex phenomenon
of a certain kind creates problems which dominate the dis-
ciplines concerned with such phenomena and gives them
an appearance very different from that of those concerned
with simpler phenomena. The chief difficulty in the former
becomes one of in fact ascertaining all the data determining
a particular manifestation of the phenomenon in question,
a difficulty which is often insurmountable in practice and
sometimes even an absolute one. ([����] ����, ���)��

When systems exhibit high levels of interdependence between a large
number of elements, predicting their behavior requires ascertaining a
massive amount of information about the “initial and marginal condi-
tions” (ibid., ���). Obtaining such information is often beyond the realm
of the feasible (Hayek [����] ����, ���). If we are limited in prediction,
then we are limited in control. Pretending that we may manipulate society
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as if it were a simple system will lead to “deplorable effects” (ibid., ���),
since the attempt to control society will “impede the functioning of those
spontaneous ordering forces by which, without understanding them,
man is in fact so largely assisted in the pursuit of his aims. . . ” (ibid.,
���). The spontaneous order, Hayek’s alternative to central planning, is
essentially a method — accidentally discovered, unwittingly employed —
for coping with complexity. By undermining the spontaneous ordering
forces of society, intervention by a planning authority, undermines our
ability to deal effectively with the complexities arising from a diversified
and highly interdependent society. Understood this way, Hayek’s view
of society and intervention are fundamentally rooted in his theory of
complexity. Diversity is its condition and its consequence. Coordinating
a diverse and heterogeneous set of individuals, each of which possesses
important, though inaccessible, knowledge is essentially a problem of
complexity — that is, a problem that requires solving various connected,
interdependent equations without having full access to the information
such a solution would require. Furthermore, the paradigm of prediction-
and-control breaks down when applied to society simply in virtue of its
prediction-limiting complexity. We will now see that understanding the
fundamental problem as one of complexity allows us to make sense of
Hayek’s position on intervention, and allows us to reconstruct a theory
of Hayekian intervention with deep affinities to the approach proposed
by contemporary complexity theorists.

�.� Hayekian Intervention as a Complexity
Approach

In the previous section, I argued that Hayek’s theory of complexity is
fundamental to his opposition to intervention. All three major arguments
that Hayek levels against active intervention have some basis in his
analysis of society as a complex system. Intriguingly, Hayek’s theory of
complexity also illuminates why Hayek finds certain types and methods
of intervention less objectionable. Complexity-based issues present a
hurdle to effective policy. Overcoming this hurdle, though not sufficient,
provides a necessary check on interventionist proposals.�� Contemporary
complexity theorists, though their focus tends to be more narrow, share
Hayek’s awareness of complexity as constraining the feasible set of
effective policy interventions. To better understand why Hayek accepts
some interventions as, at least, worthy of consideration while viewing
others as objectionable in principle, it is valuable to examine how these
complexity theorists approach policy reform and how this approach
parallels Hayek’s in several ways. Although the complexity approach to
policy remains underdeveloped (Colander and Kupers ����, �, ��), many
complexity theorists have begun to explore the policy implications of
viewing society as a complex adaptive system (Wilson and Kirman ����;
Colander and Kupers ����; Axelrod and Cohen ����). Like Hayek, these
theorists emphasize the unpredictability of intervening in society and
the importance of drawing on local knowledge and adjustments to bring
about benefits for society as a whole. And, like Hayek, these theorists
tend to emphasize the process of social evolution over the desirability of
particular equilibrium states.��
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��: This terminology is borrowed from
Fred D’Agostino (����).

The recognition that a complex society is unpredictable and dynamic
has clear affinities with Hayek’s way of thinking about society and
intervention. The approach to intervention and public policy that follows
from this picture of society reveals further similarities between Hayek
and contemporary complexity theorists. Such similarities suggest that at
base it is Hayek’s theory of society as a complex system that gives rise to
his particular views on intervention.

The remainder of this section will elaborate on some key themes in
contemporary approaches to policy from a complexity framework. It
will then show how these themes figure into Hayek’s claims about
proper and improper interventions, establishing Hayek’s theory as one
fundamentally concerned with the challenges and opportunities that
complex systems pose for interventions of various sorts.

Key Themes in Contemporary Complexity Policy

One way of conceptualizing the nature of a complex system is to view it
as a set of epistatically linked (i.e. interdependent) elements, different
combinations of which facilitate different functionalities, or service
characteristics, to different degrees.�� A non-complex problem lacks
strong epistatic relationships between its variables, or else has very
few variables. For example, as Fredrick Taylor famously demonstrated,
designing an ideal shovel is a simple problem: starting very small,
as the shovel gets larger (as we change its elements), its capacity to
move materials (its service characteristic) increases, peaks, then steadily
declines as size continues to grow. The problem of designing the optimal
shovel generates a “Mount Fuji landscape” — one in which the parameters
are unitary or non-epistatic, resulting in an easily discoverable optimum.
By contrast, society involves millions of variables that interact in various
ways. Limiting our attention to the economy, various goods and services
form an interconnected web of inputs and outputs, and consequently the
actions of each firm and of each consumer impinge upon the optimization
problems of the others. Modifications to consumption patterns will affect
the preferences, beliefs, and future behavior of consumers and producers.
Tracing out the long-term effect of particular changes is impossible. Unlike
simple problems, the landscape resulting from a complex problem is
constantly shifting — as we change the values of certain variables in
order to approach an optimum, this change in variables impacts other
variables both by altering the values they may take and by altering the
contribution to service characteristics that these variables make. In the
terminology of complexity theory, the result is a “dancing landscape.”
In the work of complexity theorists who aim to address these sorts of
problems, there are several recurring themes. To demonstrate the strong
affinity between contemporary complexity policy and Hayek’s views on
intervention, I focus on three such themes.

(�) First, contemporary theorists often recommend an incrementalist and
experimental approach to reform. Imposing large changes on the complex
system will yield wildly unpredictable results. Consequently, making
global changes is tantamount to playing roulette with the functionality of
the social order. Far better is to make marginal changes to existing policy
to see how they affect the functionality of the current order or to conduct
small-scale experiments on rule changes before introducing them on a
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ning largely on the severity of its mistakes,
which were not isolated to a single firm
but were applied on a system-wide scale
(Allen ����).

larger scale. Smaller interventions minimize risk by generating smaller
effects and by exhibiting greater reversibility.��

In the realm of complexity policy, the incrementalist approach finds wide
expression. Charles Lindblom’s famous essay, “The Science of Muddling
Through” contains a classic statement of the incrementalist approach to
policy, or what he calls the “branch method.” According to Lindblom,
there are too many important factors with too many interdependencies
to engage in an exhaustive search for the globally optimal policy. Instead,
we must be content with a procedure of “successive limited comparisons”
— i.e. of marginal changes, the effects of which we evaluate according
to provisional standards (Lindblom ����). More recently, evolutionary
biologist and complexity theorist, David Wilson has written:

Selecting complex systems for group-beneficial outcomes is
especially fraught with difficulties because interventions are
likely to produce unintended consequences. According to
some estimates, over half of change efforts in the business
world make things worse rather than better (Schaffer and
Ashkenas ����). Given the pervasiveness of unintended con-
sequences and cascading effects of interventions in complex
social systems, there is no alternative to conducting careful
experiments and scaling up practices that work. . . (Wilson
����, ��).

Changes are likely to be disruptive in unpredictable ways. To protect
ourselves from disaster, we must undertake only minor changes or else
take steps to isolate the effects of these changes to subsections of the
system.

This approach to intervention in complex systems faces important lim-
itations. Firstly, it only applies to systems characterized by moderate
complexity, rather than maximal complexity or chaos (Gaus ����). In a
maximally complex system, each element has a strong connections to
every other element. Consequently, even a small change to just one of
the elements will generate dramatic changes at the system level. The
result is radical uncertainty as to the effect of even the most minor re-
forms. Furthermore, since the small change will have altered the state of
all elements in the system, rolling back the reform is not feasible. The
experimental approach under such conditions has little to recommend
it. By contrast, in a moderately complex system, small alterations of the
elements lead to relatively small perturbations of the remaining elements.
There is a strong correlation between the system state before and after a
minor change. In such a system, marginal tinkering and experimentation
is far more feasible.

In addition, the path-dependence exhibited by complex systems can
generate a second, almost opposite, limitation: an inability to perturb
the system. Due to the possibility of becoming stuck as suboptimal local
equilibria, marginal changes may be insufficient to dislodge a system
from its current, undesirable state. How do complexity theorists propose
to deal with the prospect of suboptimal equilibria that may require a
more heavy-handed approach to reform? The answer to this question
constitutes a second major theme in complexity approaches to policy.
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(�) When large interventions are required to shift a complex system to a
new equilibrium, we come up against the problem of predictability. Unless
there is some way to quarantine the effects of changes in certain elements
of the system, we can have little confidence that an intervention will make
things better rather than worse. The idea of isolating effects of policy
changes to subsections of the system points towards a second common
theme in complexity-inspired policy theory: the idea of modularity
(Simon ����; D’Agostino ����). Even if complex systems are made up of
a large numbers of epistatically linked elements, there may be a way to
partition the system into relatively self-contained subsystems, or modules.
Such a system exhibits decomposability. For example, the many parts
of a car are, obviously, quite interdependent. A larger engine requires a
chassis that can bear greater weight, the size of seats is limited by the
interior space of the cabin, and so on. Nevertheless, it is not necessary
to design all the parts together. We can have a team that designs and
assembles the radio and that does so quite independently of the team
that designs and assembles the engine. Each team has a much simpler
problem to solve than a team that needs to consider the vehicle as a
whole, and can therefore proceed much more quickly to the optimal
solution. As D’Agostino explains this approach, the trick “is not to attack
such a problem head-on, but, rather, to divide it into parts, allocate the
parts to teams, allow the teams to solve the resulting subproblems, and
then assemble the solutions discovered by these teams to provide an
overall solution to the problem in question” (����, ���).

The modularity approach is by no means a panacea. Even in relatively
decomposable systems, such as our automobile, interdependencies be-
tween the modules may prove important (Axelrod and Cohen ����, ���).
Suppose, for example, that the ideal radio for the vehicle requires an
electric current of �� amps, but the ideal battery cannot produce this
current — at least, not if we implement the proposed ideal headlights,
wipers, wiring, GPS system, and vehicle weight. If the teams all go ahead
and put their “ideal” modules together, the result will be a completely
dysfunctional car.�� Importantly, this means that certain elements within
each module set limitations on the elements within other modules (or
vice versa).

Despite these challenges, if a system is relatively decomposable, interde-
pendencies between its modules can be addressed by imposing design
rules. Design rules limit the search space within modules by fixing the
variables that determine functionality between modules. So, for example,
if one of the variables that the radio team must decide upon is the number
of amps required, a design rule may fix this variable at a reasonable
��, while fixing the corresponding variable in the car battery at some
number greater than or equal to ��. If each team observes these design
rules as they go about searching for the optimal design of their module,
then when we assemble the various modules we will, at least, have a
functioning vehicle. And the existence of this solution is important. For,
as Marengo and Dosi put it, “problem solving by boundedly rational
agents must necessarily proceed by decomposing any large, complex
and intractable problem into smaller sub-problems which can be solved
independently” (quoted in D’Agostino ����, ���).

(�) A third theme echoed by many complexity theorists is the idea of
addressing society as an organic, evolving entity, rather than a designed
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artifact (Colander and Kupers ����, ��-�; D’Agostino ����, ���-�; Gowdy
et. al. ����, ���; Axelrod and Cohen ����, xvi and ���). Attempts to
achieve precise results or execute a detailed plan by manipulating indi-
viduals within society ignores the fundamental fact that individuals are
unpredictable and that they interact in unpredictable ways. Although
society cannot be effectively controlled, as one might control a computer
program, there may be ways in which we can positively influence society
by altering the conditions in which it evolves. A common metaphor
is to compare the role of the policy maker to that of the cultivator, in
contrast to that of the engineer. Policy making, like the gardening, is most
effective when it leaves the organism (society) free to grow as its internal
principles direct it, exerting influence only on the environment in which
that growth occurs. In gardening, this means paying attention to soil,
fertilizer, water, and sun. In society, this means paying attention to the
incentive structures that individuals face with an eye toward the effect of
their actions on the whole order.

Perhaps the clearest statement of this idea, one which brings it beyond
mere analogy, emerges from David Wilson’s distinction between two
ways in which complex systems adapt and evolve: (�) CAS�, which refers
to macro-level adaptations of the system as a whole, and (�) CAS�, which
refers to the adaptive behaviors or strategies employed by the parts of the
system (Wilson ����, ��). Wilson, along with several co-authors, leverage
this distinction in explaining the role of a policymaker when dealing
with complex systems. Rather than disregarding CAS� in an attempt to
control CAS� characteristics, the task is to align adaptation on both levels
so that the adaptive behaviors of individuals, CAS�, actually lead to
CAS� adaptations, thus yielding benefits on the system level (Gowdy et.
al. ����, ���, ���, ���). When this alignment occurs, the independent and
often myopic behaviors of various individuals serve a purpose beyond
their immediate aims, contributing to a flourishing society that benefits
all. In short, the task of the policy maker is to tweak the institutions
and the incentives they offer so as to actualize Adam Smith’s proverbial
invisible hand, in which each individual is “led... to promote an end
which was no part of his intention” (Smith ����, ���-�). Or, as expressed
by two contemporary complexity theorists: “In the complexity policy
frame, it is the result of a conscious attempt to develop an ecostructure
without a central controller that is adequate to coordinate individuals’
actions” (Colander and Kupers ����, ��).

Hayekian Interventionism

Our examination of themes in complexity theory has revealed that
approaching policy with social complexity in mind tends to promote
skepticism about the policymaker’s ability to control society without
promoting skepticism about the policymaker’s ability to influence society.
Hayek’s approach to interventions exhibits these same tendencies. In
fact, his approach to intervention expresses many of the same central
themes as contemporary complexity theorists.

(�) Consider, first, Hayek’s version of incrementalism. In his presentation
of the idealized evolution of law and of social reform more generally,
Hayek posits that changes to rules should be gradual. Large changes
in the rules will disrupt the ability of individuals to develop reliable
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��: Importantly, “values” is a term that
Hayek uses very broadly. It refers also
to what we would call rules, rights, and
duties. See (Hayek [����] ����, ���).

expectations and thus to coordinate their actions. Accordingly, law should
typically emerge from a judge whose main concern is not “what any
authority wants done in a particular instance, but with what private
persons have ‘legitimate’ reasons to expect, where ‘legitimate’ refers to
the kind of expectations on which generally his actions in that society
have been based” (Hayek ����, ��). The judge, then, primarily seeks to
understand an existing order so that she might determine what the most
reasonable set of expectations would be within this order. In this sense,
the judge is often not a creator of rules, but merely a student and an
articulator of pre-existing rules, which she formulates as explicit legal
precedents. When situations arise where there is no pre-existing rule that
would determine whether one set of expectations is more reasonable than
another, the judge is tasked with creating a new one. In such a situation,
however, the change to the rules underlying the spontaneous order is
relatively minor — it aims merely to fill in a gap in the existing rules and
to do so in the least disruptive manner possible (ibid., ���).�� The role
of the judge, as Hayek’s preferred source of laws and legal reform, is
that of “moving within an existing system of thought” and to employ
a method “of piecemeal tinkering” (ibid., ���). The idea of piecemeal
tinkering also appears in Hayek’s account of moral reform. For example,
in “The Errors of Constructivism,” Hayek outlines what he takes to be a
non-conservative but still responsible approach to moral reform:

The proper conclusion from the considerations I have ad-
vanced is by no means that we may confidently accept all the
old and traditional values. Nor even that there are any values
or moral principles, which science may not occasionally ques-
tion. The social scientist who endeavours to understand how
society functions, and to discover where it can be improved,
must claim the right critically to examine, and even to judge,
every single value of our society. The consequence of what I
have said is merely that we can never at one and the same
time question all its values. ([����] ����, ���)

By affirming or rejecting values in isolation, and doing so only in light of
their compatibility with the rest of our values, we maintain the integrity
of our current order and avoid drastic changes yielding unpredictable
results.��

(�) Hayek assigns a special term, immanent criticism, to the method
of evaluating particular rules or values only in light of their coherence
within the the total system of rules and values. The purpose of immanent
criticism is “to make the whole more consistent both internally as well
as with the facts to which the rules are applied” (Hayek ����, ���), and
in this capacity, immanent criticism points toward the way in which
Hayek’s interventionism exhibits a second major theme of complexity-
based policy: modularity. Immanent criticism suggests that when altering
rules, we do not simply intuit what rule would be best, nor do we apply
a simple criteria, based on a narrow set of concerns (as primitive versions
of act utilitarianism would recommend). Rather, we take a system-level
perspective and consider the connections between the rules we wish to
modify and the other rules within the system. In complex systems, large
changes yield unpredictable results, but as we have seen in discussing
D’Agostino’s work on modularity, if systems are relatively decomposable,
large changes can be made within subsystems so long as design rules are
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in place to maintain compatibility between these subsystems. Does this
idea find expression in Hayek’s writings on intervention?

In Hayek’s view, institutions and rules are at least somewhat decompos-
able in the sense explained above: there are subsets of rules that exhibit
strong interdependencies among one another and weaker connections to
elements in other subsystems.�� As Hayek characterizes the Great Society,
it is comparable to “a nucleus, or several nuclei, of more closely related
individuals occupying a central position in a more loosely connected but
more extensive order” (����, ��). These loose partitions are made up of
distinct, but overlapping subsets of individuals, and are also governed
by different sets of rules. For example, the rules of a military are distinct
from the rules of citizens, but because individuals are members of both
categories, these sets of rules are not entirely independent.

This version of modularity provides a clue for making sense of Hayek’s
non-incremental interventions. For instance, when Hayek discusses
non-incremental changes in the law, undertaken by legislators, he is
careful to emphasize the system-level perspective. These changes are
desirable only in considering the incoherence between subsets of rules
and the undesirable “dead end” to which inevitably path-dependent
rule evolution can lead. Just as D’Agostino points out about design rules,
when functionality considerations lead us to fix rules that connect two
subsystems, this may create a path dependency by restricting searches to
sets that satisfy this design rule. The law will not evolve in such a way
that could alter this design rule, since doing so in an effective manner
would require a systematic or non-incremental alteration in the rules.
As Hayek explains, “The development of case-law is in some respects
a sort of one-way street: when it has already moved a considerable
distance in one direction, it often cannot retrace its steps when some
implications of earlier decisions are seen to by clearly undesirable” (ibid.,
��). Legislation, when the suboptimal equilibrium is sufficiently obvious,
can correct these path dependent lock-ins, because, unlike judge-made
law, legislation is not confined to piecemeal tinkering. Notably, Hayek
explicitly mentions that lawmakers should strive to understand the
properties and requirements of the system as a whole and that this
systemic perspective should influence their judgments; lawmakers must
decide cases “in a manner appropriate to the function which the whole
system of rules serves” (����, ���; see also Mack ����, ���-��).

Consider a difficult example for Hayek’s conception of law: slavery. If the
institution of slavery becomes entrenched in a society, the gradual evolu-
tion of judge-made law is unlikely to dislodge it. Too many expectations
depend upon the persistence of this institution. In many countries, though
not the United States, legislative intervention succeeded in abolishing the
institution while minimizing the disappointment of expectations. The
rules surrounding the ownership of slaves can be seen as a somewhat
modular subsection of property law, which itself is a subsection of law in
general, with important connections to other modules within the system
of rules, including moral rules.�� As moral rules and values evolved,
slavery became increasingly incompatible with common opinion regard-
ing basic rights and interpersonal rules of conduct.�� Since laws emerge
together, however, there existed tight connections between various laws
(Hayek ����, ��); case law had produced a lock-in effect, or path depen-
dency, which was impossible to undo through piecemeal tinkering. Too
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many interests depended on the persistence of slavery. Too many plans
had been laid on the assumption of its continued existence. And too
many other laws (and legal precedents) depended on and supported the
institution of slavery. Instead of piecemeal tinkering, a less gradualist
intervention, one based on immanent criticism, was required. Thus,
when Hayek advocates “the revision not only of single rules but of whole
sections of the established system of case law,” he is best understood
as advocating a form of system-level or modularity thinking in which
the compatibility between various subsets of values drives moral and
legal reform.�� This focus on immanent criticism explains why, when
discussing the creation of new laws, Hayek often points out that these
reforms do not occur in a vacuum, but rather that “hereto accepted rules
are unjust in the light of more general principles of justice” (����, ��)
— i.e. in light of other values and rules within the system or within
connected systems. The legislator, just like the judge when he must create
new rules, is focused on the system as a whole and on the order that it
generates. In doing so. . .

. . . the only standard by which we can judge particular values
of our society is the entire body of other values of that same
society. More precisely, the factually existing, but always
imperfect, order of actions produced by obedience to these
values provides the touchstone for evaluation. (Hayek [����]
����, ���)

(�) As for the third theme — that of cultivating, rather than controlling
— Hayek advances a vision of intervention in perfect alignment with
the viewpoint of modern complexity theorists. Just as contemporary
complexity theorists criticize policy approaches that fail to take account of
social complexity, ascribing labels such as “state control policy” (Colander
and Kupers ����, ��) or pointing out an undue focus on “allocation” rather
than “formation” (Gowdy et. al. ����, ���), Hayek also criticizes more
common ways of understanding the role of policy as a means of control
([����B]����, ���). Because we possess only knowledge of the principles
of how complex systems operate, and are thus limited to mere “pattern
predictions,” policymakers cannot predict, and thus cannot control, a
complex system like society (Hayek []����] ����, ���). Nevertheless, the
policymaker may be in a position to support the ability of individuals
to coordinate with one another and to pursue their respective ends. As
Hayek explains in “Degrees of Explanation”:

... Even if we cannot control the external circumstances at all,
we may adapt our actions to them. And sometimes, though
we may not be able to bring about the particular results
we would like, knowledge of the principle of the thing will
enable us to make circumstances more favourable to the kinds
of events we desire. . . An explanation of the principle will
thus often enable us to create such favourable circumstances
even if it does not allow us to control the outcome. Such
activities in which we are guided by a knowledge merely of
the principle of the thing should perhaps better be described
by the term cultivation than by the familiar term ‘control’
— cultivation in the sense in which the farmer or gardener
cultivates his plants, where he knows and can control only
some of the determining circumstances, and in which the
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wise legislator or statesman will probably attempt to cultivate
rather than to control the forces of the social process. ([����A]
����, ���)��

The main method that Hayek proposes for cultivating a successful society
is to promote general, equal, and predictable laws, or what Hayek labels
the Rule of Law. With such laws in place, the spontaneous order is likely
to emerge from the interactions between individuals. The requirements of
generality, equality, and certainty still leave ample room for variety. The
policymaker should aim, within these constraints, to determine which
policies best promote the capacity of individuals to interact in beneficial
and predictable ways.

To borrow Wilson’s terms, Hayek believes that the task of the policy
maker is to set up conditions under which the behavioral adaptations
of individuals, the CAS� adaptations, promote positive change on the
social level, i.e. generate positive CAS� adaptations. But this requires
understanding the nature and conditions of individuals’ self-organizing
capacities: “our main task must be to adjust our rules so as to make
the spontaneous forces of society work as beneficially as possible. The
first need in order that we should be able to do so is that we learn to
understand the working of those forces” (Hayek [����B] ����, ���).

Hayek’s comments on intervention therefore bear a striking resemblance
to more contemporary views that approach policymaking from a com-
plexity perspective. This resemblance appears in various forms; I have
emphasized three key themes that characterize Hayek’s viewpoint as
well as that of more contemporary theorists. From a complexity per-
spective, incremental changes are typically better than large-scale ones.
Yet, path dependency and lock-in may demand exceptions, and when
exceptions must be made, complexity requires system-level thinking.
Accordingly, policymakers must pay attention to any potential for de-
composability within the system. Otherwise large-scale interventions
are likely to severely disrupt the social order and to unleash a host of
unintended consequences. Finally, the approach recommended by the
complexity perspective is that of cultivating a successfully evolving order,
of reconciling adaptations on the CAS� and CAS� levels, rather than at-
tempting to control CAS� characteristics directly. I have already suggested
how complexity considerations may shed light on Hayek’s seemingly
oxymoronic position on intervention. Before concluding, the ability of
complexity theory to reconcile Hayek’s claims about intervention must
be made more explicit.

�.� Addressing the Puzzle

Having seen that Hayek’s theory of complexity sheds light on both his
opposition to and advocacy of interventionist measures, it remains to
be seen if this new understanding can also aid in reconciling these two
strands in Hayek’s writings. Recall the two claims presented in section III
that give rise to a perceived tension in Hayek’s stance on intervention:

�. Interventions cause great harm
�. Interventions of various sorts are compatible with or necessary for

a healthy society
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��: Although this leaves room for “ob-
jectionable forms of oppression,” policies
that are oppressive without violating the
Rule of Law must be opposed on grounds
distinct from the fact that they intervene
in the actions of individuals.
��: See also Lewis and Lewin (����, ��-�).

Taking (�) as given, how can Hayek endorse (�)? To examine this issue,
consider two different types of intervention that Hayek discusses: gov-
ernmental programs and legal or institutional reform. Reading Hayek
as a complexity theorist provides the key to resolving the tension that
arises with regard to both types of intervention.

First consider particular governmental programs, such as a social safety
net or the provision of public goods. Whether or not such programs create
harmful disturbances in a complex system may depend on how they are
implemented and on how they interact with currently existing laws and
norms. Hayek has relatively little to say about the implementation of these
programs, but his comments on the importance of piecemeal tinkering as
well as immanent criticism suggest that a Hayekian intervention would
refrain from imposing large-scale programs or regulations which would
be both disruptive and unpredictable. Instead, small changes or small-
scale implementation better fit the Hayekian vision of policy aimed at
facilitating reliable expectations and interpersonal coordination under
conditions of complexity.

Even with this approach to implementation, however, certain policies are
simply off the table for Hayek. As Hayek explains in his Cairo lectures, “all
laws and institutions which offend against the ideal of the Rule of Law are
objectionable in principle, while any law which conforms to it will have
to be judged on its individual merits” (ibid., ���). A necessary condition
for any policy or rule change is that it satisfy three conditions of the Rule
of Law: generality, equality, and certainty (ibid., ���). Although there are
many ways in which a law or policy can be harmful, if interventionist
activities are restricted by generality, equality, and certainty, then the
individual retains the ability to respond to a reasonably predictable
environment, one insulated from the whims of authority (ibid., ���).��

The thought is that, given the unpredictability of complex systems,
restricting laws in this manner is necessary in order to “make the world
around us a more familiar world in which we can move with greater
confidence that we shall not be disappointed because we can at least
exclude certain eventualities” (Hayek [����A] ����, ���-��).��

Admittedly, this account places a heavy burden on a somewhat dubious
distinction — interferences that satisfy the Rule of Law and those that do
not. Hayek claims that price-fixing, for example, cannot satisfy the Rule
of Law ([����B] ����, ���). Yet, price-fixing might be applied in a manner
that is general (applying to all cases that are relevantly similar), equal
(applying equally to all citizens), and certain (predictably applied). Given
that the policy implications of complexity theory are still being explored
and debated, it is perhaps unsurprising that Hayek’s early treatment
falls short of perfection. Still, it would be rather scandalous if Hayek’s
theory lacked the resources to distinguish between the interventions he
entertains and those he claims are simply out of the question.

A more helpful distinction than that between laws that do and laws
that do not satisfy the Rule of Law is the distinction between principle
and expedience. Although this distinction appears briefly in the Cairo
lectures (ibid., ���), Hayek develops it further in volume one of Law,
Legislation, and Liberty. Principles are inchoate rules, delimiting which
concerns do and which do not permit a change in the laws (Hayek ����,
��). Their purpose is to supersede case-by-case assessment of particular
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��: See Mack (����, ���-�).
actions or policies, which would lead to myopic decision-making, taken
in the heat of the moment.�� Expedience, on the other hand, focuses,
not on the sorts of considerations which may justify a rule change, but
on the desired outcome to be achieved (Hayek [����B] ����, ���). In
Hayek’s view, principles lead to predictable “interventions,” consistent
with the functioning of a spontaneous order in complex systems, while
decisions based on expediency are unpredictable and thus undermine
the formation of spontaneous order. Recalling the third theme of the
complexity approach, we see that expedience, in virtue of its specific
goals, leads to attempts at control, rather than cultivation. Principle-based
policy, on the other hand, lacks specific purposes for particular persons,
seeking instead to facilitate an “order of actions,” which promotes the
ability of individuals to pursue their own diverse plans.

This distinction clarifies how many economic controls, like price-fixing,
fall outside the realm of acceptable interventions. If we are constrained
to apply rules only in light of principles, not considering immediate
expedience, then price controls lack appeal. For why would one endorse
a policy of price control if not to benefit a particular group at a particular
time, i.e., on the basis of expedience?�� A price control may help a select
group of sellers, but it does so at the expense of other prospective sellers,
of consumers, and ultimately of economic efficiency.�� The only reason
to institute such a policy is to achieve a particular purpose at a particular
time — but, as we have seen, such endeavors are incompatible with
facing the challenges of social complexity, since they undermine the
expectations of interacting individuals. While ruling out many of the
interventions that Hayek opposes, this principle-expedience distinction
seems to allow for many toward which Hayek is more ambivalent: for
example, a social safety net and the provision or regulation of public
goods. As Hayek recognized, exactly which interventions are or are
not justified by principles is debatable. Where Hayek is confident is in
his assertion that when evaluating the acceptability of a policy on the
basis of a principle, complexity considerations play a central role. In
order to function under conditions of complexity, society must facilitate
accurate expectations and interpersonal coordination. It cannot do so
when expediency, rather than principle, drives policy.

Hayek’s theory of complexity also suggests a reconciliation between
his favoring of spontaneous order and direct legislative intervention. A
crucial point, which has been implicit, is that a spontaneous order is
distinct and separable from the spontaneous origin of the laws that give
rise to it: “... while the rules on which a spontaneous order rests may
also be of spontaneous origin, this need not always be the case. . . it is at
least conceivable that the formation of a spontaneous order relies entirely
on rules that were deliberately made” (Hayek ����, ��).�� This is why
Hayek need not rule out legislative intervention: rules are not good or
bad in virtue of their source, but rather, in virtue of their form. Do they
or do they not allow us to cope with complexity by enabling individuals
to develop accurate expectations and to succeed in coordinating their
activities? Importantly, Hayek does not say that laws or legislation are
incompatible with spontaneous order; he says that commands are:

It is advisable. . . not to confuse laws and commands. . . The
important difference between the two concepts lies in the
fact that, as we move from commands to laws, the source of
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the decision on what particular action is to be taken shifts
progressively from the issuer of the command or law to the
acting person. (Hayek ����, ���)

While commands are appropriate for organizations, in which members
are directed by a central authority and work towards a single goal, they
cannot engender a spontaneous order of actions, in which individuals
pursue their own ends and are coordinated by formal rules that do not
specify particular ends.�� The legislator who finds it necessary to correct
an evolutionary “dead-end” in case law need not issue commands and
therefore need not undermine the spontaneous order or mould society
as a whole into the form of an organization. Instead, the legislator can
restrict new rules to the form of laws. Combined with the complexity
considerations covered in section V — specifically, the system-level
thinking of immanent criticism and the potential for focusing on modules
within the system of rules — this distinction between commands and
laws reveals how legislative reform of “whole sections of the established
system of case law” is less drastic and disruptive than it sounds. By
isolating these “sections” into relatively self-contained modules while
also focusing on important connections these modules have to other
sections of the system of law, the legislator can maintain or even enhance
the ability of individuals to from expectations and to coordinate, at least
so long as the legislator issues bona fide laws and avoids the temptation
to issue commands.

On the flipside, it is precisely due to complexity that such heavy-handed
interventions sometimes become necessary. Complex systems are charac-
terized by positive feedbacks and path dependence (Arthur ����, ��-�;
Marengo and Dosi ���). For this reason, Hayek explains, “spontaneous
process of growth may lead into an impasse from which it cannot extricate
itself by its own forces or which it will at least not correct quickly enough”
(Hayek ����, ��; see also Vaughn ����, ���). In correcting such undesir-
able directions of growth, a prevailing concern is to maintain society’s
ability to spontaneously order itself; policy is to be “directed toward the
securing of an abstract overall order” (Hayek ����, ���). Hayek’s concern
with this order of actions, so crucial to interpersonal coordination in a
complex system, again motivates his emphasis on principle over expedi-
ency. Aiming at particular outcomes, as expediency dictates, would yield
policies and rules incompatible with the requirements and limitations
presented by complex systems. Laws based on principle, on the other
hand, are better suited to decentralize decision-making to dispersed
actors, thereby supporting the spontaneous forces that give rise to the
order of actions.

�.� Conclusion

Hayek the laissez-faire marketeer is an urban legend. Yet, his writings
express a strong anti-interventionist streak. Concerns with diversity,
with knowledge, and with predictability lead him to conclude that
interventions are often harmful and unjustified. To focus only on this
aspect of his position, however, is to mistakenly view his stance on
intervention as one of unequivocal opposition. In fact, there are many
interventions that Hayek believes are worth considering, interventions
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which cannot be ruled out on principle. To understand Hayek’s views
on intervention requires that we search out exactly what divides those
interventions that one can rule out on principle from those that must
stand or fall on the basis of a consideration of their particular merits.
To this end, I have suggested that we pay closer attention to Hayek’s
theory of complexity and how his understanding of society as a complex
system underlies his stance on intervention. Complexity provides insight
into why certain interventions — those that do not disrupt spontaneous
order — are permissible. Whether or not Hayek’s complexity approach
to intervention is fully satisfactory, considering his position in light of
complexity certainly contributes to our understanding of statements that
otherwise appear capricious or contradictory. The restrictions Hayek
places on intervention closely track restrictions on successful intervention
into a complex society. Those he allows are those that maintain our
capacity to cope with complexity.
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�.� Introduction

In one breath F. A. Hayek will urge the primacy of “orderly structures
which are the product of the action of many men but are not the result of
human design” (����, p ��); in the next, however, he will emphasize that
social structures owe their persistence or extinction to their tendency to
“increase or decrease the efficiency of the group as a whole” ([����A]
����, p ���). Critics have claimed that Hayek thus posits two distinct
accounts of the emergence of social institutions: one which emphasizes
the local adjustments of individuals unintentionally giving rise to social
structures, another which emphasizes the effectiveness of macro-level
properties and their adaptiveness in the context of intergroup competition.
“Hayek’s appeal to a process of cultural evolution operating at the group-
level as such,” writes Viktor Vanberg, “stands in contrast to his explicit
methodological individualism. . . and to what is otherwise the main
thrust of his work” (����, p ��). This inconsistency, according to Vanberg,
“represents a major flaw in Hayek’s reasoning” (����, p ��).�

The tension between these two processes is not an idiosyncratic error in
Hayek’s system of thought. Rather, it is endemic to the dynamics of group
adaptation more generally. Theories of multilevel selection acknowledge
that adaptation occurs on a multiplicity of scales. A simple, illustrative
model of multilevel selection posits two levels: individual organism
and social group.� Based on these disparate levels of selection, the
evolutionary biologist David Sloan Wilson defines two types of adaptive
system:

Complex Adaptive System � (CAS�): “A complex system that is
adaptive as a system.” Complex Adaptive System � (CAS�): “A
complex system composed of agents that employ adaptive
strategies” (Wilson ����, p ��).

CAS� adaptations occur when systems or groups adjust to their envi-
ronments, environments which include other systems or groups. Group
selection is an example of a process of CAS� adaptation. By contrast, CAS�
adaptations occur via the local adjustments made by individual elements
that make up a system or group. Invisible hand processes, in which
individuals pursue values and unintentionally produce macrostates, are
paradigmatic of CAS� adaptation. Importantly, CAS� processes will in-
volve changes in individual behavior, just as CAS� processes will generate
group-level modifications.

The distinct nature, and alleged incompatibility, of these two processes
has led to a dialectic in which evolutionary theorists — be they biological
or cultural — tend to champion one of two broad camps: those who grant
primacy to selection at the group level and those who emphasize invisible
hand processes that ultimately give rise to group characteristics (Mesoudi
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����, pp ��-�). For conciseness, the former group will be referred to as
“CAS� theorists,” the latter as “CAS� theorists.”

Much of the literature that examines Hayek’s use of evolutionary theory
asks whether he is (or should be) a CAS� or a CAS� theorist. Whichever
answer he provides, commentators claim, will entail serious alterations
to his theory. If Hayek grants primacy to intergroup competition, they
claim, then the role of individual-level adaptations is diminished. Hayek
is no longer a bona fide methodological individualist, seeking to explain
culture and institutions as the results of “human action but not human
design.” Not only does this rejection of methodological individualism put
Hayek at odds with his earlier work, which champions the “compositive
method” of deducing macro-results from individuals’ behavior ([����B]
����; [����] ����), but it also calls into question Hayek’s self-identification
as a philosophical descendant of the Scottish Enlightenment. Invisible
hand explanations feature prominently in Hayek’s reading of theorists
such as Adam Smith and Adam Ferguson, whose philosophical move-
ment Hayek takes himself to be reviving and extending ([����A] ����,
pp �� ff.).

On the other hand, if Hayek abandons his group-selectionist bent (CAS�)
and wholly embraces methodological individualism (CAS�), then he
faces the challenge of explaining why the emergent properties would be
desirable or beneficial.� As Jonny Anomaly and Geoffrey Brennan (����)
explain, for any invisible hand process that results in a benefit to the group,
there also looms an invisible fist process that threatens to undermine
group functionality. Wilson’s view is even more pessimistic: not only are
individual adaptations logically unrelated to group level fitness, they
actually tend to undermine it. In many cases, opportunistic adaptations on
the individual level can engender “a breakdown of group-level functional
organization,” because “[b]etween-group selection, if it takes place at all,
is not sufficiently strong to oppose within-group selection. The groups
remain functionally impaired indefinitely...” (Wilson ����, p ��). If Hayek
emphasizes local adjustments over group adaptations, therefore, he
weakens the social-scientific basis of his anti-interventionist political
stance. For, if CAS� adaptations cannot be expected to generate socially
beneficial outcomes, then the government must actively endeavor to
make individual behavior compatible with group functionality (Wilson
����, p ��).�

In sum, several commentators agree that Hayek must either abandon
methodological individualism as the explanatory paradigm of social
science or he must abandon his group-selectionist arguments. And they
also agree that neither course leaves his broader theory intact.

This supposed dilemma achieves plausibility only by mischaracterizing
Hayek’s view. Far from conflating two distinct evolutionary processes,
Hayek incorporates both processes as integral features of his broader
theory. Hayek’s view is best interpreted as a multilevel selection theory
involving both upward and downward causation. The argument for this
interpretation of Hayek’s view unfolds as follows: section II explains why
neither group selection nor methodological individualism can provide
an adequate explanation of social order when considered in isolation. By
combining these two approaches, section III argues, Hayek provides a
more satisfying explanation. Pace Hayek’s critics, these two fundamental
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approaches hang together as a unified framework for explaining social
phenomena.

�.� The Inadequacy of CAS� and CAS�
Approaches

Hayek’s critics make two assertions. First, in advocating for a CAS�
or CAS� approach, they suggest that Hayek’s evolutionary theory or
his methodological individualism, respectively, provide an adequate
explanation of social order. Second, they hold that this “or” is exclusive:
Hayek’s theory of group selection and his methodological individualism
are incompatible accounts.

Before assessing CAS� and CAS� approaches as stand-alone explanations,
it is necessary to briefly consider what makes for an adequate explanation.
Hayek often cites two philosophers of science, Karl Popper and Ernest
Nagel, whose theories are representative of the prevailing philosophy of
science in Hayek’s day.� Both of these philosophers advocated versions
of the deductive-nomological theory of scientific explanation, in which
explanations consist of a set of propositions, at least one of which is a
scientific law, that jointly necessitate the outcome to be explained. In a
book dedicated to Hayek, Popper explains that, for a theory to constitute
an explanation of observable facts, “a description of these facts must be
deducible from the theory in conjunction with certain statements, the
so-called ‘initial conditions’” (Popper ���� [����], p ���).� This sets a
rather high bar for Hayek: an explanation of social order must include
empirical and law-like propositions that necessitate the emergence of that
order. To clear this high bar, I will argue, Hayek must employ both types
of explanation: group selectionist and methodological individualist.

Downward Causation: Hayek’s Evolutionary Theory

According to Vanberg, CAS� theorists advocate “collective functionalism,”
a view which posits a “direct link” between benefit to the group and
the emergence of a macrostructure (����, pp ��-�). Such explanations
clash with methodological individualism due to the fact that individual
advantage and group benefit often pull in opposing directions. For
Vanberg, this means that the predictions of a collective functionalist view
are implausible, since they fail to account for the decisions made by
individuals on the basis of their personal interests. Worse yet, collective
functionalist explanations are also vague, because the mechanism by
which collective functionality actually gives rise to macrostructures
remains unspecified. Given that Hayek’s theory of cultural evolution
is a type of collective functionalism, Vanberg asserts, it thus exhibits
both major issues: implausibility and vagueness. These issues set the
challenge for Hayek’s use of group selection. Can a CAS� approach avoid
implausibility by explaining how self-interested behavior is compatible
with group interest? And can it avoid vagueness by explaining the
mechanism by which group benefits cause group adaptations? Without
resolving both of these issues, CAS� theory cannot provide a bona fide
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explanation, at least not according to the deductive-nomological theory
outlined above.

With respect to the challenge of implausibility, contemporary group
selection theory has made major strides in clarifying how group selection
might occur in the face of individual-level selective pressures. Contempo-
rary group selectionists, such as Sober and Wilson (����), have clarified
how group-level pressures can overcome individual-level ones, even
when these pressures direct behavior in opposite directions. Multilevel
selection theorists often point to Price’s equation to clarify the conditions
under which pressures at a higher level will swamp those at a lower
level in the evolutionary process (Turchin ����, p �; Okasha ����, pp ��
ff.). When within-group diversity is small, between-group diversity is
large, and when individuals within groups have relatively equal fitness,
group selection can successfully overpower individual-level selective
pressures.

When group selection occurs, the result is what evolutionary theorists
call “downward causation” (Flack ����; Corning and Szathmáry ����;
Ellis ����; [����A] ����, p ���). Lower-level elements tend to exhibit those
traits and behaviors that prove to be adaptive for the group. At the limit,
the group can actually become a “superorganism,” programming its
constituent individuals to behave in coordinated, group-beneficial ways
(Szathmáry ����). This process has been thoroughly explored by models
that demonstrate its possibility under various circumstances. It has also
been verified empirically (Wade ����; Maynard-Smith and Szothmary
����; Lewontin ����; Hamilton ����). There is therefore no justification,
at least given what we know today, for Vanberg’s assertion that Hayek’s
theory of group selection is “implausible.” Indeed, in offering his own
criticism of Hayek, Geoffrey Hodgson makes the same point: “Vanberg
was wrong to dismiss group selection so easily. . . . [A]mong biologists
the notion of group selection is not so reprehensible as Vanberg suggests,
and it retains some considerable support from a number of theorists and
philosophers” (����, p ��).

There is another criticism of group selection theory, different from
Vanberg’s, that also claims to show its implausibility. So-called “gene
reductionists” claim that groups are not suitable as units of selection
(Williams ����). As Richard Dawkins memorably put it,

[g]enetically speaking. . . groups are like clouds in the sky or
dust-storms in the desert. They are temporary aggregations
or federations. They are not stable through evolutionary
time. . . . A population is not a discrete enough entity to be a
unit of natural selection, not stable and unitary enough to be
‘selected’ in preference to another population. (���� [����], p
��)

Groups lack the longevity and stability of genes. Hence, they cannot
function as “replicators,” i.e. as units of selection.

Although critics of group selection are right to attack naïve accounts
that take groups to be replicators, this is not Hayek’s view. For him, the
replicator is a system of rules, not the group or even the emergent order
of actions: “the natural selection of rules will operate on the bases of the
greater or lesser efficiency of the resulting order of the group” ([����A]
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����, p ���). Selection takes place at the level of social order, the “vehicle”
(Dawkins ���� [����], p ��), but the thing selected, the “replicator,” is the
system of rules.

Having identified replicators as rule systems and vehicles as social orders,
Hayek is able to sidestep the criticism that groups are too unstable to be
replicators. They aren’t the replicators, they are the vehicles. In this way,
Hayek was ahead of his time. As Kim Sterelny explains, recent theories
of group selection are best understood as claiming that “groups function
in evolution in the same way organisms do. That is, group selectionist
hypotheses are about vehicles, not replicators” (Sterelny, p ���). Much of
Hayek’s work on cultural evolution aims to demonstrate that systems of
rules exhibit heredity, variation, and selection — sufficient conditions for
evolution to take place (Mesoudi ����, pp ��-��).

Hayek’s CAS� approach stands up well to the criticisms of both Vanberg
and Dawkins that call into question the plausibility of group selectionist
accounts. However, it remains to be seen whether or not Hayek’s account
is guilty of vagueness, as Vanberg asserts. All theories, to some extent,
stylize, so vagueness falls along a spectrum. However, recalling Hayek’s
commitment to the deductive-nomological theory of scientific explana-
tion, we might posit that to be “too vague” for Hayek means that a theory
fails to provide a set of sufficient conditions entailing the explanandum.
Taking this view, it’s clear that Vanberg is correct: there is a major gap
in Hayek’s group-selectionist theory of social order. Although Hayek
adequately spells out the process of downward causation from group-
beneficial order to the proliferation and extinction of certain systems of
rules, group selection alone fails to specify how systems of rules actually
produce order. Some rules will generate beneficial orders, some will
generate dysfunctional orders, and some will fail to produce order at all
(����, p ��). Without explaining how this process works, Hayek’s social
theory does not meet the requirements of scientific explanation, since
there is a largely unexplained link between certain systems of rules and
certain group-level traits. In other words, despite providing a detailed
account of downward causation, group selectionism says nothing about
the process of upward causation.

Upward Causation: Methodological Individualism and
Spontaneous Order

In Vanberg’s view, methodological individualism and spontaneous or-
der, closely related concepts, provide the main alternative model for
explaining social phenomena. For Hodgson, however, this explanatory
method fails to accomplish Hayek’s goals. Hodgson criticizes method-
ological individualism, first, for being incomplete (Hodgson ����, pp
��-�). Methodological individualism, as Hodgson understands it, takes
individual values for granted, eschewing explorations into psychology
and preference-formation. From there, it attempts to work up explana-
tions of human behavior by individuals acting within groups. By leaving
the origins of human nature unexamined, Hodgson asserts, Hayek fails to
provide a full account of “long-run changes and developments in a social
context” (��). An adequate explanation of social order must therefore
“involve a discussion of the molding of individuals by circumstances
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(���� [����]: ��).

as well as of circumstances by individuals,” that is, it must provide
an “evolutionary perspective” (��). Hodgson also questions whether
Hayek’s social theory is consistent with his anti-interventionist stance
(��). This second criticism is echoed most clearly by Wilson:

. . . there is an unstated assumption that [CAS� and CAS�]
are compatible with each other; in other words, that a sys-
tem composed of agents which employ adaptive strategies
is adaptive as a system. The metaphor of the invisible hand,
which has played such a central role in the history of eco-
nomic thought, embodies the same assumption. But a proper
understanding of evolutionary theory leads unequivocally to
the conclusion that these two meanings are not compatible
with each other, except under special conditions (����, p ��).�

According to both Hodgson and Wilson, there is no reason whatsoever to
believe that individual-level adaptations will facilitate collective function-
ality.� In fact, given the prevalence of social dilemmas, individual-level
adaptations are likely to undermine group success. Wilson, associating
Hayek with the view that “greed is good,” thus finds Hayek’s use of
evolutionary theory ironic (Wilson ����, pp ��-�, ���).

Examining the veracity of this criticism requires at least a rough un-
derstanding of how Hayek understands methodological individualism
and how he employs it to explain spontaneous social orders. Both the
meaning of “methodological individualism” and its relation to the idea
of spontaneous order must be examined.

For Hayek, the basic idea of methodological individualism is that an
explanation or understanding of social phenomena must begin with an
analysis of individual human action: “there is no other way toward an
understanding of social phenomena but through our understanding of
individual actions” ([����C] ����, p �). This does not mean the theorist
cannot speak of groups or of collective action. But such concepts must,
ultimately, be analyzed in terms of the behavior of individual actors.� The
need for an analysis of individual human action comprises at least two
features. The first feature, often referred to as Verstehen, concerns the need
for interpretive understanding in the explanation of human behavior.��
Hayek concisely characterizes this methodological postulate by saying
that “[s]o far as human action is concerned, things are what the acting
people think they are” ([����] ����, p ��).�� As an important corollary
of this truism, costs and benefits must be construed subjectively, and
human action, therefore, cannot be understood until one comprehends
the agent’s subjective viewpoint.

Equally important is Hayek’s explanation of why social science must
begin with an analysis of individual human action. According to Hayek,
social phenomena are often too complex or too abstract to be perceived
without a theory that constructs them from the behavior of interacting
individuals. Consequently, methodological individualism is not merely
a tool of explanation, but also a tool of discovery. In the social sciences,
Hayek claims,

. . . it is the attitudes of individuals which are the familiar el-
ements and by the combination of which we try to reproduce
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the complex phenomena, the results of individual actions,
which are much less known — a procedure which often leads
to the discovery of principles of structural coherence of the
complex phenomena which had not been (and perhaps could
not be) established by direct observation. ([����B] ����, pp
���-�)��

These complex phenomena — for example, the nature of general equilib-
rium in a market economy — are abstract, not concrete, and therefore
not available to perceptual observation.�� Consequently, the social scien-
tist cannot proceed by analyzing some perceivable whole into its basic
elements, as Hayek believed was the common approach in the physi-
cal sciences. Instead, when explaining phenomena of high complexity,
the social scientist must start with the basic elements and reconstruct
these complex phenomena before such phenomena can be understood
or sometimes even recognized.

Does Hayek mean to assert that we can deduce complex phenomena
by identifying the basic elements and processes that give rise to them?
There is good reason to reject this position whether or not Hayek held it.
First, a hallmark of emergent phenomena is that one cannot infer their
properties from the underlying elements; emergent phenomena are, in
some sense, surprising.�� Many of the complex wholes that Hayek seeks
to understand are emergent phenomena in this sense. Moreover, they are
complex. The mind-boggling combinatorics involved in complex systems
— systems with large numbers of interrelated, heterogeneous parts —
pose serious challenges for any attempt to reverse engineer them (Green
����). Finally, Hayek himself rejects the ability of social science to explain
or predict particular outcomes in complex systems, like society.�� We
cannot, therefore, trace out the implications of individual actions that
give rise to particular macrostates.

Hayek does, however, seem to hold that social science enables us to
understand certain relations or patterns exhibited by complex or abstract
systems. Hayek calls these results “pattern predictions” and explanations
([����] ����, p ���). We cannot explain or predict the exact list of prices
at a given moment in time; we cannot explain or predict the exact
phenotype of a particular species at a given moment in the future.
However, in both cases, we can start with simple assumptions about
how basic elements behave and, from there, trace out a process that will
reveal general patterns. Markets will tend toward market-clearing prices;
genetic evolution will tend toward organisms that are well adapted to
their environments, which include other organisms. In both cases, we
rely on basic constituents to reveal general patterns that will emerge
on the macro-level. The intellectual task of the social scientist is thus
poorly described by the term analysis; it is, instead, a synthesis or
composition ([����B] ����, pp ���-�). Accordingly, the term “explanation
by methodological individualism” will be used interchangeably with the
more concise “compositive explanation.”

This expanded construal of Hayek’s methodology captures the intuitive
notion of methodological individualism that critics ascribe to Hayek. In
particular, the core of this more detailed conception of methodological
individualism is the reconstruction of emergent social phenomena —
such as spontaneous orders — in terms of individual behavior. It thus
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implicates the sort of invisible hand explanations that Vanberg and others
consider to be inimical to Hayek’s group selection account of cultural
evolution.

Having explained the meaning of methodological individualism, we
can now address the second key idea: the relation between methodolog-
ical individualism and spontaneous order. In contrast to what Hayek
calls “organizations” (����, p ��), spontaneous orders emerge without
commands. Instead, a set of behavior-regulating rules gives rise to an
undesigned pattern of interaction. The rules, in this case, are not tailored
to achieve some pre-specified goal. Such orders are thus “not the result of
all the factors being taken into account by a single centre,” but rather are
“produced by the responses of the individual elements to their respective
surroundings” ([����A] ����, pp ���-�).�� “[I]f a multitude of individual
elements obey certain general laws,” Hayek explains, “this may... produce
a definite order of the whole mass without the interference of an outside
force” ([����A] ����, p ���). Whereas the rules that undergird organiza-
tions come attached to defined positions with specified goals and serve as
complements to commands, the rules that underlie spontaneous orders
“must be independent of purpose and be the same. . . for whole classes of
members not individually designated by name” (����, p ��). Importantly,
these rules are “applied by the individuals in the light of their respective
knowledge and purposes; and their application will be independent of
any common purpose.”��

For Hayek, the abstract nature of these spontaneous orders entails the
need for methodological individualism in examining them. Because
the interactions between millions of individuals, following only general
rules, will exhibit abstract, imperceptible patterns — what Hayek calls
“abstract spontaneous orders” (����, p ��) — we cannot hope to perceive,
much less understand, society by examining it only at the aggregate or
macro-level. There is no antecedently known pattern which the order
strives to realize, and our minds have not evolved to directly perceive
abstract, algebraic patterns that are liable to emerge. Although not all
spontaneous orders will be abstract (and hence imperceptible), many
of them will be, “and for this reason will not be intuitively perceivable
and not recognizable except on the basis of a theory accounting for their
character” (����, p ��). In sum, Hayek’s multi-part claim is that (�) many
orders within society are spontaneous in the sense that they emerge from
rule-following agents, rather than an overarching plan, (�) these orders
are often abstract and thus imperceptible, and (�) any adequate account
of an abstract spontaneous order will employ a compositive explanation.
This type of theorizing — viz. the process of mentally reconstructing a
spontaneous order by tracing the relations that exist between the elements
— is essentially what Hayek calls methodological individualism.

The economic explanation of social phenomena thus runs from the
subjective values, beliefs, or rules that determine individual behavior to
the order of actions that emerges when a number of such individuals
interact. But, as Wilson and Hodgson are acutely aware, this story contains
rather wide gaps. Why should the social scientist assume that the rules
followed by individuals will give rise to a spontaneous order, rather than
disorder or chaos? And more normatively, given that some orders may be
suboptimal or even ghastly, on what basis can we endorse the resulting
spontaneous order, as Hayek suggests we should? Vanberg’s criticism of
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the CAS� approach thus seems equally applicable to the CAS� approach,
just as Wilson and Hodgson have claimed. Methodological individualism,
like group selection, leaves large explanatory gaps when considered in
isolation. As a result, just as group selection fails to satisfy the deductive-
nomological criteria of explanation, so does compositive explanation.
As shown in the next section (III), to fill these gaps, Hayek turns from
the individualistic methodology of pure economics and draws upon
multilevel selection theory. The need to account for the explanatory gaps
identified in sections II.i and II.ii thus helps to explain why Hayek believed
that “nobody can be a great economist who is only an economist” (����,
p ���). By appreciating the integration of these explanatory approaches,
Hayek’s social theory can finally be understood.

�.� Reuniting the Twins: Hayek’s Multilevel
Selection Theory

As noted above (sec. I), several commentators view Hayek’s dual use of
methodological individualism and group selection theory as contradic-
tory; Hayek’s social theory must be modified so as to avoid either CAS�
or CAS� explanations. Bruce Caldwell (����a) presents an alternative
view.. Although he concurs with the critics that Hayek is inconsistent,
Caldwell does not think that Hayek should be viewed as either a CAS�
theorist or a CAS� theorist. Rather, Hayek’s enthusiastic endorsement
of methodological individualism represents an early phase, and group
selection theory eventually superseded Hayek’s early individualism. To
support his account of Hayek’s methodological transition, Caldwell cites
Hayek’s ���� paper on cultural evolution, “Notes on the Evolution of
Systems of Rules of Conduct,” where Hayek describes how systems of
rules will expand or recede to the extent that they affect the “greater or
lesser efficiency of the resulting order of the group” ([����A] ����, p ���).��
While Caldwell concedes that individuals still play a role in this process,
since it is through their adoption of and adherence to rules that the
order obtains its properties, he claims that Hayek’s earlier endorsement
of methodological individualism as the only way to understand social
phenomena ([����C] ����, p �) was, plainly, a “misstatement” (Caldwell
����a, p ���).

In Caldwell’s view, it is unimportant whether or not Hayek is a doctrinaire
methodological individualist. Caldwell resolves the apparent tension be-
tween group selectionist explanations and methodological individualism
by simply allowing that sometimes Hayek employs compositive explana-
tions and sometimes group-selectionist ones. Pace Vanberg, Hodgson,
and others, Caldwell’s solution does not force a choice. Group selection
and the compositive method are simply two alternative tools in the social
scientist’s toolbox, perhaps suited to explain different phenomena. There
is, however, an issue with Caldwell’s reading: Hayek employs the two
tools simultaneously. In fact, the very text that Caldwell cites to estab-
lish Hayek’s supposed withdrawal from methodological individualism
includes an endorsement of the compositive method:

. . . it is often easier to ascertain the rules of individual conduct than to
trace from them the resulting overall and often highly abstract order. . . .
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��: One must concede to Caldwell the
point that, towards the end of his career,
Hayek increasingly emphasizes group se-
lection and mentions methodological in-
dividualism more sparsely. The present
argument turns less on this historical point
than on the theoretical point that these two
strands of Hayek’s social theory comple-
ment one another.

the ‘functions’ which these rules serve we shall be able to discover only
after we have reconstructed the overall order which is produced by
actions in accordance with them ([����A] ����, pp ���-�).��

Here we see Hayek advocating the compositive method of intellectually
reconstructing social orders from an understanding of the actions of
individual agents. If group selection and methodological individualism
were, indeed, two alternative, mutually exclusive types of explanation, it
would be odd for Hayek to explicitly endorse both in the same article. It
would be even stranger for Hayek to claim that both are necessary for
understanding the nature of social rules. It seems, then, that Hayek does
not view these methods as exclusive alternatives. He must hold that they
somehow work together.��

As we have seen (II), neither compositive explanations, nor group se-
lection theory taken alone can provide a complete explanation of social
phenomena. Moreover, since each of these explanatory methods con-
tributes different elements to the full explanation of social phenomena,
they are mutually compatible. Being neither (full) explanations of the
same phenomenon, nor mutually exclusive, they do not constitute alter-
native methods of explanation. Since, taken alone, each type provides an
incomplete explanation of the phenomena, Hayek’s claim that method-
ological individualism is necessary for an adequate understanding of
social phenomena is compatible with the claim that group selection is
also necessary. Importantly, Hayek does not, and should not, claim that
either approach is sufficient to achieve a complete explanation. For Hayek,
the two approaches are not, as Caldwell supposes, substitutes; they are
complements.

To see how these two explanations work together, recall the major
gaps that emerge when each is considered in isolation. Group selection
alone leaves us in the dark about how orderly structures emerge from
the myopic, rule-following behavior of individuals. Methodological
individualism, on the other hand, fails to explain why individuals end
up following rules that are conducive to functional orders.

In discussing the concept of spontaneous order, Hayek himself notes
that methodological individualism alone fails to explain the “invisible
hand” ( [����B] ����, p ���). Although Hayek’s normative argument
does not rely on the claim that currently existing orders are optimal
([����] ����, p ��; ����, p ��; Whitman ����), it does depend on the
claim that the spontaneous orders will generally be beneficial, even if
suboptimal. As Wilson and others have pointed out, explanations of social
phenomena that employ methodological individualism alone provide no
reason whatsoever to believe this (Wilson ����, pp ��-�). Considering the
deductive-nomological theory of explanation, then, the CAS� approach
utterly fails to provide an adequate explanation of functional group
order.

Hayek’s solution comes in the form of his theory of group selection. In
the context of discussing the invisible hand, Hayek writes,

. . . neither Smith nor any other reputable author I know has
ever maintained that there existed some original harmony of
interests irrespective of. . . grown institutions. What they did
maintain... was that institutions had developed by a process
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of the elimination of the less effective which did bring about
a reconciliation of the divergent interests. ([����B] ����, p
��).

We expect our grown institutions, the rules that regulate our behavior, to
produce beneficial results only because they are the result of a process
of group selection. By positing selection at the level of groups — the
process detailed in section II.i — Hayek thus provides an account of the
functionality (though not the optimality) of the systems of rules that
have evolved. We expect these systems to give rise to order rather than
disorder simply because a society lacking order will not inspire imitation,
will not support wealth creation or population growth, and will be
vulnerable to invasion. Hayek thus uses group selection to supplement
his individualistic, compositive explanations of social order, explanations
which fail to provide a full account without this addition.

Just as methodological individualism requires group selection, so the
converse holds. On its own, group selection can explain why the patterns
of interaction that arise within groups will be conducive to the function-
ality of these groups. But it cannot explain what Hayek considered to be
the most important object of the social sciences: the nature and existence
of spontaneous orders. The special properties of the various spontaneous
orders that make up society simply cannot be explained (or perhaps
even perceived, as noted above [II.ii]) without additional theorizing. A
massive black box mediates between collective functionality and, for
example, the properties of the catallaxy or of a particular social morality.
Group selection, therefore, fails to provide a true explanation of social
phenomena, at least according to the theory of explanation with which
Hayek was likely working.

To replace the black box with a bona fide explanation, Hayek invokes
compositive explanations. Methodological individualism bridges the gap
between rules of conduct and social order — that is, between replicators
and vehicles. Evolutionary biology provides an apt analogy here: just as
the theory of natural selection explains how certain packages of genes
spread throughout a population, so cultural group selection explains
how certain systems of rules spread throughout human societies. And
just as microbiology explains how variations at the genetic level produce
specific phenotypic expressions, so the compositive approach of social
science explains how variations at the level of rules give rise to orders
of a certain kind with certain properties. To claim that group selection
and methodological individualism are mutually exclusive alternatives
is as mistaken as claiming that natural selection and microbiology are
mutually exclusive explanations of the same phenomena.

The correct account of Hayek’s methodology, therefore, does not eschew
either group selection, as Vanberg urges, or methodological individu-
alism, as Hodgson proposes, nor does it treat them as two alternative
methods of analysis to be employed separately, as Caldwell suggests. For
Hayek, a true explanation of social phenomena requires the full use of
both approaches in a mutually complementary fashion. Drawing together
these several strands, Hayek’s methodology involves the following logical
(not chronological) order of explanation:

�. Multiple competing societies abide by diverse sets of moral/legal
rules.
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�. Within each society, these rules spontaneously give rise to diverse
orders, exhibiting different properties, or they fail to do so.

�. These different properties support different rates of replication;
some lead to social dissolution. This occurs in various ways: vio-
lent conquest, rates of population growth, or, most importantly,
intentional or unintentional imitation of more successful cultures.

�. Through this process of selection, certain systems of rules spread
and overtake alternative systems. Such systems of rules could also
lead to mutual influence.

�. Variation enters the system: mutual influence between two cultures
will lead to ‘breeding’, rules will be unsuccessfully copied by others
or imperfectly transmitted to new generations, or innovators will
intentionally violate the rules.

�. A new pool of rule-systems thus emerges, and the process is
reiterated ad infinitum.

Methodological individualism is Hayek’s favored method of bridging
steps (�)-(�), while group selection completes the explanation by bridging
steps (�)-(�). For a visual depiction of Hayekian explanation, see Figure �
below.

Figure �.�: Multilevel, bidirectional causa-
tion

Starting with some systems S of rules, perhaps “stumbled upon” as
Hayek puts it (����, p ���), we have a network of relationships. From this
network an order O emerges (or fails to). In the context of alternative
systems that also give rise to orders (or non-orders), O bears ramifications
for the ability of S to proliferate: a society whose rules generate a more
successful order O will, ceteris paribus, successfully compete, C, with
other societies. That is, their rules will propagate at a quicker rate. This
results in a system that, through negative and positive feedbacks FB,
generates a new population of systems to compete in the next round.
Compositive explanations bridge the upper boxes, showing how S leads
to O and what properties, beneficial or harmful, the elements of O will
exhibit. Cultural evolution explains the process of feedback that occurs
as the process “resets” between C and S (at the next period).

Crucially, this feedback system involves mutual causation between the
levels. Upward causation (II.ii), studied by applying methodological indi-
vidualism, occurs as orders spontaneously emerge from agents following
rules. Downward causation (II.i), on the other hand, occurs as group-level
selection pressures shape the rules that agents in the population adhere
to. It is in light of this multilevel, bidirectional causation that Hayek
asserts the interdependence of mind and society. Our culture shapes
our values and constraints; “reason and civilization develop in constant
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mutual interaction” ( [����B] ����, p ���). In recognizing multiple levels
of selection linked by upward and downward causation, Hayek is a
thoroughgoing multilevel selectionist.

A standard issue raised by skeptics of multilevel selection theories
is to question the ease with which positive or negative feedbacks at
the group level can affect rule adherence at the individual level. In
particular, one might object that group-beneficial rules may be genetically
maladaptive for the individual. In such a case, we face the free-rider
problem; universal adherence will not be an evolutionarily stable strategy,
since it is vulnerable to invasion or subversion from within. There are
two possible responses to this objection. One of these has already been
discussed (II.i): under certain conditions, group-level pressures can
overcome individual-level ones (Sober and Wilson ����, pp ��-�; Okasha
����; Turchin ����). A second response has been put forward by Luciano
Andreozzi (����), who argues that, in Hayek’s theory, group selection
is not an account of how society stabilizes altruistic behavior. Rather, it
is an account of how society selects between stable equilibria. Socially
beneficial rules that diminish individual fitness must be enforced by
formal or informal institutions.�� In either case, cooperation can be
stabilized and group selection plays a role in determining the social rules
accepted and adhered to in equilibrium.

By integrating both upward and downward forms of causation, we
arrive at an understanding of Hayek’s social theory that incorporates a
bidirectional relationship between individual agency and social structure.
Understood in this way, Hayek presents what others have called a
transformational model of social order (C. Lawson ����; T. Lawson
����). The significance of this result lies in the fact that several other
scholars have drawn the same conclusion about Hayek’s social theory,
despite approaching his work from completely different angles. Steve
Fleetwood (����) and Jochen Runde (����), for example, both undertake
an analysis of Hayek’s social theory in terms of Tony Lawson’s distinction
between empirical realism and critical realism. In doing so, they both
conclude that at the heart of Hayek’s theory lies a bidirectional causal
relationship between individual agents and social structures. In the
context of an entirely distinct inquiry — an inquiry into the significance
of emergence in Hayek’s work — Paul Lewis (����) arrives at a strikingly
similar conception. Hayek’s social theory, Lewis concludes, involves
“the interplay between. . . two ontologically distinct. . . causal powers,
namely, the social order of actions and the power of people to engage
in purposeful, creative decision making” (����, p ����; see also p ����).
Despite the diversity of our interpretive approaches, Fleetwood, Runde,
Lewis, and I converge to the same basic conclusion: far from being
mutually incompatible alternatives, group selection and methodological
individualism are complementary, even interdependent, parts of a unified,
Hayekian approach to understanding social phenomena.

�.� Conclusion

For two explanations to be alternatives they must fully account for the
same phenomenon. For a choice between two alternative explanations
to be necessary they must be mutually exclusive. Explanations of social
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phenomena based on methodological individualism and those that
employ group selectionist accounts are neither sufficient on their own,
nor mutually exclusive. Therefore, the social scientist need not, and Hayek
certainly did not, choose between group selection and the invisible hand
accounts of the compositive method. Group selection and methodological
individualism are fully consistent, and as a result the “twin ideas” of
evolution and spontaneous order can be seen as two aspects of a unified
explanatory framework for social phenomenon.

More contestable is whether or not these two levels of adaptation can
maintain the functionality of a modern society. One group of theorists
believe that CAS� adaptations suffice to support, at least, an acceptable
social order. Others claim that CAS� adaptations will lead to group
dysfunction without efforts to design institutions so that CAS� adapta-
tions translate into CAS� adaptations. Hayek’s view may be somewhere
in-between. Gene-culture coevolution has endowed human beings with
rational capacities and has made them rule-following beings by consti-
tution. Yet, humans’ deep genetic past also endows them with atavistic
urges that threaten to undermine the foundations of modern society
unless cultural evolution can succeed in suppressing these primordial
instincts. Thus, unlike the CAS� theorists, Hayek expresses unease at the
thought of weak CAS� pressures. But unlike many of the CAS� theorists,
Hayek relies on a process of cultural evolution, rather than institutional
design, to protect collective functionality. Whether or not the pressures
that Hayek invokes for this purpose suffice is a question that merits
further investigation.
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�.� The Puzzle of Polycentric Functionality

Recent work on polycentricity has clarified its key features (Stephan,
Marshall, and McGinnis ����; Aligica and Tarko ����). Put succinctly, a
polycentric governance structure is one that involves multiple decision-
making units, each with authority over a specified, but evolving jurisdic-
tion, which interact in various ways, according to a set of overarching
rules. This structure typically engenders diverse forms of competition;
for instance, jurisdictions, which may be territorial or non-territorial,
often compete for members.

Like hierarchical governance structures, polycentric governance implies
that governance occurs at multiple levels and scales. However, unlike
hierarchical governance structures, polycentricity is decentralized; it
grants significant autonomy to lower-level decision units, and, moreover,
these units exert influence on higher level units, producing coordination
in a bottom-up fashion (Tarko forthcoming). Decentralization is a feature
that polycentricity shares with a fragmented or anarchic institutional
structure, but unlike mere fragmentation, decision-making units in a
polycentric structure operate under a shared set of overarching rules,
allowing them to coordinate (Tarko forthcoming).

Together, these features produce a puzzle regarding the high degree
of functionality observed by experts in many polycentric governance
structures. Somehow, processes involving both horizontal competition
between governance units on the same scale, as well as vertical compe-
tition between governance units on multiple scales, generate beneficial
social outcomes. Although invisible hand processes often produce a sur-
prising degree of order, they typically presuppose a certain institutional
background. Decentralization and competition do not, in general, guar-
antee functional social order (Wilson ����). Without the right institutions
the invisible hand is liable to become an “invisible fist”(Anomaly and
Brennan ����). Only under the right institutional structure do “invisible
hand processes” incentivize local actions that produce global benefits.�
Why is it, then, that successful polycentric systems succeed? What form
must the overarching system of rules take in order for decentralized,
interjurisdictional competition to give rise to beneficial order, rather than
repugnant equilibria or disorderly chaos?

This paper seeks to advance our understanding of polycentric governance
by addressing this question. Our best theoretical tool for understanding
the relationship between lower level rationality and emergent functional-
ity is multilevel selection theory. Accordingly, the paper begins by laying
out the formal framework of multilevel selection theory, encapsulated
in two formulas derived from Price’s equation. Through the lens of this
formal framework, the next section shows how the various features of
polycentric governance combine to support collective functionality by
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satisfying these two formulas. Section � examines two empirical cases,
making it apparent that polycentric political structures alone do not
suffice to generate group beneficial outcomes. As Elinor Ostrom has
shown, successful governance structures require mechanisms for min-
imizing opportunistic behavior by would-be rule violators. The final
section explores Elinor Ostrom’s eight “design principles” in order to
identify the features required to supplement polycentric governance
structures, that is, to direct decentralized decision makers to produce
global benefits.

�.� The Price Equation and Multilevel
Selection

The Basic Price Equation

When systems evolve as a result of the myopic choices of their members,
this generally results “in a breakdown of group-level functional orga-
nization” (Wilson, ��). As economists and biologists have long known,
lower-level rationality does not automatically scale. Social dilemmas
abound, leading to suboptimal outcomes for economies and species. In
various ways, social planners might avoid such outcomes by directing
the behavior of individuals towards socially desirable ends, but this
solution can only work in extremely simple societies. In more realistic set-
tings, institutional frameworks allow for decentralized decision-making,
polycentric governance structures offering an extreme example of such
frameworks. Given the high degree of local autonomy, we must won-
der how polycentric governance structures are able to secure desirable
outcomes at the global level. Individuals within various jurisdictions
do not, in general, possess the knowledge or the desire to produce
group-beneficial outcomes. Yet, somehow, polycentric political organiza-
tion often promotes effective governance (Thiel, Blomquist, and Garrick
����). What features of polycentric organization underlie this surprising
capacity?

To understand how a decentralized network of decision-making entities
can produce and maintain beneficial social order, it will help to draw
on multilevel selection theory. In particular, two versions of the Price
equation provide deep insight into the conditions in which such social
order will arise and persist.

First, we need to establish some notation:

I I: A (phenotypic) trait of some kind, which can be measured
(discretely or continuously) with real numbers.

I I8 : The level of I exhibited by the entity 8 2 % = {1, . . . , =}.
I Ī: The average level of I in the %-population.

• Mathematically, Ī = 1
=

P
=

8=1 I8

I �I8 : The change in the level of I from one entity to its offspring.
• Taking an average across all entities in %, the expectation of

�I8 is E [�I] = 1
=

P
=

8=1 �I8
I F8 : The “fitness” or average number of offspring produced by entity
8.
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�: See Appendix A.� for a derivation

�: A simpler, but slightly more technical
way of understanding E [$�I] construes
it as simply being the expected value of
random variable �I whose probability
distribution assigns a probability of F8/F̄
to each �I8 .
�: This also occurs when copying errors
are random and symmetric about the
mean.

�: This is Okasha’s “temporal interpreta-
tion” (����, ��).

• Similarly to Ī, we define the average fitness as F̄ = 1
=

P
=

8=1 F8
• Often we will be interested, not in the absolute fitness of an

entity, but in its fitness relative to the other entities in the
group. For this comparative purpose, we define relative fitness
of entity 8 as $8 =

F8

F̄
.

With this notation in hand, a form of the Price equation can be written as
follows:�

�Ī = ⇠>E($, I) + E [$�I]. (�.�)

Although simple, (Price Eq.) reveals the key components of evolutionary
change. It decomposes the total change in Ī, that is, the total change
in the average level of the I-trait, into two components: ⇠>E($, I) and
E [$�I]. ⇠>E($, I) denotes the statistical association between $, relative
fitness, and I, the level of the I-trait. When these two variables move
together, that is when greater relative fitness is associated with higher
levels of I, the covariance will be positive: ⇠>E($, I) > 0. When they
are totally unrelated, ⇠>E($, I) = 0. And when they move in opposite
directions, e.g. higher levels of I-trait go along with lower relative fitness,
the covariance will be negative:⇠>E($, I) < 0. Therefore, this first term is
often identified with the evolutionary force of selection (Gardner ����).

The second quantity on the right-hand side of equation (Price Eq.),
E [$�I], denotes the weighted average of the change in I-levels between
parents and offspring. Each entity 8 2 % exhibits level I8 of the I-trait and
produces some number of offspring F8 with a level I0

8
of the I-trait. If

we want to measure the average transmission rate of the I-trait, it makes
sense to take the average change between parents and offspring, but for
a more accurate measure, we should also heavily weight those entities
with many offspring and discount those with few offspring. E [$�I]
achieves this weighting by multiplying each �I8 by the relative fitness of
entity 8, which is F8/F̄ = $8 .� In short, E [$�I] gives us a measure of
the population’s overall transmission bias or copying fidelity. If all entities
in % produce offspring with higher levels of I-trait, then E [$�I] > 0.
If they all tend to produce entities with lower levels of I-trait, then
E [$�I] < 0. When the transmission is perfect, i.e. I8 = I

0
8
for all 8 2 %,

then E [$�I] = 0.� In that case, the only evolutionary force in operation
is selection.

To achieve some intuition for these terms, let us consider a specific
interpretation.� In this interpretation, we consider two periods, one
where jellyfish compete for resources, and another in which these jellyfish
reproduce. We also assume that the I-trait exerts direct causal force in
determining the survival of these jellyfish, but not in determining their
fecundity. In this simple scenario, ⇠>E($, I) tells us how well the I-trait
promotes survival in the first period. Some jellyfish will die, some will
survive, and ⇠>E($, I) tells us how much the I-trait has contributed
to survival ability. In the second period, when the jellyfish reproduce,
E [$�I] adds a further change by representing the amount of the I-trait
inherited by the offspring.

This decomposition seems rather straightforward: some part of evolution
will be due to the relation between fitness and the I-trait, and some
part of it will be due to the ability of entities to actually bestow the
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�: The assumption that this is binary is not
essential for the argument, but simplifies
the mathematics.

I-trait to their offspring. We might think of the first term, ⇠>E($, I) as
representing the basic evolutionary idea that if a trait helps an entity
survive and reproduce, it will proliferate. The second term, E [$�I],
adds the obvious qualification that a beneficial trait will spread only if
parents actually pass it on to their offspring.

The standard way of writing the Price equation takes equation Price Eq.
and multiplies through by F̄ to yield:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(F , I) + E [F�I] (�.�)

Notice that the only real change is that $ has been replaced with F. This
is just because $8 = F8/F̄, and we multiplied through by F̄. From this
basic form of the Price equation, we can derive a simple expression that
models multilevel selection.

The Cultural, Multilevel Price Equation

The Price equation purports to be an entirely general description of any
evolutionary process. It should, therefore, extend to describe a process
of cultural, multilevel selection, e.g. institutional evolution within a
polycentric political framework. To see this, we need merely offer an
interpretation of equation A.�. Suppose we have a set of groups indexed
by 9 2 {1, . . . ,#}. For any individual 8 in group 9, the trait I8 2 {0, 1}
represent adherence to a rule or institutional feature that is “altruistic” in
a technical sense.� That is, I8 represents adherence (�) or non-adherence
(�) to a rule that promotes the well-being of the group 9 (defined as the
average individual well-being within group 9), but which decreases that
of the individual 8. Accordingly, I9 2 (0, 1) will represent the average
level of the altruistic trait within group 9, and the variable F9 indicates
the average fitness within group 9. That is, how many copies of the rule
will members of group 9 produce on average? Though having more
offspring may lead to more copies of a rule, increased copying of a rule
does not entail increased offspring or population increase. Instead, F9

measures the number of other individuals that will copy group 9 by
imitating group 9’s rule level I9 .

To take an example, I8 could represent a norm of respecting the personal
property of others. As an individual, 8 could enhance her material
condition by violating this rule, yet such a rule benefits the average
member of 8’s group. Consider two groups, 9 and :. Each group has ��
members. Group 9 mostly adheres to property rules, only two out of its
ten members are thieves. Group : rejects property rules, only two out of
its ten members respect property. To derive results form this, suppose
that each individual follows a policy of “prestige bias” or copying the
successful. And each individual 8 has the following utility function,
characteristic of an altruistic trait:

D8 = 0I9 � 2I8 (�.�)

Will the property rule spread or recede? Given the initial state of the
population divided into groups 9 and :, the average payoff for those
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�: It is certainly no coincidence that the
form of the utility function in this sim-
ple example resembles that employed in
standard models of public goods. See, for
example, Samuelson (����).

�: See Appendix A.� for a derivation of
(MLPE).

�: See appendix for a more thorough ex-
planation.

following the property rule will be the weighted sum of the average in
group 9 and that in group ::

.8[0(.8) � 2] + .2[0(.2) � 2] = .680 � 2

Meanwhile, the average payoff of rule violators will be:

.2[0(.8)] + .8[0(.2)] = .320

Thus, in this initial state, the property rule will be drawing more adherents
if and only if. . .

.680 � 2 > .320

.36 >
2

0

In other words, if the benefits of living in a group of rule followers
significantly outweighs the personal cost of adhering to a property rule,
then the rule will tend to spread.�

The basic reasoning governing this simple example can be represented
analytically by another version of the Price equation:�

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(I9 ,F9) + E
⇥
F9�I9

⇤
(�.�)

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(I9F9) + E
⇥
⇠>E(F89�I89) + E

⇥
F89�I89

⇤ ⇤
(MLPE)

The addition of the subscript 9 in equation (�.�) indicates that we are
considering group quantities: I9 is the average level of trait I within the
group and F9 is the average fitness of the group. The addition of the
subscript 8 in the next line, (MLPE) indicates that we are considering
within-group covariances and expectations, taken over individuals within
a fixed group 9. As above, the term E

⇥
F89�I89

⇤
expresses non-selective

forces, such as drift, transmission bias, or random effects. To focus on
evolutionary forces we therefore ignore this term by setting it equal to
�.

The next subsection reveals some important implications of this version
of the Price equation. In particular, two equations derived from (MLPE)
provide a clean representation of the conditions under which group
beneficial rules are likely to evolve.

Implications of the Price Equation

Two derived formulas illuminate the implications of the Price equation
for evolved group functionality. To derive these, first note that, because I9
and F9 are themselves averages, the second term in equation (MLPE) can
be decomposed in the same exact way as we decomposed F̄�Ī. Doing so
yields:

One more mathematical fact is required to complete the derivation. If we
denote as �1 the regression coefficient for F9 on I9 , then we have and �2
the regression coefficient for F89 on I89 :�
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��: This second formula is inspired by
Henrich (����), but see the appendix A.�.

⇠>E(I9 ,F9) = �1+(I9)
⇠>E(I89 ,F89) = �2+(I89).

Letting E
⇥
F89�I89

⇤
= 0 for reasons discussed above and substituting

these two equations into (MLPE) produces the following:

F̄�Ī = �1+(I9) + �2+(I89) (�.�)

Because they are regression coefficients, �1 gives a measure of how
changing the average level of I within a group affects the average fitness
of the group, while �2 measures how changing the level of I of an
individual within a group will change that individual’s fitness. The
expression (�.�) thus represents the evolution of the average level of
trait I as a composition of a between group portion and a within-group
portion. From (�.�), we can infer that the trait I will spread when. . .

+(I9)
+(I89)

>
��2

�1
(⇤)

Assuming that the trait I is “altruistic” in the technical sense of benefiting
the group, but not an individual within a group, then �1 > 0 and
�2 < 0.

There are several crucial implications of the expression (⇤). The left-hand
side states that a prosocial trait I is more likely to spread when variability
within groups is minimized and between-group variance is maximized.
The right-hand side tells us that the strength of selection pressures is
also crucial. If the trait I is extremely harmful to an individual within
a group, i.e. |�2 | is large, then it is unlikely to evolve. If it is extremely
beneficial for the group, i.e. �1 is large, then it is more likely to evolve.

This framework allows for a rigorous analysis of the sorts of design
features that will enable group-beneficial adaptations, even when such
adaptations run against lower-level selective pressures.

The Price equation also suggests another useful formula that can aid in
understanding what conditions must be met for a group beneficial rule
to proliferate.�� As a first step, consider breaking up and individual’s
fitness, F8 , into two components, one determined by the rule itself
and the second determined by the amount of rule adherence within
the individual’s group or, more precisely, network of interaction. Each
of these components will make some separate contribution, but they
are not statistically independent. Having a high level of trait I may,
for example, predict that one’s network of interaction is more likely to
exhibit high average levels of I. This is not only because an individual
will directly contribute to the average level of I within his or her group,
but also because individuals with high levels of I may preferentially
interact with others who exhibit a high (or low) level of I. To isolate
the effects of individual I levels from those of group I levels, we must
therefore write out F8 as a sum of partial regression coefficients (Allen
����). To denote the fitness effect of increasing an individual’s level of
rule adherence, I8 while holding group adherence constant, we write the
partial regression coefficient �F8I8 ·I9 . Similarly, to denote the fitness effect
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��: See the appendix A.� for a thorough
explanation and derivation of this equa-
tion.

��: Because these terms are important
only relative to one another, these four
desiderata could be reduced to two
desiderata – or even to a single desidera-
tum if we wanted to be fully parsimonious.
I separate them here for analytic clarity,
but we must remember that each of the
desiderata must be appended with a ce-
teris paribus clause. I thank Vlad Tarko for
pointing this out.

of increasing group adherence, G9 , while holding individual adherence
constant, we write the partial regression coefficient�F8I9 ·I8 . Putting these
together in a regression equation yields. . .

F8 = �0 + �F8I8 ·I9 G8 + �F8G9 ·I8 I9 + & (�.�)

where �0 represents base fitness and & is an error term. Substituting (A.�)
into the the Price equation produces the following equation:��

F̄�Ī = �F8I8 ·I9+(I8) + �F8I9 ·I8�I9 I8+(I8)
= (�F8I8 ·I9 + �I9 I8�F8I9 ·I8 )+(I8) (⇤)

Since +(I8) � 0 as a mathematical fact, this implies that a trait will be
selected for, i.e. F̄�Ī � 0, only if we have:

�F8I8 ·I9 + �I9 I8�F8I9 ·I8 > 0 (⇤⇤)
If we assume we are talking about an altruistic trait, then we know the
following facts:

�F8I8 ·I9 < 0

�F8I9 ·I8 > 0

Given these two facts, our prediction of whether an altruistic trait will
spread depends upon a crucial structural feature of the population-
interaction structure. In order to ensure that condition (⇤⇤) is satisfied,
we would like �I9 I8 to be large and positive. In other words, going back
to the intuitive meaning of the expression, an altruistic trait is more likely
to be selected when altruists are capable of bunching together. This point is of
fundamental importance for understanding multilevel selection and the
evolution of altruism, so it bears repeating: in order for an altruistic trait
to evolve (through selection), altruists must have some mechanism(s) for
excluding egoists from their network of interaction or, equivalently, of
converting egoists within their network into altruists.

Summing up the implications of (⇤) and (⇤⇤), we can identify four func-
tionlaity desiderata:��

�. Prosocial traits are more likely to emerge when within-group
variance+(I89) is minimized, perhaps due to the ability of altruists
to group together and to exclude or convert egoists.

�. Prosocial traits are more likely to emerge when within group selec-
tive pressures against the trait (|�2 |) are small. Prosocial traits that
do not require extreme sacrifice are thus more likely to proliferate,
but this might also involve setting up institutional mechanisms to
punish egoists and to reward altruists.

�. Prosocial traits are more likely to emerge when between group
selective pressures for altruism (�1) are large. In times of frequent
and intense interaction, especially, some believe, when resources
are scarce and interactions are agonistic, high levels of cooperation
at the social level are imperative.

�. Finally, prosocial traits are more likely to emerge when variance
between groups +(I9) is large.
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��: One response, put forth by Hayek on
various occasions, is that our deepest val-
ues are themselves products of cultural
and biological evolution. For instance,
Hayek writes that “value ... can only be
understood as the determinant of what
people must do to maintain the overall
structure” (Hayek ����, ��). This response
raises a host of difficulties and complexi-
ties, which, if left unaddressed, render it
unconvincing. Although I believe there is
some merit to this response, laying it out
in sufficient detail would lead us far afield.

These four conditions provide the key for understanding the spectacular
successes – and failures – of polycentric governance arrangements. In
the next section, we will demonstrate how the features of polycentric
political organization help to fulfill several of these conditions. But we
must also compare cases in which polycentricity succeeds to cases in
which it fails, so as to provide an account (sec. �.�) of variable levels of
success in polycentric governance structures.

Group Fitness and Group Welfare

Before applying this formal framework to the analysis of polycentric
governance structures, a conceptual issue requires clarification. The Price
equation tells us what will make a rule adaptive at the global level. Rules
that raise the average fitness of individuals within a group will spread to
individuals in other group via imitation, immigration, conflict, or some
combination of forces. The question at issue, however, is why polycentric
competition often provides good governance, i.e., why it often promotes
social welfare. But is there any reason to suppose that group fitness
corresponds to group welfare?

Many have argued forcefully against this supposition. James Buchanan,
for instance, has accused F.A. Hayek of adhering to the Panglossian
fantasy that whatever evolves must be desirable. “My basic criticism of
F.A. Hayek’s profound interpretation of modern history and his diagnoses
for improvement is directed at his apparent belief or faith that social
evolution will, in fact, insure the survival of efficient institutional forms”
(Buchanan ����, ���). Buchanan holds that Hayek’s position amounts
to normative evolutionism, that is, that we should passively accept the
outcome of any cultural evolutionary process (Buchanan ����, ���). In a
similar vein, Dan Dennett has criticized a host of normative evolutionists
for failing to explain why evolutionary outcomes should correspond to
consciously chosen human values (Dennett ����, ���). Would survival
of one’s culture “justify mass murder, for instance, or betraying all your
friends?” Dennett asks. Clearly not. So, why, then, should we associate
evolutionary success with value or desirability?��

To understand why cultural evolution within a polycentric system avoid
such criticisms requires a careful analysis of the meaning and operation
of polycentric orders, as well as additional features that such orders
require in order to produce group beneficial outcomes. Undertaking
this analysis occupies the remainder of this paper. However, a succinct
response draws on the fact that cultural selection, as understood here,
posits that selection occurs in such a way as to raise the average, relative
fitness of a certain system of rules. Clearly, there are certain ways in which
this striving for greater relative fitness can come at the expense of human
welfare, e.g. through violent conflict. Just as obviously, however, greater
relative fitness can be pursued in ways that enhance group welfare,
e.g. through cultural or economic competition. Polycentric orders are,
crucially, governed by an overarching set of rules (Tarko forthcoming).
Such rules will, in general, aim to reduce non-productive, zero-sum
competition, while, at the same time, promote rivalry that leads to useful
institutional experimentation. In this way, the overarching set of rules
sets up a framework for evolution that supports a correlation between
evolutionary fitness and human welfare. Absent an overarching set of
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rules, the system is not polycentric, but fragmented and anarchic (Tarko
����, ��). There is also the possibility that the overarching set of rules will
be dysfunctional. As we will see, polycentricity alone does not suffice to
ensure beneficial outcomes. Nevertheless, it does possess several desirable
properties, which, when supplemented by certain design features, greatly
increase the likelihood of beneficial evolutionary outcomes.

�.� Polycentricity and Multilevel Selection

Defining Polycentricity

Vincent Ostrom offers a concise and now classic definition of polycentric-
ity:

a polycentric political system [is] composed of: (�) many
autonomous units formally independent of one another, (�)
choosing to act in ways that take account of others, (�) through
processes of cooperation, competition, conflict, and conflict
resolution. (V. Ostrom ����, ���)

Other scholars have built upon this definition to provide greater precision.
Especially notable are two teams of scholars. First, Aligica and Tarko
(����, ���) present a “concept design” that involves three key features of
polycentricity, as well as a host of empirical indicators for each of these
features. The three features are:

�. A multiplicity of decision centers
�. An overarching system of rules
�. A process of evolutionary competition between the decision centers.

A second team of scholars—Stephan, Marshall, and McGinnis (����)—
provide a list of eight features of polycentric systems. However, they
consider four of these features to be of special importance:

�. Multiple decision centers
�. Autonomous decision-making authority for each decision center
�. Overlapping jurisdictions of authority between the decision centers
�. Various processes of mutual adjustment among decision centers

(��).

While several others have also provided definitions of polycentricity, they
all more or less resemble the three definitions covered here.

Pulling together the various features of these three different defini-
tions, we can identify a basic schema for the organization of polycentric
governance:

Polycentric Political Structure: A polycentric political struc-
ture consists of rule-governed collectives with well-defined,
and often overlapping jurisdictions that interact in a rule-
governed, competitive manner resulting in the relative ex-
pansion or contraction of their jurisdictions.

To reduce this definition to an orderly list, we might identify three
features:

�. Multiple decision-making units
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�. Each decision-making unit has authority over a specified, but
evolving jurisdiction

�. These decision-making units interact in various ways, according to
a set of overarching rules, as they compete for members.

This precise understanding of polycentricity enables an assessment of
polycentric functionality in terms of the conditions for group functionality
laid out above, an assessment to which we now turn.

Facilitating Multilevel Selection

The key to understanding how polycentric political organization enables
beneficial rivalry is to juxtapose the above definition of polycentricity
with the conditions for prosociality derived above. Recall, in particular,
the second two functionality desiderata that follow from expressions (⇤)
and (⇤⇤):

�. Prosocial rules are more likely to emerge when between group
selective pressures (�1) are large.

�. Prosocial rules are more likely to emerge when variance between
groups +(I9) is large.

The first and second features in our definition of a polycentric political
structure favor prosociality by increasing +(I9). Boundaries between
groups are crucial for developing distinctive sets of rules. Institutional
diversity presupposes distinct jurisdictions. Moreover, without well-
defined groups, all adhering to the same rules, the variance between
collectives will either be less pronounced, or undefined, since the col-
lectives themselves will be undefined. Between groups, in other words,
looser boundaries make for lesser variance.

The third feature in our definition of a polycentric political structure
favors prosociality by increasing �1. When jurisdictions with diverse rule
sets are in a state of constant interaction, members of other jurisdictions
become familiar with the alternative rules and with their effects with
respect to well-being. If the jurisdiction is geographical, they are more
likely to engage in Tiebout competition by “voting with their feet.” If the
jurisdiction is non-geographical, individuals may simply switch to the
governance provider who yields better results at lower costs. In this
way, interaction between jurisdictions intensifies group-level selective
pressures. Rules that fail to enhance human well-being (or, at least, seem
to fail) thus face more rapid decline than they would under autarkic
conditions with lower levels of interaction.

What about the within-group components, i.e., the first two functionality
desiderata?

�. Prosocial traits are more likely to emerge when within-group
variance +(I89) is minimized.

�. Prosocial traits are more likely to emerge when within group
selective pressures against the trait (|�2 |) are small.

These elements are not addressed by polycentric organization as directly
as the second two are, an issue that plays an important role in sections
�.� and �.�. However, by focusing on the second condition (⇤⇤), it is
possible to glimpse at least one way in which polycentric governance
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��: This is, of course, quite similar to one
of the conditions that helps to satisfy (⇤),
i.e. reducing the within-group variance
+(I89).

��: It’s important to bear in mind that ju-
risdictions may or may not be territorial.
Religion, for example, has been analyzed
as a polycentric order and its jurisdictions
are defined by its members, not by a geo-
graphical area (Gill ����).

favors prosociality by affecting within-group components. Recall that
condition (⇤⇤) says, in essence, that prosocial traits spread easier when
there is some way of excluding egoists from a network of prosocial
interactors, or of converting egoists within a network.��

Polycentric organization facilitates the satisfaction of (⇤⇤) by allowing
like-minded individuals to coalesce into groups centered around shared
concerns. As Paul Aligica (����, ���) has argued, polycentric political
structures enable the spontaneous formation of groups in which individu-
als share a sense that they are cooperating in a “problem solving” context.
Having identified a pressing problem, citizens are more likely to accept
compromises, do their fair share, and censure violators. Importantly,
violators are more likely to respond positively to censure, since they
accept the basis of social rules and recognize their importance for solv-
ing an imminent problem. These features of a problem solving context,
facilitated by polycentric organization, provide reason to believe that
individuals within the group are more likely to adhere to the social rules
on a similar level. Within group variance, in other words, is minimized
by the spontaneous formation of problem solving contexts permitted by
the polycentric political organization.

Polycentric political organization thus seems to support group success by
promoting the satisfaction of functionality desiderata (�), (�), and (�). But
what of desideratum (�)? Here, it seems, polycentric organization has
little bearing. A governance system might be decentralized, comprised of
interacting jurisdictions engaged in solving pressing problems, while still
exhibiting rules that fail to minimize within-group fitness differentials.��
The reason for this is that polycentric governance is a formal feature

which does not specify the exact rules selected and enforced within
each jurisdiction. Within any given jurisdiction, therefore, the rules in
force may provide huge relative benefits to violators and impose large
costs on conformists. This is no trivial matter, since it concerns the
evolutionary stability of group-beneficial rules (Dawkins ����; Williams
����). To overcome complete the account of group functionality, then,
something in addition to polycentric governance structures is required.
The necessary addition will place constraints on the rules in force within
jurisdictions. Before identifying the exact type of constraint necessary, it
is worth considering a pair of real-world examples in order to contrast a
case of successful polycentric governance with an unsuccessful case.

�.� Examples: Success and Failure

To understand why polycentricity aids in producing group beneficial
outcome, but also why it is an insufficient condition for such an outcome,
it helps to consider real-world cases. As noted above, polycentricity in
itself says little about desideratum (�), that of minimizing within-group
fitness differentials. As we shall see, this is a direct consequence of its
omission of institutionalized punishment. Without punishment, it is
difficult to prevent free-riders from accruing large benefits at the expense
of those who comply with the rules.
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��: Without belaboring the point, let me
affirm that due to the decentralized, au-
tonomous jurisdictions, subject to the rules
laid down by the Zimbabwean govern-
ment, this system of districts constitutes
a polycentric governance structure as de-
fined above (sec. �.�).

CAMPFIRE Project Zimbabwe

An illuminating case of polycentric governance emerged in Zimbabwe in
the late ����s. The Communal Areas Management Program for Indige-
nous Resources (CAMPFIRE) sought to address wildlife management
issues by devolving government functions to lower level, local units.
Prior to CAMPFIRE, wildlife was legally the property of Zimbabwe’s
federal government, which attempted to pursue conservation objective by
restricting licenses for use (Frost ����). For various reasons, this scheme
produced conflict and dysfunction. A major issue was that villagers, liv-
ing side by side with the purportedly valuable wildlife, viewed African
fauna as pests or even as an imminent danger. A second issue was the
opportunity cost, born by relatively poor citizens, who were expected
forgo greater crop yields and supplementary protein for the sake of
abstract government objectives. For these reasons, government bans on
killing wildlife or expanding cultivation meant that “villagers came to
feel that government wildlife protection was persecuting people for the
sake of the animals. And they were basically right” (Schmidtz ����,
���). Compounding these conflicts was the dysfunction of a government
struggling monitor and enforce its policies on an unwilling populace
(Matzke and Nabane ����, ��).

CAMPFIRE radically changed wildlife management in Zimbabwe by
transferring wildlife ownership and management to the local level.
Nearly �� out of Zimbabwe’s �� districts now govern their own wildlife
policies. The governance structure is nested and complex (Frost and Bond
����, ���-�).�� Each district has an elected Regional District Council,
responsible for selling hunting and tourism rights to entrepreneurs. These
councils then distribute the profits to citizens in their district or invest
them in projects such as schools, clinics, water wells, irrigation pumps, or
other community improvements (Frost and Bond ����, ���). Instead of
the federal government regulating hunting according to a single policy,
different jurisdictions now set their own policies in a decentralized
fashion. The result is that villagers have revised their relationship with
wildlife. Having a stake in the direct payments it brings to the community
as well as the tourism industry that it fosters, they view it as more than a
mere nuisance. Consequently, the monitoring and punishment problem
has been largely resolved. As one Zimbabwean official put it, “everyone
in the community is a policeman now” (quoted in [Schmidtz ����]).

Ostrom’s Cases of Failure

In Governing the Commons, Elinor Ostrom identifies five cases of failed
community governance and several more cases that she deems “fragile”
(Ostrom ����, ���). Four out of the five cases of failed governance exhibit
a similar problem to that confronting Zimbabwean wildlife management
prior to CAMPFIRE, namely, an inability to monitor and punish rule
violators. One of Ostrom’s rich case studies describes a fishery in the Bay
of Izmir on the West coast of Turkey. The various fishing cooperatives
located near the bay had no agreed-upon rules to adjudicate their
disputes or to limit access to the exhaustible fish population. There did
exist “official” rules intending to protect the fishing resources, but “[t]he
agency responsible for fishery rules... employed no agents to enforce
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��: For the economic theory of efficient
punishment, see Friedman (����, ch.��).

those rules” (Ostrom ����, ���). Nor did the coast guard, police, or
any other agency prioritize the enforcement of these rules. As fishers
entered the market, productivity declined sharply; the consequence was
a textbook case of the tragedy of the commons.

A similar story can be told about many of Ostrom’s other examples of
failed governance. In some of these cases, the relevant communities
fail to formulate and agree upon rules to be enforced. In managing a
groundwater basin in San Bernardino, CA, for example, an extreme
diversity of conflicting interests thwarted convergence on a set of shared
rules (Ostrom ����, ���). In others cases, however, even widely recognized
rules are impossible to enforce. Despite having agreed upon rules which
were successfully in force for many years, a fishery in Mawelle, Sri Lanka
ultimately failed to enforce quotas on the number of fishing nets used in
the area (Ostrom ����, ���-�).

The Importance of Monitoring and Enforcement

Many factors are at play in determining the success or failure of a given
governance arrangement, but the ability to enforce rules constitutes a
common and decisive thread. Returning to our functionality desiderata,
detection and punishment directly affects the value of �2. Punishment,
after all, aims precisely to ensure that deviant behavior does not pay
off. In a system of costless information and punishment, �2 would be �;
real-world punishment systems content themselves with driving �2 as
low as efficiency allows.��

The CAMPFIRE program properly aligned incentives by turning the
best-informed agents into the residual claimants of efficient resource man-
agement. This enabled successful monitoring and enforcement of rules.
By contrast, in Ostrom’s example of the Turkish fishery, those responsible
for monitoring and enforcement had little stake in the system. Moreover,
compared to the fishers themselves, government agents possessed poor
and incomplete information about which fishers were violating which
rules. Consequently, rule violations were costly to monitor, and rules
were simply not enforced.

The upshot of these case studies, then, is to suggest that a successful
governance structure, polycentric or otherwise, must successfully detect
and punish rule violators. In the multilevel selection framework, this
is necessary in order to minimize |�2 |. This conclusion was arrived
at by Elinor Ostrom herself, but not through the use of a theoretical
framework like the multilevel selection framework relied upon here.
Instead, Ostrom arrived at this conclusion through a careful analysis of
an array of real-world cases. The result of her analysis is a set of eight
design principles.

�.� Fortifying Polycentric Governance

Polycentricity, we have seen, supports group-beneficial outcomes, but
is on its own insufficient to guarantee them. In particular, polycentric
governance structures that lack adequate means of detection and pun-
ishment will fail to facilitate a process of selection that prioritizes group
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��: The analysis in this section comple-
ments that found in Wilson, Ostrom, and
Cox (����). The key innovation is to explic-
itly discuss the importance of the design
principles in the framework provided by
the Price equation.

��: Subsequent work has extended Os-
trom’s principles either through late ad-
ditions or by separating out certain prin-
ciples into component sub-principles. See
Tarko (����) and Cox, Arnold, and Tomás
(����) for updated lists of Ostrom’s design
principles.

��: This is an empirical claim, one that Os-
trom collected ample evidence to support.
See Ostrom (����). The term “effective
authority” comes from (Morris ����, ���).

benefits over individualistic opportunism. Elinor Ostrom’s eight design
principles express much the same conclusion.�� She lays them out as
follows:��

(DP�) Boundaries are clearly defined
(DP�) Rules conform to local conditions
(DP�) Agents affected by the rules can participate in modifying them
(DP�) Monitoring is successful in detecting rule violators
(DP�) Punishment occurs in a graduated manner, depending on the

severity of the violation
(DP�) There are low-cost arenas for resolving conflicts and disputes
(DP�) External governmental authorities recognize the rights of commu-

nities to devise their own institutions
(DP�) There are multiple layers of nested enterprises, including private

actors and governance institutions

While conditions (DP�), (DP�), and especially (DP�) are constitutive of
polycentric structures, the other conditions present additional desiderata
that fortify the efficacy of polycentric governance structures. Yet again,
they do so by affecting the parameters in (⇤) and (⇤⇤), thus satisfying the
functionality desiderata.

Condition (DP�), for instance, will perform the dual function of reducing
|�2 | and increasing+(I9). By ensuring that local rules are not determined
by a “one size fits all” policy, individual sacrifice involved in rule following
(|�2 |) will be minimized. By enabling diverse conditions to generate
diverse sets of rules, +(I9) will increase, as different sets of rules emerge
throughout the larger system.

Condition (DP�) seeks to motivate rule adherence by granting individ-
ual agents some power in selecting the rules. It thus reduces +(I89),
since agents are more likely to follow the same rules when they view
themselves as having co-authored them. Rules imposed from without
lack effective authority, and are less likely to inspire compliance.�� It
may also contribute to minimizing |�2 |, insofar as rules that demand
extreme sacrifice from certain citizens will likely face extreme opposition
in collective choice procedures.

Conditions (DP�) and (DP�) constitute the most crucial supplement to
polycentric governance institutions. As we saw in the theoretical dis-
cussion (sec. �.�), polycentric organizations straightforwardly address
functionality desiderata (�), (�), and (�), but leave the crucial desider-
atum (�) undetermined. As our empirical examples indicate (sec. �.�),
desideratum (�), which concerns the individual, within-group cost of
rule compliance (|�2 |), must be satisfied in order for group functionality
to emerge. It is therefore no surprise that Elinor Ostrom observed that
successful governance structures must detect and punish rule viola-
tors. Failing to do so leads to ineffective governance and dysfunctional
societies.

Condition (DP�) will also work to minimize |�2 |. When low-cost adjudi-
cation is available, rule-following becomes easier for two reasons. First,
the relevant rule becomes less ambiguous, as a third party is drawn upon
to identify it. Second, the role of a competent judge is, at least, to identify
and articulate a rule that makes compliance less costly than conflict.
Thus, when a legitimate conflict emerges, the gains from cooperation
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are unlikely to fall entirely to one party. Of course, this is not to say that
when the rule is already recognized and clear-cut, with one party unam-
biguously in the wrong, that resolution will involve splitting the gains.
Instead, it simply means that when rules must be identified, revised,
or articulated in ambiguous cases, third parties are unlikely to impose
all costs on one party and to confer all benefits on the other. Moreover,
since even unfavorable decisions will often be less costly than continued
conflict, condition (DP�) will promote rule adherence.

Elinor Ostrom’s design principles thus fortify polycentric governance
structures against undesirable evolutionary tendencies. Most importantly,
as our brief discussion of (DP�)-(DP�) has revealed, they work together
to satisfy functionality desideratum (�), viz. the minimization of |�2 |.

�.� Conclusion

Drawing on the theory of multilevel selection, this paper has addressed
the question of why polycentric political structures exhibit enhanced
group functionality. Polycentricity allows a system to satisfy several
functionality desiderata that promote the evolutionary emergence of
group beneficial outcomes. Not all polycentric structures are highly
effective, however, and there must therefore exist an additional set of
conditions that fortifies their ability to provide effective governance. From
a theoretical perspective, the Price equations suggests that polycentric
governance requires an additional component, one that operates so as to
reduce the within-group benefit of rule-violating behavior. Empirical case
studies confirm this theoretical insight, and several of Elinor Ostrom’s
design principles can be understood precisely in terms of the need to
reduce the benefits of rule violation. Group functionality can hardly
emerge amidst ubiquitous defection and free-riding.
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�.� Introduction

A plethora of recent work by political scientists has made impressive
progress in clarifying the concept of polycentricity as first expounded by
Michael Polanyi (����) and brought into mainstream political science by
Vincent Ostrom (����). Since the time of Polanyi and Ostrom, a number
of important studies have elucidated various aspects of polycentric
governance structures (Aligica and Tarko ����, ����; Aligica ����, ����;
Thiel, Blomquist, and Garrick ����; Vogler ����; Müller ����; Kogelmann
����; Gaus ����, ����). As a result of this large and growing literature,
social scientists and political theorists now have a deeper understanding
of the properties, benefits, and limitations of polycentric systems. Despite
its richness, this discussion exhibits a conspicuous gap. Political scientists
have yet to closely examine the emergence of polycentric political systems.
This is unfortunate for at least two reasons. First, the historical emergence
of polycentric political systems is of intrinsic interest to those who study
economic or political history. And second, understanding how and
why polycentric political systems emerge can shed light on theoretical
questions by providing additional lines of support for preceding analyses
or suggesting new hypotheses about the nature of polycentrism. The
present article aims to fill this gap by proposing an explanation of
polycentric state emergence.

This article begins by carefully defining polycentric political systems and
describing some of their functional properties. In the following section,
I present the key feature of our theoretical framework: the complexity
problem. As societies increase in scale and diversify their productive
activities, governors face increasingly high information-processing de-
mands. This presents a governance dilemma: the governor can maintain
direct control only by resisting social complexity. Governing complexity,
by contrast, demands multiple, semi-autonomous centers of power. In
other words, the increasing informational demands of complexity exert
pressure on states to shift from a direct control paradigm to a polycentric
paradigm. After explaining the logic of the model, I draw upon two types
of empirical evidence. First, in order to test the relationship between
polycentric governance and social complexity within a large sample of
diverse societies, I rely on the Seshat databank, which aims to quantify
and compare social complexity on a global scale throughout history. I
show that the hypothesis gains modest support from this large sample.
Second, I develop a detailed case study that compares alternative trajec-
tories in the evolution of Western European governance structures. This
is important, since even the best cross-cultural historical data available
is rather sparse and unsuitable for illustrating the finer details of my
account. The selected case study offers a proof of concept and highlights
the mechanisms that underlie the explanatory model.
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�: Stephan, Marshall, and McGinnis (����,
��) concur with this analysis, though they
place special emphasis on feature (�). In
their concept design, Aligica and Tarko
(����, ���) identify empirical indicators for
each of the three essential features. They ul-
timately propose ten necessary conditions
a polycentric order must satisfy, several of
which are exclusive disjunctions. Explain-
ing this highly detailed concept design is
unnecessary for present purposes.

�.� Polycentric Political Orders

At its most abstract, the concept of polycentricity can describe systems
as disparate as scientific inquiry (Tarko ����; Polanyi ����), democracy
(V. Ostrom ����), markets (Boettke and Candela ����), and the common
law (Hayek ����). In all of these realms, a network of connected decision
makers seek out solutions to pressing problems. Through an evolutionary
process of trial and error, ever better solutions come to replace dysfunc-
tional and outdated ones . The classic analysis of polycentric political
order appears in an article by Vincent Ostrom, Charles Tiebout, and
Robert Warren, who identify several of its key features. Polycentric politi-
cal order exhibits “overlapping jurisdictions” of authority, “duplication
of functions” with respect to public goods and services, and “many
centers of decision making that are formally independent of each other”
(Ostrom, Tiebout, and Warren ����, ���). Such an arrangement supports
competition both within and between various levels of organization. To
elucidate the concept further, Paul Dragos Aligica and Vlad Tarko have
isolated three essential features (����, ���; ����, ���-�):�

�. several centers for decision making that act with relative autonomy
within their (possibly) overlapping jurisdictions,

�. a single overarching system of rules (formally or informally en-
forced), and

�. the emergence of a spontaneous social order as the outcome of an
evolutionary competition between different governance units.

Illustrative examples of polycentric political orders include metropolitan
governance, American federalism, and the European Union (Vogler ����).
Considering the latter example, decision centers include the municipal
governments of European states, the national governments, regional
coalitions, as well as the European council, commission, and parliament.
The jurisdiction of these decision centers clearly overlap: cities can
pass ordinances, even while the laws passed at the highest level of the
European government, the overarching system of rules, will also apply to
those cities. This overarching system of rules regulates how citizens and
governments of various nations interact with one another. One specific
feature of this system of rules is that it permits the free movement of
goods and people between European nations, allowing for both market
competition as well as “Tiebout competition,” i.e. voting with one’s feet,
both of which support spontaneous legal and economic orders (Mueller
����, ���; Tiebout ����).

One variable related to spontaneous order identified by Aligica and
Tarko is of particular relevance for the present argument. Polycentric
political orders permit the flow and aggregation of information in a way
that monocentric states cannot. As Hayek (����) famously argued in the
economic context, the phenomena of rivalry and competition facilitates
the use of vast amounts of tacit, dispersed, and inarticulable information.
To find the cheapest methods of production, for example, several firms
must engage in small scale experiments, trying out different combinations
of inputs and producing slightly different products. The emergent prices,
which provide an interface between consumer demand and factor supply,
determine which firm has successfully met consumer needs at the least
cost. This firm will enjoy profits, while other firms will experience losses,
reducing their market share over time unless they self-correct. Without
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�: Some are far less sanguine about the
epistemic value of democracy (Brennan
����). But see Christiano (����).
�: The two processes outlined in this para-
graph—Tiebout competition and demo-
cratic choice—align with Hirschman’s
(����) two famous modes of organizational
reform: exit and voice.

�: In the framework of Buchanan and Tul-
lock (����) the “decision-making costs”
are minimized in a monocentric political
structure.

the process of experimental entrepreneurship, information about the
best and least costly production methods would remain underutilized or
even undiscovered.

In the same way, individuals within a political unit possess knowledge
that a central government does not. Polycentric political orders permit
the use of this information through horizontal and vertical competi-
tion. Horizontal competition occurs between political units on the same
level, typically those without overlapping geographical regions. Tiebout
competition facilitates horizontal competition, and thus provides some
information about which laws and policies are working. Vertical compe-
tition occurs as citizens opt to organize the provision of governmental
services on different scales. For instance, policing services can be adminis-
tered by the municipality or at the federal level. When democratic choice
procedures are in place, different levels will compete for voter support.
More generally, democratic institutions, which grant decision-making
power to the lowest-level unit, the individual, aim to aggregate informa-
tion about voters’ preferences and beliefs. This information is harnessed
to provide feedback for political leaders who are experimenting with
different policy solutions (Barrett ����). Citizens who are unhappy with
a regime can contest it by rallying political support in its opposition. In
its ideal form, democracy thus exhibits impressive epistemic properties
(Landermore ����; Landermore and Page ����; Estlund ����; Cohen
����).� By incorporating contestation, experimentation, and competition,
this polycentric paradigm is able to utilize dispersed and tacit knowledge
in a manner analogous to the market-price system.�

By contrast, a monocentric state, relying on the direct control paradigm
possesses much less information about the conditions “on the ground.” To
some extent, this is an issue with any attempt to manage a situation from
the top of a hierarchical bureaucracy (Scott ����: ��). The monocentric
state faces especially severe informational limits in this respect; they
lack the bottom-up feedback of the democratic process, as well as any
process of internal Tiebout competition to signal the success and failure
of heterogeneous policy regimes. The direct control paradigm prevents
the endogenous emergence of policy decisions, instead attempting to
govern in a top-down fashion. The result is informational poverty.

Yet, monocentric administration is not without its advantages. As I
will explain in more detail below, the direct control paradigm limits
transaction costs by cutting out bargaining stages and by ensuring
coordination on well-defined projects.� Which governance structure
is more effective depends, crucially, on an important variable, social
complexity, to which I now turn.

�.� The Complexity Problem

What is Complexity?

Intuitively, many contemporary societies exhibit unprecedented levels
of complexity. To take one illustration, Eric Beinhocker has noted that
the number of different goods currently for sale in New York City far
exceeds the number of species on the planet. This is not the case, not
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�: Several other accounts of complexity
support Page’s analysis. See, for example,
Ladyman and Wiesner (����) or Mitchell
(����).

even remotely so, for simpler societies such as the Yanomanö (Beinhocker
����). Although the types of goods and services exchanged in an economy
is a sign of social complexity, it is merely a proxy. What, fundamentally,
distinguishes a simpler society from a complex one? Social scientists have
addressed this question both conceptually and empirically. The concept
of complexity has been roughly characterized by Scott Page (����) as
involving five properties. A system is complex when it comprises:

�. a large numbers of entities,
�. a network structure that links these entities,
�. high levels of interdependence between these entities,
�. adaptive behavior on the part of these agents, and
�. diversity or heterogeneity of these agents.�

In light of these properties, complex systems exhibit emergent properties,
nonlinear dynamics, and constant novelty. As a result, traditional model-
ing and long-term prediction become impossible. Many consequences of
intervention in complex systems will be unforeseen yet significant.

The empirical approach to analyzing complexity supports this concep-
tual analysis. The most extensive empirical appraisal of complexity in
historical societies, the Seshat data set, will be more carefully discussed
in the next section. For present purposes, it suffices to note that many
of the features identified by Page have been associated with empirical
indicators such as the total population and the number of different types
of administrative officials (Turchin et. al. ����). When large numbers of
heterogeneous individuals interact, the Seshat data set suggests, social
complexity ensues.

Social Complexity and Direct Control

Social complexity is highly significant when considering the scope and
limitations of political actors. To begin our analysis, consider a state that
operates in accordance with the direct control paradigm. Such a state
has three key features. First, it issues commands unilaterally from higher
levels to lower levels of political administration; the direction of command
is from the head of the state to its subordinates. The subjects do not issue
commands to the state. Second, it actively opposes alternative centers of
power, be these other semi-independent governing units or autonomous,
private corporations. Finally, power is organized in a vertical fashion,
with few horizontal connections.

In a complex society, this sort of state faces severe informational chal-
lenges of two types. The first is the bottom-up challenge, alluded to
above, namely, that of apprehending vast amounts of dispersed and tacit
information. While the second is a top-down challenge, namely, that of
predicting the important, long-term effects of policy interventions.

James Scott (����) expertly analyzes the bottom-up challenge of state
administration. “Officials of the modern state,” Scott writes, “are, of
necessity, at least one step—and often several steps—removed from the
society they are charged with governing. They assess the life of their
society by a series of typifications that are always some distance from the
full reality these abstractions are meant to capture” (��). Public admin-
istrators of states that govern complex societies cannot possibly access,
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�: The qualification here is important. If a
goal is narrowly defined and unintended
consequences are ignored, then prediction
and control are not unrealistic.

document, and digest the heterogeneous vernaculars of their myriad
subcommunities. They have difficulty perceiving complex patterns that
individuals on the ground are highly adept at utilizing. Consequently,
administrators must rely upon “typifications,” such as statistical aggre-
gates. Relying on such “synoptic facts” is indispensable to statecraft (��).
Yet, doing so comes at a cost:

These state simplifications, like all state simplifications, are
always far more static and schematic that the actual social
phenomena they presume to typify. The farmer rarely expe-
riences an average crop, an average rainfall, or an average
price for his crops. (��)

In other words, each time a complete state of the world is distilled into
a simple, abstract statistic for use at a higher level of administration,
information is lost. Often, this information is more than a distracting
detail. As Scott shows, it is impossible to know which pieces of informa-
tion will be crucial for achieving desirable outcomes, and which can be
safely set aside. This issue is less severe when the governing unit is closer
to the subjects being governed, when the subjects being governed are
homogeneous, and when these subjects inhabit relatively predictable and
uniform environments. However, upon introducing diversity, interdepen-
dence, and larger populations — i.e. upon increasing complexity — the
loss of information becomes increasingly severe. In short, in the absence
of institutional solutions, bottom-up information loss is an increasing
function of social complexity. And without adequate information about
local conditions, the effectiveness of state interventions becomes highly
suspect. Success will be evaluated according to abstract metrics that fail
to capture crucially important details about the true state of the world.

The second, top-down informational challenge also threatens to under-
mine the effectiveness of state interventions into society. When systems
become complex, they defy prediction. Simple models assuming either
a small number of elements or homogeneity fail to provide insight into
the dynamics of complex systems (Weaver ����). The impossibility of
using the experimental method to determine predictive laws for society
has been recognized at least since Mill (����). At its most basic, the
impossibility of prediction is a result of the combinatorics involved in
systematic attempts to determine predictive laws. As Page has pointed
out, even if society were to possess only ten relevant variables that could
take on three possible values, social scientists would need to run ��,���
separate experiments to determine the effects of changing the values
of these variables (����: �). If there were a mere ��� relevant variables,
we would require 5.15G1047 separate experiments! Even more radically,
Karl Popper (����/����, ���) has suggested that predictive laws may
simply not exist in social systems. Such systems are technically “open,”
that is, subject to influence from various exogenous effects. Because of
their interdependence and adaptiveness, agents react to these exoge-
nous effects in ways that cause profound changes in the social system.
As a result of complexity, therefore, predictability is greatly limited.
Consequently, a state that attempts to impose, in a top-down fashion, a
particular outcome will fail, unless, perhaps, that outcome is narrowly
defined, so as to ignore all of its unforeseen ramifications (Gaus ����).�
A lack of precise predictability impedes control. As a consequence, we
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�: One way of resisting complexity is to
break apart into smaller political units
once population increases beyond a cer-
tain point. This was a characteristic re-
sponse of feudal manors around the ��th
century (North ����, ���).

observe, once again, an inverse relationship between state effectiveness
and social complexity.

Both of these informational challenges point towards a fundamental
problem that political institutions face when confronted by an increasingly
complex society.

The Complexity Problem: The ability to understand and control
social outcomes, that is, to effectively intervene into society,
decreases as social complexity increases.

At some point, the complexity problem becomes so severe that the direct
control paradigm is no longer workable. In such a situation, the state faces
a choice between two options. First, it can fight against complexity. To do
so, it restricts the diversity and spontaneity of actors in its society. Scott
notes that all states, to some extent, engage in simplifying practices; they
attempt “with varying success to create a terrain and a population with
precisely those standardized characteristics that will be easiest to monitor,
count, assess, and manage” (��-�).� Attempts at social simplification
become especially critical for states organized around the direct control
paradigm. If they succeed at holding social complexity at bay, then
the direct control paradigm may remain workable. Otherwise, they
must opt for the second option: shifting to a new governance paradigm.
The governance paradigm that typifies most modern states is what I
call the polycentric paradigm. Like the direct control paradigm, the
polycentric paradigm is an ideal type, approximated to different extents
by various contemporary states. We now turn to the characterization and
examination of this paradigm.

Social Complexity and Polycentricity

The polycentric state differs from the direct control state in several key
ways. First, while direct controls may sometimes rely on hierarchical
levels, this is a necessary prerequisite for the polycentric state, since
polycentric governance requires that services be provided on multiple
scales (Stephan et. al. ����, ��; Aligica and Tarko ����, ���; V. Ostrom ����).
While a direct control state may establish a hierarchy with unidirectional
authority (lower levels answer to higher ones), polycentricity requires that
these layers exhibit some degree of autonomy and that lower levels exert
some influence on higher levels. The subjects, mid-level functionaries,
and high public officials answer to one another.

Second, the polycentric state permits competition between administrative
layers (V. Ostrom ����). If local efforts fail to adequately defend the local
populace, defence services can be organized at a higher level, such as a
confederation of cities, or a nation. This may be undertaken through a
“quasimarket” arrangement, where local governance structures purchase
such services from lower cost providers who reap the advantages of
economies of scale (Boettke, Coyne, Leeson ����).

Third, the polycentric state supports alternative centers of power within
each scale, be these other governing units or semi-autonomous, private
organizations. For instance, in the United States, a national government
provides services to state governments. In the European Union, the Euro-
pean government supports national governments in various ways. These
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�: One important cost involves competi-
tion among society’s elites, which can be-
come especially severe in polycentric or-
ders. For an example of this in the highly
polycentric Italian city states of the ��th
century, see Chittolini (����).

�: Historically, of course, few if any soci-
eties have been democratic in the sense of
holding elections or referenda that include
a large percentage of the population. How-
ever, polycentric political structures need
not be democratic in this sense. Polycen-
tricity as I have defined it simply requires
that lower levels of political structure exert
power or influence on higher levels.

states (in the U.S.) or nations (in the E.U.) offer alternative governance
schemes to a population of citizens who select their jurisdiction partially
on the basis of its governance competency.

In sum, polycentric governance entails a multitude of levels, and compe-
tition occurs both vertically and horizontally.

In situations of low complexity, it is not clear that the polycentric paradigm
has any advantages over the direct control paradigm. If citizens are homo-
geneous in their values/preferences, low in number, relatively autarkic,
and reside in stable, uniform environments, then the informational
problems noted above will be minimal. In fact, in such a scenario, the
polycentric paradigm seems to engender unnecessary costs.� Polycentric
governance involves a larger, less streamlined government. The various
nodes of power must negotiate before many resolutions can pass. As ever
more agents acquire votes or veto rights, reform becomes much more
difficult; “[a] political system that is all checks and balances is potentially
no more successful than one with no checks” (Fukuyama ����, ���). Direct
control avoids the costs associated with political bargaining and coordina-
tion, since a single individual or small group determines the social choice,
simply handing it down without public discussion or deliberation. Aside
from the costs associated with political decision making, the diversity
of rules and institutions that polycentricity supports also impose a cost.
Suppose, for example, that contract law differs between jurisdictions A
and B. The need to research and negotiate the correct contractual form
will introduce an additional cost that would not exist in contract law
was uniform. Polycentricty thus introduces additional transaction costs
in both political and economic spheres. Direct control, in other words,
minimizes transaction costs when compared to polycentricity.

Nevertheless, informational problems come to the fore as social com-
plexity increases. As we saw, in the direct control paradigm detailed
information on the ground struggles to influence policy issued by high
public officials. Polycentricity alleviates this problem in various ways.
First, much governance is undertaken by lower-level political units. Be-
cause these units have smaller constituencies as well as more lines of
communication between their officials and their citizens, the officials
and citizens enjoy much greater proximity. Second, insofar lower ad-
ministrative levels can affect higher ones, the authority between various
levels is bidirectional, allowing citizens or small organizations to directly
and indirectly register their preferences and beliefs.� For instance, in
the United States, citizens at the lowest level of organization select the
president directly, but they also select senators, representatives, and
governors who influence the president in various ways. This provides a
bottom-up source of information.

Competition is also paramount to generating usable information. Vertical
competition occurs when citizens decide whether local, regional, or
federal governments best provide public goods and services. This infor-
mation guides the state in determining the best level at which to provide a
public good or service. Horizontal competition occurs as citizens relocate
to more effective polities. Due to transaction costs, horizontal competition
is typically less effective than market competition. Nevertheless, when
a governing unit is sufficiently ineffective, citizens will emigrate or, at
least, decide not to immigrate. Horizontal competition thus provides a
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��: By duality, this is equivalent to saying
the marginal costs are low.

��: It is quite possible, in fact, that the poly-
centric governance technology exhibits in-
creasing returns to scale. However, this
stronger assumption is not necessary for
our argument, so I adopt the more mod-
est assumption that returns are roughly
constant within the relevant range.

��: The optimal scale of nations is clearly
not of unlimited extent and complexity.
Beyond a certain point, even polycentric
structures must exhibit decreasing returns
to scale of some type. See Friedman (����).

political “quasi-market,” in which the exercise of exit power permits the
flow of information from citizens on the ground to higher-level political
units (V. Ostrom ����).

At the same time, polycentricity can be viewed as a partial solution to
the top-down information problem. Most obviously, shifting governance
responsibilities to lower level units will reduce the average complexity of
the problems that a government must solve. When lower level units call
the shots, constituencies will be smaller and more homogeneous, making
policy interventions more predictable, while collective goals become
better defined and more achievable. In addition, the processes of compe-
tition provide informational feedback by directing power and resources
towards political units that engage in successful experimentation. Politi-
cal units that stagnate or engage in unsuccessful experimentation will,
correspondingly, shrink in relative size and power. As a result, even if the
effect of policy interventions is impossible to predict ex ante, the process
of competition will ensure that ex post successful interventions will be
scaled up, while unsuccessful policies will diminish in prevalence. Both
vertical and horizontal competition thus contribute to an evolutionary
search algorithm that identifies effective reforms.

A Simple Model of Governing Complexity

In light of the difficulties faced by direct control and the advantages of the
polycentric paradigm in coping with increasing complexity, we can posit a
rough mathematical characterization of government effectiveness (figure
�). Direct control (blue curve), I have argued, is a low cost technology for
governing low-complexity societies, at least with respect to gathering
and utilizing pertinent information. Accordingly, the marginal value
of governance is quite high when social complexity is low.�� However,
decreasing returns to scale set in as social complexity increases. Perhaps
the strains of complexity are not felt at first, but beyond some point,
the function will be strictly decreasing. By contrast, the polycentric
paradigm (red curve) generates unnecessary transaction costs at low
levels of complexity. The elaborate processes of competition, preference
aggregation, and service duplication are wasteful in the absence of
informational challenges. However, polycentric governance, largely due
to its decentralized structure, scales far more gracefully than direct
control. As complexity increases, polycentric governance is able to access
and utilize ever more information at a relatively constant marginal cost.��
Eventually, there comes a threshold of complexity at which polycentric
governance yields higher marginal benefits for the society it governs. That
is, it better enables relevant information to determine decision making.

Beyond a certain point of complexity, a direct control paradigm may
stifle information flows, rather than help to gather and utilize them. This
occurs at the point 21 , where the blue curve intersects with the abscissa.
There also exists a point where governance itself, including a polycentric
approach, may simply become difficult or impossible (Gaus ����), so
even the polycentric governance curve will likely decrease beyond a
certain point.�� However, we restrict ourselves to intermediate levels
of complexity, where the effectiveness of polycentric governance can be
represented by an increasing function of social complexity.
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Figure �.�: Relative effectiveness of direct
control and polycentric paradigms

Given these two functional forms, there will exist a critical threshold of
complexity, 2⇤, at which point the polycentric paradigm becomes a more
effective governance form than direct control. This is the point at which
the complexity problem becomes acute: the state must either embrace
polycentricity or combat the trend of increasing complexity.

Implications of the Model

This formalistic description is not a historical narrative; societies do
not inevitably progress from less complex to more complex or from
monocentric to polycentric. For one thing, the chronology may be quite
different than described above. Rather than first arising as a direct control
state and shifting to a polycentric state in the face of increasing com-
plexity, some modern states have been polycentric from their conception.
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��: But see the case studies below.
According to John Hall (����), this is the correct way to think of the
“organic” European state.�� Another important point, discussed in more
detail below, is that the shift from monocentric to polycentric need not
be conscious or deliberate. I have described it in that way for ease of
expression, but the history of political development is one of accident
and contingency, not of foresight and intention.

More to the point, the marginal values of the two respective paradigms
are the marginal values to society, which is not necessarily the marginal
value to those making decisions for society. If we assume that the
ruler is revenue-maximizing, then there is no reason to think that what
promotes general economic prosperity is necessarily what will promote
the ruler’s interest, especially in the foreseeable short-term. Adopting
Douglass North’s model, we might think of the ruler as a monopolist
who distributes services at an inefficiently high price (North ����, ch. �).
In this case, giving up monopolistic power would be socially beneficial,
but not politically desirable. Consequently, direct control states may be
stable, even if they are inefficient. Despite increasing social complexity,
the ruler may refuse to decentralize her political power. Of course, given
that there are gains to be had, if a profit sharing scheme could be
devised and enforced, then the ruler would gladly decentralize political
power. However, transaction costs are generally too high for this sort of
contractual arrangement; by the very nature of relinquishing political
power, such a contract would be unenforceable. So society might remain
stuck with ineffective governance institutions despite the fact that its
high level of complexity calls for polycentric institutions. This can be
thought of as a high-complexity, low-polycentricity equilibrium.

This kind of equilibrium appears to be relatively unstable, since monocen-
tric states are incapable of accurately monitoring or producing desired
outcomes in highly complex societies. Even a task as simple as extracting
taxes has proven immensely difficult for central authorities throughout
history. As we will see in the case studies that come later, states often
responded to this difficulty by striking deals with local guilds in order
to facilitate the measuring and taxing of output. This, however, had
the effect of simplifying society by reducing the number and variety
of producers in the economy. The important point here is that social
complexity is not a dependent variable. In an effort to more easily extract
taxes, corvée labor or other resources, states strive to render society more
“legible;” they can and have undertaken what James Scott calls “heroic
simplifications” (Scott ����, �, �, ��). In this sense, societies may often
remain or arrive at a low-complexity, low polycentricity equilibrium.

Hampering complexity, in general, involves limiting the diversity and
interdependence of one’s citizens. This poses a limit to economic prosper-
ity, based as it is on a deep division of labor and widespread production
and exchange activities undertaken by individuals with access to capital
not controlled by the state. So, just as maintaining monocentricity in
a complex society is detrimental to economic prosperity, so limiting
complexity in order to maintain effective control also results in large
welfare costs. These observations allow us to tease out several predictions
of the model.

First, when the right sort of competition is present, societies will tend
towards complexity and states will tend toward polycentricity. In this case,
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the marginal benefit to the ruler will closely approximate the marginal
benefit to society at large, since the ruler will lack monopoly power.
Competition along lines of economic and cultural appeal will force states
to accept higher levels of complexity.�� Higher levels of complexity, in
turn, will force states to become more polycentric as they strive to cope
with the complexity problem.

Second, the wrong sort of competition might yield the opposite result.
If competition occurs along militaristic lines, rather than cultural or
economic, then a monocentric state may enjoy an advantage. Although
information about local preferences, resources, and production possi-
bilities will be lost in a monocentric political structure, these bits of
information are less important when a single goal — e.g. military hege-
mony — is pursued. In that case, society will likely remain at or convert
into a low complexity, monocentric equilibrium. As Hayek (����), among
others, has noted, a so-called “war-time economy” is technically simpler
than a free economy in a state of normalcy.��

Finally, in a state of low competition, the rulers acquire greater monopoly
power and, consequently, the revenue curve of the rulers will deviate
substantially from that of society at large. In this case, the low complexity,
monocentric equilibrium is the predicted outcome. Indeed, some have
attributed China’s comparative decline after the ��th century to a lack of
competition between political units (Ferguson ����, ��-�).

In sum, the theory does not predict that all political units will increase
in complexity and move towards polycentric governance structures.
Instead, the analysis suggests that polycentric states better accommodate
social complexity, while direct control states will tend to wither upon its
appearance, or effectively stunt social complexity altogether. This latter
phenomenon is how Hall (����) conceives of the Chinese empire, which
actively sought to cripple economic and technological developments that
might undermine the power of the “capstone” state. The direct control
state, in other words, must strive to maintain a level of complexity below
c* lest their power should prove ineffectual in governing their territory.

Although some of the language used here has made it sound as if
rulers consciously select between monocentric and polycentric political
institutions, I must re-emphasize that this is not entailed by the model.
Although deliberate design is possible, the case studies examined below
show that political institutions often stumble along blindly as rulers
attempt to adapt to the local pressures of time and place. These pressures
may impel them to decentralize their authority, but, at least in the cases we
examine, there is no conscious intention to develop polycentric political
institutions. The interests and foresight of rulers are typically far too
narrow for that. Before exploring detailed cases, however, it is worth
asking whether this hypothesis is supported by any large-scale historical
data. The next section will examine the Seshat data set and subject the
theory outlined here to some preliminary empirical tests.

�.� Empirical Analysis

The proposition under consideration is that, at least beyond a certain point,
increasing social complexity is incompatible with centralized control.
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Empirically, this means that there should exist a strong correlation
between growing social complexity and the emergence of polycentricity.
Although I have carefully explained the meanings of these terms, defining
empirical indicators for such abstract notions is itself a difficult task. In
defining such indicators, one faces two competing desiderata. First, there
is the conceptual question of precision: does the empirical indicator truly
measure the relevant concept? Second, there is the practical question
of data acquisition: can we collect data on the empirical indicator from
a sufficiently large sample to do a proper hypothesis test? Although
for some societies we possess reliable and detailed information about
social and governmental structures, to collect a sufficiently large sample
we must rely upon rough proxies, rather than the richer notions of
complexity and polycentricity explained above. This is necessary since,
in order to scientifically test propositions, that is, in order to determine
whether these propositions are likely to generalize to societies other than
those we study, it is imperative to consider a large sample of different
historical societies.�� We thus face a trade-off between precision and
generality.��

In order to adequately address this trade-off, I provide both kinds of
empirical evidence.

Social Development and the Seshat Data Set

Peter Turchin and several co-authors have recently collected large-scale
data on social complexity across a vast temporal and geographical scale.
The resulting data set, known as the “Seshat” data bank,(Turchin et al.
����) examines over four hundred societies from thirty regions and spans
over ��,��� years. The various measurements taken from these societies
are divided into nine categories, called “complexity characteristics.”

Some of these complexity characteristics correspond roughly to aspects of
polycentric governance structures, as defined above. Others correspond
more closely to social complexity proper. Crucially, empirical support
for the simple model developed above comes from subsequent analyses
of relationships between these various complexity components; these
analyses reveal that these complexity characteristics are tightly correlated
and that they “coevolve in predictable ways” (Turchin et. al. ����, E���).

To be more specific, the key indicators corresponding to social complex-
ity, as defined above, include polity population (CC�), polity territory
(CC�), the size of the largest settlement (CC�), as well as information
and communication technologies (CC� and CC�).�� These complexity
characteristics indicate larger numbers of people in closer contact with
one another, the essence of social complexity.

The indicators for polycentric governance are rougher than those for
social complexity. Ideally, the indicators would measure (�) hierarchy,
(�) decentralization, and (�) competition. The Seshat databank provides
excellent indicators for (�), very rough indicators for (�), and no indicator
for (�). The complexity characteristic (CC�) looks at hierarchy specifically,
thus providing a measure of (�). (CC�) looks at the diversity of government
officials and institutions. For example, if there are priests involved in
governance, not just a King, then (CC�) receives a higher score. Similarly,
if there are independent courts and a legal code, then (CC�) will also
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score higher. Because a diversity of government officials and higher
numbers of government agencies represents a delegation of authority,
(CC�) should correlate with polycentric governance.

Of course, these indicators, especially for (�), are flawed. Highly mono-
centric governments might have elaborate bureaucracies that score high
on (CC�). However, a monocentric government might also score low on
(CC�), while a polycentric government is less likely to do so. Polycentric
governance requires delegation of authority in its very definition, while
monocentric governance is merely compatible with such a delegation.
Analyzing this data can, nevertheless, provide a preliminary test, but
nothing more, for the hypothesis that social complexity requires poly-
centric governance. The potential to falsify this hypothesis is very real,
even while a failure to reject it provides no solid evidence of its truth.
This Popperian approach must suffice until better data is acquired, but it
will be supplemented by the detailed discussion of historical cases in the
next subsection.

In their analysis of the Seshat data, Turchin et. al. determine that there
exist “functional relationships between these characteristics that cause
them to coevolve,” just as the model would predict (Turchin et. al.
����, E���). Moreover, the authors speculate that as complexity increases,
autocratic forms of power are displaced by collective ones (E���). Support
for this comes from the observation that collective forms of power seem
to emerge later and in more complex societies than do autocratic forms
of power (Turchin et al. ����). Collective forms of power are not exactly
synonymous with polycentricity, but the move away from autocratic
control and towards more dispersed forms of power certainly resonates
with the hypothesis under consideration.

In sum, the Seshat data set, currently the most advanced and complete
data set measuring social complexity, offers modest support for the
hypothesis under consideration. At the very least, it does not falsify
this hypothesis, though it very well could have. It certainly could have
shown that increasing complexity calls for more centralization and fewer
hierarchical levels. This would have falsified the proposed theory. Yet,
the data set shows the opposite. Why should this be the case? I have
proposed an answer to this question. To see if this answer is compelling,
it is also beneficial to zoom in on some detailed, historical cases.

Emerging from Feudalism

To achieve a more fine-grained image of the relationship between social
complexity and polycentric governance, the transition from feudalism
to the nation state in Western Europe provides a striking case study.
Although all European nation states eventually transitioned to liberal,
market-based economies, they didn’t do so at a uniform pace. In England
and the low countries, trade and industry took off early, generating a rapid
increase in complexity and prosperity. In France and Spain, by contrast,
monocentric governance went hand in hand with dysfunctional markets
and slow growth, resulting in Malthusian checks on continued growth.
A third case is that of the non-feudal confederations of city states present
in Italy and Germany. Initially polycentric, their capacity to maintain a
decentralized political organization slowly eroded, largely disappearing
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by the ��th century. Examining each of these three cases illuminates the
causal connection between complexity and polycentricity.

The conditions characterizing European political organization prior to
the ��th century A.D., taken here as the initial conditions, were somewhat
similar across our first two regions of interest. In England, France, Holland,
and Spain, the collapse of the Roman empire in the fifth century led to
political anarchy and a general absence of law and security. Germanic
hordes made a living on raiding and pillaging, leading to the form
of economic organization known as manorialism. This organizational
form involved a quasi-contract between serfs and lords (North and
Thomas ����, ���). According to this contract, serfs owed their local lord
a certain amount of labor input, roughly three days a week in many
places, in exchange for protective services from the lord. Due to the
dangers of traveling beyond the manor, trade was limited; manors were
more or less autarkic. Land was abundant and therefore cheap, while
labor was competitively sought by feudal lords. Initial economies of
scale were quickly swamped by increasing marginal costs of protection,
resulting in the U-shaped marginal cost curve much beloved by teachers
of microeconomics (North ����, ���-�). In other words, the value of
protective services diminished appreciably as farmland expanded past a
certain distance from the center, and manors could not, therefore, grow
beyond a certain size.

Before charting the evolutionary courses that followed from these initial
conditions, a conceptual point bears emphasis. While highly decen-
tralized, the governance structure in Europe around ��� A.D. was not
polycentric. Decentralization alone does not suffice to make a system poly-
centric. As noted above, polycentricity requires the additional features
of interaction and hierarchy. A set of autarkic, monocentric orders does
not become polycentric until (�) they begin to interact and coordinate
their behavior under an overarching set of rules, and (�) governance
is offered on a multiplicity of scales (Tarko forthcoming). The political
and economic relationships between the manors were negligible. And
while the feudal system did involve kings who technically operated at a
higher governance scale, their power in the ��th century was trivial. To
become polycentric, the initial system would require greater integration
and stratification.

This arrangement was an effective response to the chaos that engulfed
Western Europe. And, just as importantly, it could scale. Due to the exis-
tence of ample uninhabited territory, when manors expanded past their
most efficient size, new lords could start new manors. As ecological the-
ory would predict, population steadily increased and continued to do so
until a host of Malthusian checks (mostly plagues and famines) reversed
this trend in the ��th century. At the same time, changing technology
also placed new stresses on traditional forms of political organization.
Warfare, in particular, became far more advanced and required far more
revenue to carry on competitively. Gunpowder made feudal fortifications
increasingly irrelevant. Against this changing background, feudal lords,
the Catholic church, and kings all jockeyed for power.

As Douglass North has argued in various works, these fluctuations
in population and technology had profound effects on relative factor
prices, which, in turn, had profound effects on contractual arrangements
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and, ultimately, on the basic institutional framework of Western society.
Throughout all of Europe, the growth in population led first to increased
gains from trade, especially as the frontier of European society expanded
to ever more diverse geographies. Secondly, partially as a result of
increased gains from trade, larger political units, capable of providing
security along trade routes, became increasingly advantageous. In this
way, North and Thomas (����) explain the increased prominence of larger
political units, headed by monarchs. The institutional reforms sparked
by changes in population were not, however, homogenous, but exhibited
some striking differences, differences which will illuminate the topic at
hand: polycentric governance and its relationship to social complexity.

England and the Netherlands developed comparatively polycentric gov-
ernance institutions due to a host of factors that limited the centralizing
ambitions of monarchical rulers. North (����, ���, ���) cites three factors,
in particular, that limited the ability of English monarchs to achieve com-
plete authority. First, the potential gains that a central government could
offer to English inhabitants were comparatively modest. As a relatively
secure island nation, England did not require a large and expensive
standing army like that of France or Spain. Second, the possession of
royal authority was constantly in dispute; alternative rulers were ready at
all times to make a play for the throne should its current occupant prove
incompetent or unpopular. Finally, given the export-based structure of
the English economy, taxation was far simpler. Wool exports are easy
to measure and provide an easy source of fiscal revenue. Consequently,
the large tax-collecting bureaucracy required by most other monarchs
had no place or purpose in England. The English monarch could access
tax revenues without constructing a large and invasive state. “In short,”
North tells us, “little reason existed to concentrate authority in the crown
over property rights and taxation, and still less reason existed to support
a large central government” (����, ���).

These three features contributed to a single outcome: the English ruler
acquired less power than the rulers of most other nations. As a result,
when they sought to empower English monarchy, the Tudors became
beholden to the merchant class for political support in the struggle against
the church and nobility.�� This involved relying upon and legitimizing
the House of Commons, as well as granting cities independent charters
and laws. English governance thus took on a form that promoted infor-
mation flow from lower level interests and concerns into Parliament and,
ultimately, to the monarch. The authority to set taxes and raise an army
eventually fell into the hands of Parliament, meaning that the English
government was far more divided and decentralized than that of their
chief rivals.

The polycentric nature of the resulting legal order is explained well
by Maitland in his constitutional history of England (Maitland [����]
����). The king of England had regular interaction with county courts.
Counties were governed in a broadly participatory fashion, with all free
landholders having a say, regardless of rank. Counties, in turn, were made
up of even smaller governance units called “hundreds,” with their own
courts and assemblies. The hundreds even administered certain public
goods, like policing and punishment. In discussing the representation of
counties in Parliament, Maitland tells us. . .
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When in the middle of the thirteenth century we find elected
representatives called to form part of the national assembly,
of a common council of the realm, or parliament, they are
the representatives of the county courts. They are not the
representatives of unorganized collections of men, they are
the representatives, we might almost say, of corporations.
The whole county is in theory represented by its court. . . The
king’s itinerant justices from time to time visit the counties;
the whole county (totus comitatus), i.e. the body of freehold-
ers, stands before them; it declares what the county has been
doing since the last visitation; the county can give judgment;
the county can give testimony; the county can be punished
by fines and amercements when the county has done wrong.
(��)

There thus existed three levels—the royal, county, and hundred levels—
each of which had its own courts and administration. If a dispute went
unresolved at one level, it could often be appealed at a higher one,
permitting vertical competition, a hallmark of polycentricity.

Similar conditions supported Dutch decentralization. Due to unique geo-
graphical features and exceptional wealth obtained from their commerce-
based economy, as well as an auspicious alliance with a strong Protestant
power, the Netherlands enjoyed a secure position vis-a-vis foreign monar-
chs (van Creveld ����, ���). Because of this, they were able to operate as
a confederacy of provinces, eschewing a strong centralized power. As a
result of this local responsiveness, the property rights that emerged in
both England and the Netherlands enabled trade to flourish. They thus
proved far more efficient than those that emerged in the more centralized
regimes of Spain and France.

In both Spain and France, the benefits of centralized national governance
were higher and the opportunity costs were lower. The monarch, in
other words, had greater bargaining power, as well as a greater need to
establish centralized control. Difficulty in taxing local economies led to
large bureaucracies and the sale of property rights to the highest bidder.
This typically involved selling monopoly rights to certain producers,
sometimes entire towns, in an effort to obtain the revenues required to
fund large-scale armies. The monopolistic guild system which developed
stifled competition and economic growth. In France, the transition began
in earnest following the Hundred Years War. In order to monitor and
effectively tax regional economies, the crown required the cooperation of
local organizations, hence the alliance with local guilds. By the time of
Louis XIV, France had achieved full centralization and funded an expen-
sive state bureaucracy largely through the sale of monopoly privileges
and venal offices. Local officials were replaced with royal officials known
as intendants, who greatly reduced the level of local autonomy much to
the chagrin of French towns.

The Spanish equivalent of the intendants were the corregidores. Echoing
the French experience, Martin van Creveld recounts how the Spanish
monarchy of the ��th century slowly encroached upon local governance
institutions, ultimately imposing a fully top-down system:

The Catholic kings were anxious to whittle away the towns’
independence... Already since the fourteenth century occa-
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sional corregidores had been sent to some Castilian towns
to oversee their affairs — then as now, the phrase “I am the
from the government; I am here to help you” was one of
the greatest lies in any language. In ���� it was decided to
introduce them into all towns which did not yet have them
and to make their office permanent. . . the corregidores also
acquired administrative authority. (van Creveld ����, ���)

Despite a series of revolts in the ��th century, the Spanish crown prevailed
in wresting power from local governments.

As in France, a catastrophic consequence of top-down rule in Spain
was the obstruction of efficient property rights. Whereas tax policies
in England and the Netherlands were influenced by the interests of
merchants, manufacturers, and landowners on the ground, in Spain
the only information and interests that held sway were those possessed
by the crown. Given the immediate objective of the monarchy — viz.
military hegemony — the crown sought the most expedient means of
maximizing state revenues. Again, as in France, this involved granting
exclusive monopolies to town-based guilds. More unique to Spain, and
perhaps more economically damaging, were the privileges granted to
sheepherders or mestas. These particular privileges, which had a long
history in Spain, guaranteed to the mestas the right to graze sheep back
and forth across Spain. Consequently, normal property rights did not
develop; land that could be profitably enclosed remained in the commons.
Granting such special privileges did, nevertheless, serve the interests
of the crown, at least in the short run, by quickly raising substantial
revenues. As Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson, among others, have
argued, the “extractive” institutions of Spain were transplanted to the
New World, where they have ever since hampered economic growth
(Acemoglu and Robinson ����; Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson ����;
Fukuyama ����).

A third and final instructive case is that of the loose confederations of city
states that emerged in Italy and Germany.�� From the ��th to the ��th
centuries, highly polycentric governance structures pervaded Northern
Italy. The system was based on a federal order of towns, republican
liberties within the towns, and strongly held ideals of civic life. This
system proved robust to centralizing attempts from within the Italian
peninsula. During the time in which this governance structure remained
intact, Italy became the dominant cultural and commercial center of
Europe. Indeed, it was during this time that the Italian Renaissance
blossomed into one of the most fruitful cultural epochs in the history of
human civilization.

At the same time, several German cities also enjoyed a substantial degree
of autonomy. Some of these German city states merged into a confederacy
known as The Hanseatic League, which came to dominate maritime trade
in the Baltic sea for over a hundred years. Although not all towns in the
league were self-governing, several of them were. Yet, they voluntarily
cooperated under the governance structure provided by the league.

Both the Italian and German city states ultimately succumbed to cen-
tralizing forces. In Italy, these forces were largely external. Despite their
commercial and cultural success, the Italian cities were at a militaristic
disadvantage relative to the centralized states of Spain and France. Rather
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than relying upon disciplined national armies, they used their immense
wealth to hire mercenaries for protection. According to van Creveld,

[t]he results of this policy became apparent in the years after
����. In terms of economic and cultural accomplishment Italy
led the world; however, neither quantitatively nor qualita-
tively could Italian armies match the much stronger foreign
ones that invaded the peninsula and fought each other on its
territory. (van Creveld ����, ���)

The Republic of Florence, for example, came to an end following the
Spanish siege in ����.

In Germany, the main centralizing force was internal. As the Hanseatic
league lost its monopoly in the Baltic Sea and faced shrinking profit
margins as a result of Dutch competition, German princes made an
opportunistic power grab. Consequently, “by ���� there were no free
towns left in Brandenburg; in time the system was extended throughout
Prussia” (van Creveld ����, ���).

Three cases have been compared: the relatively polycentric states of
England and Holland, the monocentric states of France and Spain, and
the highly polycentric system of city states that prevailed for a time
in Italy and Germany. Through this comparison, at least three lessons
can be gleaned. First, none of the political systems we have surveyed
were consciously designed. Rather, they emerged as a rational response
by rulers to shifting environmental conditions. In the Netherlands and
England, rulers promoted their own power and revenues by sharing
it with a broader class of society. Only by empowering Parliament and
defining efficient property rights to aid the burgeoning commercial
society could the English kings prevail in their struggle against Church
and nobility.

Polycentric political institutions were not designed; they were, to borrow
a phrase from Hayek, “stumbled upon” (Hayek ����). The same goes
for monocentric institutions like those of Spain and France. The need to
extract revenues from complex local exchanges, paired with the greater
need for an expansive military, led to the creation of large bureaucracies
and inefficient systems of property rights. It was not the intention of the
rulers to stunt the development of social complexity any more than it
was the intention of the King of England to promote it. Myopic reactions
to contingent local circumstances produced different institutional forms
with drastically different social outcomes.

Second, as predicted by the model laid out above, increasing complexity
went hand in hand with polycentric political institutions. As Western
Europe emerged from feudalism, both population and interdependence
rose precipitously. The model predicts one of two outcomes: either
governance will become polycentric or the state will suppress social
complexity to maintain the effectiveness of its authority. In England and
the Netherlands, specialization and interdependence exploded under
the auspices of polycentric governance. Moreover, assuming the model
is credible, it is not a coincidence that it is in these two locations that the
industrial revolution occurred most early and dramatically. In Spain and
France, by contrast, economic development and regional heterogeneity
were actively stifled by rulers. To maintain control from the center,
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both regimes effectively simplified the economy by granting sweeping
monopolies to particular guilds or towns. This reduced the number of
producers in a given industry, undermining the benefits of competition,
but greatly facilitated the task of extracting revenues. Put simply, “[t]he
benefits of improving the efficiency of markets were. . . sacrificed to the
fiscal needs of the state. As a consequence, France [and Spain] did not
escape the Malthusian crisis of the seventeenth century” (North ����,
���).

The third and final lesson is that, even if polycentric political structures
excel along cultural and commercial dimensions, monocentric states often
enjoy a sharp militaristic advantage. ��-��th century Italy and Germany
flourished along cultural and commercial dimensions. Nevertheless,
they were overtaken by far simpler and less impressive rivals. One
explanation that suggests itself is that monocentric governance structures
specialize in diverting resources towards narrowly-defined goals, such
as military conquest. Monocentric governance structures, in other words,
are better at being monomaniacal. By contrast, polycentric governance
structures allow a variety of jurisdictions to pursue a variety of ends.
To pursue a single end requires a costly process to ensure coordination
and compliance. Imagine a monocentrically governed nation with a
GDP of $�,���,���, and a far more prosperous polycentrically governed
nation with a GDP of $��,���,���. Assume that the tax rates in both
societies are equal, say ��%. If the ruler of a monocentric polity decides
to, he can quickly allocate the full tax revenues ($���,���) to purposes of
conquest. The polycentric order, however, grants localities some authority
in how their funds are spent. Convincing every single local governor
to forgo schools, roads, and police in order to fight a war is a hard sell.
The transaction costs are immense. A desire on the part of centralizing
rulers to reduce the transaction costs of pursuing their personal goals
does much to explain their constant drive to reduce complexity and to
minimize local autonomy through efforts so elegantly described by James
Scott (����).

The simple model laid out above thus helps us to understand the evo-
lutionary paths taken by various nations in Western Europe as they
emerged from feudalism and formed modern states. At the same time,
these detailed cases elucidate some of the dynamics of the model. The
main thrust is clear: governing complexity in a top-down, centralized
fashion proves immensely difficult. State formation took different paths
in different places due to the immediate interests of the ruling class. In
some places, the pursuit of these interests laid the groundwork for a
flourishing of complexity. In others, the pursuit of these interests led to
monocentric structures that actively suppressed complexity in order to
maintain a steady revenue stream to the crown. In still others, polycentric
orders were undermined by monocentric ones which enjoyed a distinct
advantage in pursuing the narrowly defined goal of territorial expansion.
All in all, these empirical cases support and illuminate the relationship
between complexity and polycentricity conveyed by the simple model
proposed above.
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�.� Conclusion

In order to provide effective governance in complex societies, I have
argued, requires decentralized, hierarchical, and competitive political
institutions — i.e. polycentricity. Reasoning in terms of information
and transaction costs produces a simple model in which, beyond a cer-
tain point of complexity, polycentric political organization is imperative.
The relationship between polycentric governance and social complexity
posited by this model finds support in large-scale statistical correlations
between the complexity characteristics identified by the Seshat data-
bank. Additional support and elucidation arises from an examination of
increasing complexity in Western Europe following the decline of feudal-
ism. While many factors likely affect the form that political institutions
take, empirical evidence supports the idea that polycentric governance
structures are a natural response to complexity, or, equivalently, that
efforts at simplification are a natural response by monocentric states to
increasing complexity.

The difficulty of aggregating and utilizing dispersed information cre-
ates a problem for those who wish to govern a complex society. This
complexity problem is the political equivalent of what Hayek called
“the economic problem of society,” viz. the problem of using tacit and
dispersed knowledge to generate a rational economic order. While Hayek
argues that the solution to this economic problem is to forgo political
action in favor of spontaneous market forces, the thrust of this paper
has been that there are ways of structuring political institutions that
mitigate the complexity problem. A central planner may be a clumsy
way of administering economic policies, but local governments, engaged
in various types of competition with other jurisdictions, may not face the
same informational limitations that worried Hayek. Rivalrous competi-
tion generates information in markets; in the same way, it might generate
information in politics.
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�: In this paper, the term “equilibrium”
is used to refer to fixed point equilibria. It
does not include cycles or any other type
of pattern that some might refer to as an
equilibrium.
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An equilibrium centered view is essentially static and provides little insight into
the transient behavior of systems that are not near the equilibrium. Natural,
undisturbed systems are likely to be continually in a transient state; they will be
equally so under the influence of man.

— C.S. Holling, “Resilience and Stability of Ecological Systems”

�.� Introduction

“It is evident,” John Rawls tells us, “that stability is a desirable feature of
moral conceptions. . . However attractive a conception of justice might
be on other grounds, it is seriously defective if the principles of moral
psychology are such that it fails to engender in human beings the requisite
desire to act upon it” (����, ���). Rawls has inspired legions of political
theorists to fixate on the comparative stability of different conceptions
of justice (Chung ����; Thrasher and Vallier ����, ����; Kogelmann and
Stich ����; Weithman ����). Within this discussion, theorists typically
examine different justice equilibria, that is, states in which a particular
conception of justice “generate[s] its own support” over time (Rawls ����,
���). To test stability, they search for subversive tendencies or imagine
subjecting society to diverse shocks of various sizes (Chung ����; Vallier
����).

This perspective on justice, however, makes nontrivial assumptions about
the nature of social-moral systems. To examine the properties of an
equilibrium state, such as stability, one must first justify the assumption
of an equilibrium state.� Before discussing stability, the theorist must
discuss existence.

Showing that an equilibrium exists in a complex system like society
can be difficult. Some such systems simply do not exhibit equilibrating
tendencies. In fact, there is good reason to suppose that the dynamism and
flux of contemporary society are the result of endogenous disequilibrium.
This has been forcefully argued in the case of economic systems (Arthur
����; Schumpeter ����), as well as other social systems (Miller and Page
����). It is reasonable, therefore, to suspect that social-moral systems may
also resist equilibration. If this is the case, then to accurately characterize
the nature of justice, political theory may need to refocus its gaze.
As Holling explains in the epigraph, applying equilibrium analysis to
nonequilibrium phenomena can blind the theorist to important features
of the phenomena being examined.

In this paper I argue that philosophers have granted undue attention to
just states of affairs, thus ignoring the process by which such states arise
and are swept away. Rawls’s earlier theory of justice presents a paradigm,
helping to focus this abstract discussion. The relevant aspects of his
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theory—–chiefly, the notion of a stable equilibrium—receive treatment
in the following section. After discussing Rawls’s view and clarifying
the meaning of “static theory,” I present a challenge for this approach.
Section III argues that equilibrium states, also known as fixed points,
often won’t exist in complex, dynamic systems, such as society. The
standard way of demonstrating the existence of an equilibrium state,
Kakutani’s theorem, fails to convincingly demonstrate the existence of
justice equilibria. Instead, it points us towards plausible counterexamples
in which equilibria do not exist. Static theory therefore faces an existence
problem: the focus of analysis may be a phantom, something that never
(or rarely) occurs in real social systems. In exploring ways to meet this
challenge, part IV suggests that, rather than attempting to prove the
existence of an equilibrium state, dynamic justice theorizing should instead
focus on nonequilibrium processes. In this approach, the traditional
concern with stability is set aside and replaced by the more promising
concept of robustness.

�.� Justice as a Stable Equilibrium

Justice, in Rawls’s view, is “the first virtue of institutions” (����, �), that
is, the first virtue of our “public system of rules which defines offices
and positions with their rights and duties, powers and immunities, and
the like” (��-�). A critical desideratum of this virtue is that it be stable.
But what, precisely, does stability entail? Stability is a property exhibited
by some equilibria. To characterize an equilibrium state, Rawls tells us,
requires three things:

. . . first, to identify the system and to distinguish between
internal and external forces; second, to define the states of the
system, a state being a certain configuration of its determining
characteristics; and third, to specify the laws connecting the
states. (����, ���)

If the successive states of the system, connected by certain laws, are
identical, even in the face of external forces acting upon the system, then
the equilibrium is stable. Or, as Rawls puts it,

[a]n equilibrium is stable whenever departures from it, caused
say by external disturbances, call into play forces within the
system that tend to bring it back to this equilibrium state,
unless of course the outside shocks are too great. By contrast,
an equilibrium is unstable when a movement away from it
arouses forces within the system that lead to even greater
changes. Systems are more or less stable depending upon
the strength of the internal forces that are available to return
them to equilibrium. (���)

To be an equilibrium—that is, a state G at time C0 that yields the same
state G at time C1—does not suffice to make a state stable. It must satisfy
a further property: a state G is stable if, despite adding some external
disturbance & to x, at time C0 the state G still emerges at time C1. Or
equivalently, (G + &) maps to G. In theory, stability can be quantified: the
smaller the difference between C0 and C1 and the larger the disturbance &,
the greater the stability of state G.
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�: This is a succinct description of the
well-ordered society. The most elaborate
definition appears in Rawls’s “Reply to
Alexander and Musgrave,” ([����] ����,
���-�).

�: Rawls makes this explicit at (����, ���).

The “system” that Rawls posits as stable is the well-ordered society. The
well-ordered society plays a crucial role in Rawls’s work (Kogelmann
����). It will also feature prominently in the remainder of this paper. So it
is worthwhile to carefully review this idea. “[A] society is well-ordered,”
Rawls writes. . .

...when it is not only designed to advance the good of its
members but when it is also effectively regulated by a public
conception of justice. That is, it is a society in which (�)
everyone accepts and knows that the others accept the same
principles of justice, and (�) the basic social institutions
generally satisfy and are generally known to satisfy these
principles. (����, �)�

The well-ordered society presents an ideal of unity and consensus,
based on a shared conception of justice. In this society, citizens all share
this conception, and the “basic structure,” or society’s fundamental
institutional arrangement, is publicly known to be regulated by its
principles. In addition, this definition implicitly requires that citizens
have a functioning “sense of justice,” a concept that will be discussed
later in this section.�

It is tempting to think that stability of the well-ordered society refers to
the stability of its basic institutions. The well-ordered society, however,
is not defined in terms of any particular institutional arrangement, but
rather in terms of its public embodiment of a shared conception of justice.
Presumably, this requires that the institutional structure take on a certain
form, but in the face of changing circumstances, this need not be the same
form in all time periods. Indeed, Rawls explicitly denies that stability of
the well-ordered society entails a persistent institutional structure:

The stability of a conception of justice does not imply that
the institutions and practices of the well-ordered society do
not alter. In fact, such a society will presumably contain
great diversity and adopt different arrangements from time
to time.. . . equilibrium and stability are to be defined with
respect to the justice of the basic structure and the moral
conduct of individuals. (����, ���-�)

Exogenous shocks—changes in environment, technology, political bound-
aries, demographics, culture, etc.—may render the basic structure unjust.
Following such changes, a basic structure that satisfies the shared con-
ception of justice at time C0 may fail to do so at time C1. A stable society,
according to Rawls, will change the basic structure accordingly to restore
its adherence to the conception of justice. The stability that Rawls has
in mind, therefore, consists of a potentially infinite array of institutional
structures, but a single conception of justice, realized in myriad forms
over time as external factors vary. Figure �.� depicts this idea of stability.

In figure �.�, a public conception of justice, presumably justice as fairness
in Rawls’s view, gives rise to an institutional structure, �1, that embodies
this conception given certain background conditions. When these back-
ground conditions change, when there is some exogenous shock (dotted
arrows), the institutional structure that best embodies a conception of
justice is now different; it changes from �1 to, say, �2. Crucially, each
one of these institutional structures promotes, or at least maintains, the
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Figure �.�: The well-ordered society is a
stable fixed point, despite constant institu-
tional change.

public conception of justice that gave rise to it. Hence, the well-ordered
society is a stable equilibrium in the sense that its underlying public
conception of justice remains fixed, despite the perpetual transition from
one institutional structure to another.

To take a concrete example, suppose the public conception of justice is
Rawls’s preferred conception, justice as fairness. This conception has
two key principles: first, the equal assignment of a maximally extensive
scheme of basic rights and liberties, and, second, the difference principle
limited by equality of opportunity (����, ��, ���). Suppose that this
conception is satisfied at C0 in an institutional structure that allows
women full autonomy regarding medical procedures that affect their
unborn fetuses. Now suppose that a new technology enables doctors to
genetically modify fetuses, raising their IQ, athletic ability, attractiveness,
and social intelligence. The institutional structure at C0 will, predictably,
give rise to a state where natural endowments are distributed much less
equally, undermining equality of opportunity. The institutional structure,
in order to maintain its adherence to Rawls’s principles, will need to
change. For example, it might regulate the genetic modification of unborn
fetuses, it may provide a subsidy enabling less wealthy women to obtain
such procedures, or it may provide additional compensatory benefits to
those children who did not benefit from genetic modifications. In any
case, the institutional structure at C1 will be different from that at C0, even
while the conception of justice remains unaltered.

We have now identified two of the three features necessary to characterize
a stable equilibrium state. The system under consideration is the well-
ordered society. The relevant states of this system are not its particular
institutional forms, but rather the personal and institutional adherence
to a public conception of justice. The final feature of this characterization,
the laws that link the states, are presented by Rawls in the form of an
elaborate moral psychology. The centerpiece of Rawls’s psychological
theory is one crucial concept, mentioned above: the sense of justice.

The sense of justice provides the main mechanism by which justice at
time t� gives rise to justice at time t�. It is this concept that explains why
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�: There are three psychological laws that
Rawls highlights. For a detailed account
of the first law and its connection to the
family, see (����, ���). For a detailed ac-
count of the second, see (���-�), And for
the third, see (���). For a concise summary
of all three, see (���) and for their connec-
tion to the sense of justice, see (���).

�: Importantly, the sense of justice is
not the only mechanism that allows the
well-ordered society to generate its own
support (Rawls ����, ���). Nevertheless,
Rawls’s account of stability focuses pre-
dominantly on the sense of justice, as do
most of his commentators (Weithman ����;
Thrasher and Vallier ����). I follow suit.

�: Rawls suggests that such formalization
is legitimate: “these ideas admit of consid-
erable theoretical and mathematical refine-
ment but I shall use them in an intuitive
way” (���). And as Wolff (����) points out,
contemporary developments in mathemat-
ical economics heavily influenced Rawls’s
theory.

individuals who live under just institutions will strive to maintain the
justice of their institutions and to reform these institutions when they
deviate from justice, whether this deviation be due to institutional decay
or due to changing circumstances (����, ���). According to Rawls, various
psychological laws account for the emergence of a sense of justice, and
he argues that his favored conception of justice, justice as fairness, fosters
a particularly strong sense of justice in light of these laws.� Examining
this moral psychology in detail would lead us far afield. What matters is
this: the sense of justice ensures stability by motivating citizens in the
well-ordered society to devote effort and resources to maintaining the
justice of their institutions, as specified by a public conception. Hence,
the sense of justice, and the psychological laws that ungird it, provide
the third crucial component of characterizing an equilibrium: the laws
connecting the states.�

In sum, we have identified the three general components of Rawls’s
justice equilibrium:

�. The System: The well-ordered society.
�. The States: The prevailing public conception of justice, which I refer

to as a “justice state.”
�. The Laws: The sense of justice and its generation from institutions

via the three psychological laws.

Put differently, Rawls posits that social and psychological laws provide a
function, call it 5 , that maps from the set of justice states into that same
set. Moreover, he posits that, given the laws that this function expresses,
the well-ordered society presents a “fixed point,” i.e. a state within the set
that maps to itself via 5 . In mathematical notation, which will be helpful
in the next section, if the point G⇤ represents the well-ordered society,
then 5 (G⇤) = G

⇤. This idea of a fixed point is simply a way of formalizing
the idea of an equilibrium.�

Rawls does not merely assert that the well-ordered society is a fixed point.
Equilibria can be stable or unstable. Hence, Rawls asserts the additional
claim that the well-ordered society is a stable fixed point. The ensuing
discussion of Rawls’s work has focused on the concept of stability. The
present argument, however, focuses on the prior concept of equilibrium.
Before engaging in an analysis of the properties of justice equilibria, the
political theorist owes us some account of why we should expect justice
equilibria to exist. It is to this neglected question that we now turn.

�.� The Problem of Existence

Karl Popper influentially argued that, as a complex open system, society
will not equilibrate. “Society,” he claims, “is changing, developing. Its
development is not, in the main, a repetitive one.. . . . Conditions are
changing, and situations arise (for example, in consequence of new
scientific discoveries) which are very different from anything that ever
happened before” (Popper ����: ���). Many historians share Popper’s
belief, eschewing the search for general laws of history, and, as we will
see, some have even extended this stance to conceptions of justice. How
do we know that any conception of justice, including justice as fairness,
can support an equilibrium in the form of a well-ordered society? In
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�:

other words, what does it take for an equilibrium to exist, and under
what conditions might we suspect that it does not?

The standard approach in the social sciences is to apply Kakutani’s Theo-
rem.� From game theory to general equilibrium theory, social scientists
rely on Kakutani’s Theorem when demonstrating the existence of equilib-
rium states in a model system. This theorem specifies a set of conditions,
which, when satisfied, guarantee that there exists at least one fixed point
as a mathematical fact. Understanding how these conditions might fail
to be satisfied will be instructive in assessing the plausibility of the static
theorist’s assumption that there exists some fixed point of justice.

For our purposes, we can provide an interpretation of Kakutani’s Theorem
that translates it into a theorem about justice:

I Let � be a set of points in R= that contains all possible “justice
states” of society, with = being the number of justice-relevant
parameters. Hence, every state of society is described by a vector
of length =, which is why � is a subset of R= .

I 5 is a function that maps one justice state, any point in�, to another
point contained within �.

I There are four conditions required for Kakutani’s Theorem to
apply:

(C�) Suppose the set of possible justice states, �, is compact: it
contains its own boundaries. That is, the extreme values that
any of the n dimensions might take can be realized (� is
closed), and these n dimensions do not extend outward to
infinity (� is bounded).

(C�) Suppose that the set of possible justice states � is convex: it
includes all intermediate states between any two of its possible
states.

(C�) Suppose 5 has a closed graph: if 5 can map arbitrarily close
to some justice state G⇤, then there is some justice state G that
will map directly onto G⇤.

(C�) Suppose 5 (G) is non-empty for all G in �. That is, a justice
state G always maps to one (or more) other justice states via 5 ,
even if this means that the state G maps to itself.

Given our interpretation of Rawls’s theory (sec. II), a “justice state,” G
refers to some publicly held conception of justice. The transition function
5 refers to the process that takes society from its public conception,
through the institutional manifestation of that public conception, and
back to a new public conception of justice. When (C�) - (C�) are satisfied,
a fixed point must exist: there will be some well-ordered society, under
some public conception of justice, that is in equilibrium, meaning that it
maps onto itself.

Graphically, a fixed point will be any point that falls along the �� degree
line represented by 6(G) = G (the dashed diagonal line in figure �.�). If
a function, representing a system, can be drawn that relates all original
states to new states without intersecting the dashed line 6(G) = G, then
the system has no fixed points. One way of understanding Kakutani’s
Theorem is as a set of conditions which ensure that 5 (G) will, in at least
one place, intersect the line 6(G) = G.
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Figure �.�: Two fixed points exist, one at
(�, �) and one at (.�, .�).

Note that, while these conditions are sufficient for a fixed point to exist,
they are by no means necessary. However, relaxing any one of these
conditions allows for counterexamples: we can find some system in
which no equilibrium exists. If these counterexamples, once interpreted
in concrete terms, sound like plausible descriptions of our own social-
moral systems, then we have reason to doubt that there exist any fixed
points of justice. The argument, therefore, aims to shift the burden of
proof. If there are plausible construals of society in which no justice
equilibrium exists, then the theorist may not simply assume that these
fixed points of justice exist. The theorist must prove this, or at least
provide some reason for us to believe it.

Let’s start with the simplest possible graphical representation of a fixed
point by assuming that n = �. That is, there is only one dimension that is
relevant to justice. Moreover, we can measure this justice-relevant feature
on a scale of � to �. Thus, let � = [0, 1], and let 5 : [0, 1] ! [0, 1] be
defined so that 5 (G) = 2G2. It is easy to check that this system, represented
in figure �.�, will satisfy all of the conditions of Kakutani’s Theorem.

One possible interpretation takes x to be the level of some dimension of
justice, say, social equality. In this case, � represents the limit of extreme
inequality, and � represents full equality. On the G-axis are arrayed all
possible levels of social equality that a society might endorse as its public
conception of justice. The y-axis represents all of the new states that the
original states might map onto. The solid line represents the laws of
transition, that is, the function f shows how an original state will map
onto a new state. Again, the dashed line, 6(G) = G, is simply there for
reference: any point falling on the dashed line will, by definition, be a
fixed point, since on this line the original state and the new state are
equivalent. Our particular function 5 says that when society is unequal,
i.e. G < .5, social equality tends to decrease until society is entirely
despotical. However, f also shows that equality is self-reinforcing in the
sense that a society with a high measure of equality will tend to increase
in social equality. From Kakutani’s Theorem, we know that our graph
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Figure �.�: Two fixed points exist, one at
(�, �) and one at (�, �).

must possess at least one fixed point. Intuitively, this fixed point should
occur when the forces pulling us towards less social equality perfectly
balance with those pushing us towards greater social equality. As we can
see, this fixed point occurs at G = 1/2. In fact, there exist two fixed points,
since the equation: 5 (G) = 2G2 = G has two solutions: G = 0 and G = 1/2.
At both of these points, 5 maps G onto G. The well-ordered society is in
equilibrium when there is either an intermediate level of social equality
or when society is entirely unequal.

This example is helpful for visualizing a fixed point, but it is rather
unrealistic. What happens, for example, above G = 1/2? According to
the graph, equality will continue to increase indefinitely, since the “new
state” is above the dashed line, i.e., the new state is more equal than the
original state for all G > 1/2. But then, the original state G = 1 will map
to some new justice state, G, that’s greater than �. Given that equality
is measured on a scale of [0, 1], this model hardly makes sense. Let’s
consider another example. For instance, suppose 5 (G) = G

2 instead of
2G2. Then we get the following:

In this new system, the only two fixed points are total equality or total
despotism. Now we can begin to cash in on all of this formalization.
Conditions (C�) and (C�) concern the nature of the set of possible justice
states, that is, the shape and properties of the set of public conceptions
that a society may come to endorse. Conditions (C�) and (C�), on the
other hand, concern the nature of the transition function f, that maps from
one justice state to another. Rather than considering a counterexample
for each condition, we will examine three potential cases, one where the
set of justice states fails to satisfy the conditions of Kakutani’s theorem
and two where the transition function fails to do so.

Consider what happens if our society fails to satisfy (C�). Recall that (C�)
stipulates that our space of possible justice states, previously [�,�], must
be compact, which means, roughly speaking, that it contains its (finite)
boundaries. To violate (C�), let’s replace [�,�] with the very similar, though
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Figure �.�: By violating (C�), we have elim-
inated the fixed points at (�, �) and at (�,
�).

�: Technically, society will never reach �,
but it will get so close that even infinites-
imally small error or noise will push it
there.

not compact, space (�,�). In terms of our example, this is tantamount to
supposing that there is no way for society to occupy a state of equality
with a score of �, i.e. total despotism, or a score of �, i.e. perfect equality.
We can get extremely close — arbitrarily close even — but, due to the
confluence of myriad social and natural facts, the universe simply will
not permit a justice state to realize perfect (in)equality. The result is figure
�.�:

Notice that both of our fixed points have vanished: the points (�,�) and
(�,�) have been replaced with empty circles to show that these are no
longer valid inputs or outputs. With an extremely minor change in the
nature of the set of possible justice states — we reduced this set by an
immeasurably small amount — we have eliminated the existence of any
fixed point of justice. Moreover, the supposition employed to do so is not
unrealistic. It’s not difficult to imagine that we can approach full equality
or full despotism without ever completely realizing either.

Perhaps the counterexample depicted in figure �.� seems to be of mostly
theoretical interest, since the system will asymptotically approach the
point (�,�), even if it never arrives. This seems, on the one hand, unrealistic,
and on the other, pretty similar to a fixed point. But this is a weak
interpretation. Perhaps the story accompanying the graph is that, however
close we get to the ideal of total equality, society is constantly pulled
closer and closer to total despotism, and dissolves upon reaching this
state.� Under this plausible interpretation, the dynamics depicted in
figure �.� accord with highly influential political theories that posit a
degeneration into tyranny. For instance, one might read Book VIII of
Plato’s Republic in just this manner. Another example is Marx’s theory
that the capitalist class will control an ever greater share of wealth, while
imposing a capitalist ideology on the populace, ultimately resulting in a
revolutionary regime change. In these theories, society is drawn towards
tyranny, but total tyranny is not a fixed point, since society will not subsist
(or will be radically altered) upon reaching this state.
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�: Many historical examples of discontin-
uous transitions are examined by Kalvyas
(����).

��: Aligica and Tarko (����) discuss “slip-
pery slopes” that lead to discontinuities,
or “catastrophic thresholds.”

��: A multidimensional model is devel-
oped below.

A very similar counterexample serves to demonstrate that violating (C�)
also permits systems lacking fixed points of justice. However, different
and more interesting counterexamples arise when we focus on conditions
(C�) and (C�), which concern the transition rule f. If this transition rule is
undefined for certain states or discontinuous at certain points, a system
may not exhibit any fixed points. What would these abstract properties
look like in a real social-moral system? Gustav Schmoller offers one
possible interpretation:

...the same theory which proposes a demand of justice as its
consequence often is made by individuals, but repudiated
by public opinion; and then suddenly with irresistible ele-
mentary force it takes hold of the masses, leads them on new
paths, radically influences legislation and puts a changed
stamp on whole epochs. (Schmoller ����, ���)

A public conception of justice might change slowly and continuously,
like a stick gradually bending into an arc, until it reaches a critical point
where the stick snaps, disrupting the continuous trend that preceded this
new state. The snapping of the stick may correspond to the dissolution of
anything recognizable as a “public conception of justice,” or it may corre-
spond to an entirely new trajectory along which the public conception
of justice will evolve. There is no way to rule out the possibility of such
social-moral dynamics a priori, and indeed, a cursory glance at social
movements reveals fits and starts that belie the assumption of smooth
continuity.�

This idea of building pressure and sudden change corresponds to a
common violation of Kakutani’s theorem, namely (C�), which demands
that the graph of f be closed, i.e., it should contain all of its endpoints. In
particular, one way to violate this condition is to introduce a discontinuity
in society’s conception of justice. Perhaps, to take a simplistic example,
society is committed to equality even if equality is declining for some
lengthy period of time. There may come a critical point, however, call it
the “threshold point,” when society undergoes a major transition, and
finds itself pulled toward a completely different basin of attraction.��

In figure �.�, there are no fixed points. A discontinuity occurs at G =
.5, where society finds its public conception of justice to be radically
transformed. Supposing the .� threshold is crossed, a different mindset
takes over and citizens become more prone to rejecting equality. At no
point does the system equilibrate. There is no justice state that maps onto
itself.

The introduction of discontinuity provides a graphical representation of
Schmoller’s description of sudden shifts in public conceptions of justice.
Again, our one-dimensional analysis of justice is highly stylized and
rules out more interesting dynamics. As depicted, a society approaching
x = .� from the right would leap to a new state, located on the other
curve, and then forever flutter about without settling down. Although
more interesting dynamics would be possible with a higher-dimensional
model, the representation allows us to visualize one of the ways in
which a public conception might fail to equilibrate.�� Systems with
discontinuous dynamics may lack equilibria.
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Figure �.�: By violating (C�), a discontinu-
ous transition function can exist that does
not exhibit any fixed points.

��: One source of disequilibrating novelty
is simply the recombination of past ideas
(Gaus forthcoming, sec. ��.�; Arthur ����,
���; Beinhocker ����, ���-��; Axelrod and
Cohen ����, ��-�).

Schmoller’s view that society exhibits discontinuous changes finds sup-
port in contemporary social science. Following Schumpeterian lines of rea-
soning, complexity economists have argued that endogenous novelty pre-
vents equilibrium states from arising in the economy. “[N]onequilibrium,”
Brain Arthur assures us, “is the natural state of the economy” (Arthur
����, �).�� Just as the economy might be approaching a fixed point, a
new technology, product, or organizational form appears, and “a gale
of creative destruction” radically alters the economic situation (Schum-
peter ����, ��). Analogously, we might imagine cultural or “ideological
entrepreneurs” who produce “discontinuous change” in our public
conception of justice (Storr ����, ���).

There is one more counterexample worth considering. Focusing on (C�),
we might relax the assumption that, for any justice state G in the domain
[�,�], 5 (G) is defined. That is, some justice states will fail to map onto
another justice state. Violating this condition might be interpreted in
many ways. Some states may lead to the disappearance of any and all
consensus on justice, so that a society in such a state simply ceases
to possess any recognizable public conception of justice. Or perhaps
a conception of justice is so corrosive that its wide adoption among
the populace leads to the dissolution of society altogether. Alternatively,
remaining within a Rawlsian framework, an undefined area in the domain
could indicate that one of the subjective or objective circumstances of
justice fails to hold (Rawls ����: ���-��). According to Rawls, a conception
of justice would then have no role to play, and citizens would not require
(or be able to instantiate) principles of justice in their institutions. There
are other possible interpretations, as well, but this suffices to show that
condition (C�) is not guaranteed to hold for all social systems, even
within Rawls’s conceptual schema.

The last two counterexamples were confined to a one-dimensional jus-
tice space, greatly limiting the behavior of the system. Adding more
dimensions would allow for a much larger variety of non-equilibrium
behaviors. In a scenario with two justice-relevant dimensions, for ex-
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ample, a violation of (C�) could involve a scenario in which the justice
states continually oscillate around some point, never settling down into
a static equilibrium state. Although it will unfortunately complicate the
simple model, a representation of the two-dimensional scenario will also
provide substantial insight.

An illuminating graph of the new dynamical system calls for a different
kind of plane, known as the “phase space.” Rather than placing the current
state on the x-axis and the new state on the y-axis, as above, the new
plane places one justice-relevant parameter on the x-axis and a different
justice-relevant parameter on the y-axis. Lines on the graph, accordingly,
represent trajectories of two-dimensional states as they evolve over time.
The point of this new plane is to represent the relationship between
the two variables. For this illustration, let us select two justice-relevant
variables to which Rawls grants paramount importance. Let F represent
the extent to which citizens endorse and strive to implement Rawls’s
first principle of justice and E represent the extent that they do so for his
second principle of justice. For purposes of exposition, let F be referred
to as freedom and E as equality. To keep the equations simple, we will
measure both F and E on a plane centered at the origin. Suppose, as
is likely the case, that the extent to which freedom and equality shape
society’s institutions affects how citizens view and prioritize these two
values. The simplest relationship of this kind would result in a linear
system of differential equations:

3⇢

3C

= 0⇢ + 1� (⇤)
3�

3C

= 2⇢ + 3�

where 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 are real parameters, and the left hand sides of each
equation represent the change over time of equality (E) and freedom
(F), respectively. In this scenario, the transition function f will take two
inputs, one value for E and one for F, and will map to a new point in the
next period. The change induced by f will no longer be represented by
the difference between the G and H values, but by arrows indicating the
direction of a trajectory. For different parameter specifications, the system
(⇤) will behave in very different ways. For instance, if we fix 0 = 3 = 0,
and if 2 and 1 have opposite signs, then the system is guaranteed to
exhibit cycles. The origin will always be a fixed point, but given that we
have relaxed assumption (C�), 5 need not be defined for all input pairs.
Consequently, if 5 is undefined for any region containing the origin, this
system will not exhibit any fixed points, only cycles. There are, therefore,
infinitely many possible systems exhibiting cycles and lacking equilibria
(figure �.�).

In broad outline, figure �.� conveys a story in which a greater prefer-
ence for freedom produces a greater preference for equality. However, a
greater preference for equality diminishes citizens’ preference for free-
dom. Recalling the Rawlsian framework, the details of the story depicted
in figure �.� will involve an bidirectional interaction between the public
conception of justice and its institutional manifestation. Perhaps freedom
is instantiated as economic liberalization, which creates socio-economic
inequality, thus producing a reaction in thought and feeling that causes
a greater desire and higher esteem for egalitarian values. And perhaps
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Figure �.�: A multivariable system can
exhibit cycles, one of which is indicated by
the dark circle. By violating (C�), we can
depict this system as lacking fixed points.

��: See, for instance, Ibn Kalduhn (����)
and Peter Turchin (����).

equality is instantiated in a more communitarian social organization that
suppresses the desire for individual liberty. The exact details need not
occupy us here. Instead, the key point is that the possibility of cyclical
systems lacking equilibria calls upon static theorists to provide a more
direct defense of the assumption that social-moral systems will contain
fixed points.

Even this more complex model is, of course, highly simplified. Rawls’s
theory, as well as other static theories, include many intricate features
not represented here. For example, both Rawls’s liberty and equality
principles are multi-part and are regulated by certain priority rules
(����: ���). Complications — for example additional variables or non-
autonomous terms — could be introduced for the sake of realism or for
textual fidelity. Most promisingly, the introduction of nonlinear terms
would permit the emergence of more complex behavior, such as limit
cycles, which aptly model a wide variety of cyclical phenomena (Strogatz
����: ���). Though worthy of closer study, these more realistic models are
unnecessary for the present argument. The point of this formalization is
not to definitively prove that Rawls’s conception of justice — or any other
for that matter — will never equilibrate. Instead, the point is to indicate
that static theorists need to justify the assumption of a fixed point. There
are many scenarios in which a fixed point will not exist, some of which
involve perpetual cycles.

Although this model is highly stylized, these stylized scenarios are
analogous to processes described more richly by political theorists and
social scientists. Political theorists should not dismiss the cyclical view of
society as empty formalism, for such views hold a place of prominence
in the history of political thought.�� In fact, such cyclical oscillations
provide a dynamic representation of one of the most influential results
in political theory: Arrow’s impossibility theorem (Arrow ����). If a
society continually cycles between several justice states, then the social
choice function necessarily violates transitivity. A more intricate version
of the model in figure �.� could thus depict the scenario in which society,
preserving Arrow’s four conditions, violates transitivity in determining
its public conception of justice. As many have noted, the prospect of
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intransitive social choice raises interesting normative questions.

Kakutani’s Theorem has guided us in imagining simple scenarios where
the sort of system envisioned by Rawls will fail to equilibrate. As argued
above, one cannot begin to discuss the stability of an equilibrium until
one has established that the equilibrium actually exists. Static theorists
of justice thus face a challenge: they must justify the assumption of
equilibrium. The most common way of demonstrating the existence of an
equilibrium, viz. invoking Kakutani’s Theorem, leads to difficulties. As
this section has argued, the conditions of Kakutani’s Theorem plausibly
fail to hold in many scenarios, allowing for perpetual disequilibrium in
justice systems. Perhaps there is some way to meet this challenge and,
thus, to justify static theory. However, the next section argues that there is
a promising alternative. Examining justice as a non-equilibrium process
opens up a new avenue of research with the potential to yield novel
insights into the nature of justice.

�.� Dynamic Theorizing

In contrast to views that examine the stability of different conceptions
of justice, the present paper has asked a different question: will the
well-ordered society, if realized, be in equilibrium? In many situations,
there will be no fixed point of justice. Society will flout the conditions of
Kakutani’s Theorem, opening up the possibility that no public conception
of justice can be iteratively reaffirmed, even in the absence of exogenous
shocks. Social systems, as many theorists have argued, may exhibit
constant, endogenous disequilibrium. As John Miller and Scott Page put
it, “Stock markets soar and crash. . . Political parties rise and topple. . . ”
— and conceptions of justice, I would add, surge and recede — “While
the notion of social equilibria is an important one. . . we may need to go
beyond equilibria to truly understand the social world” (Miller and Page
����, ���).

Given the prevalence of endogenous disequilibrium in social systems,
how do we theorize about justice? For those committed to focusing
exclusively on static justice equilibria, there are two possible responses.
One approach is to drastically narrow the focus of political theory. By
restricting attention to cases in which justice equilibria actually exist, and
can be shown to exist, justice theorizing may proceed as normal, with
the qualification that it focuses only on these special cases. If continual
autocatalytic change characterizes contemporary societies, however, then
these cases will be the exception rather than the rule (Beinhocker ����:
��-�, ��). The major drawback of this approach is, first, the difficulty
of demonstrating the existence of equilibria, and second the highly
contextual nature of any conclusions or prescriptions that the theorist
offers. In being so constrained, static models will lack what scientists
call “external validity.” That is, even if a static theory identifies the
correct principles of justice for a particular time or place, changes in the
justice-relevant variables imply that such theories will not generalize to
different contexts.

Another possible response is to impose conditions on society that make it
more amenable to static theorizing. This may be what Rawls had in mind
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��: See, also, Rawls’s discussion of “gen-
eral” reflective equilibrium in Political Lib-
eralism (����: ���, fn.��), which empha-
sizes the interpersonal, coordinated aspect
of reflective equilibrium.

when he entertains the notion of a steady state economy ([����] ����: ���,
n.��). Commentators on Rawls have noticed the inconsistency between
the notion of stable equilibrium and the dynamism of our contemporary,
globalized economy (Schrepfer ����: ���). Thus, one possible response to
the endogenous change exhibited by today’s complex, globalized social
systems is to suppress social complexity, as many states historically have
(Scott ����; Hall ����). By reducing the diversity and interdependence
of contemporary societies, we might foster the existence and stability of
static justice equilibria. The major drawback of this approach is that such
simplifications will likely come at severe cost, not just to our material
well-being, but also to our political freedom. Indeed, later Rawls concedes
that a diversity of perspectives spontaneously arises as the natural result
of free institutions and that the suppression of this process could come
about only through the “oppressive use of state power” (����: ��). The
cost of facilitating stable fixed points, therefore, may be prohibitive.

Assuming that broad applicability is a desirable feature of a political
theory and that the radical simplification of contemporary society is
undesirable (or unattainable), then we must ask if there is an alternative
approach to theorizing that adequately responds to the problem of
existence. Indeed, there is: we may explore methods of theorizing that
do not assume the existence of equilibria. The approach considered
and criticized in section III, which I have called static theory, studies
conceptions of justice insofar as they exhibit equilibrating properties. By
contrast, the alternative approach, dynamic theory, will examine social-
moral systems exhibiting continual flux. These two approaches differ in
their objects of study and, consequently, in their preferred methods.

With respect to the objects of study, static theories of justice consider
the array of social values to be either exogenous or self-reinforcing
and, thus, changeless. These values are held by citizens who must
formulate just terms of engagement to facilitate cooperation. Rawls’s
version of static theory strives for a “reflective equilibrium,” in which the
principles underlying society’s basic institutions match our coordinated,
considered judgments (Rawls ����: ��-�).�� The static theorist thus
focuses on a justice state, seeking to understand the institutions that will
best instantiate and support the hypothesized justice state. By contrast,
dynamic theory accepts that values are endogenous and evolving. The
dynamic theorist thus focuses on how these constantly changing values
can be accommodated and adjusted to maintain cooperation over time.
That is, the dynamic theorist focuses on a justice process, seeking to
understand how institutions will accommodate coordination amidst a
network of agents whose considered judgments are reflexively adapting
to the political and social structures they help to produce. Dynamic theory
examines systems that permit constantly evolving rules in response to
constantly evolving values, thus eschewing the assumption of fixed point
equilibria of justice.

Given these different objects of study, the two types of theory employ
very different methods. Static theorists tend to be utopian, because they
take their task to involve characterizing a stable social equilibrium that
instantiates the given values of its members. Again, taking Rawls as the
exemplar, the assumption of full compliance is introduced, since a fully
just society will reinforce its own underlying values, constituting a fixed
point of justice. The project that Rawls undertakes is thus “realistically
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��: In some construals of the debate, this
means that while static theorists skew
ideal in their methodology, dynamic theo-
rists skew nonideal. See Valentini (����).

��: Cf. Buchanan and Congleton (����:
��).

utopian,” since it aims to determine how “a democratic regime can attain
complete realization of its appropriate political values” (����: ��). For
the dynamic theorist, there is no utopian social order. Instead, the basic
fact of politics is disagreement and disputation: as values evolve and
change over time, even a (previously) ideal social order will prove to be
inadequate. Rather than a state without errors, dynamic theorists seek a
process of error correction.��

Furthermore, since stability as a concept presupposes equilibrium, it is
unavailable to the dynamic theorist. Rather than stability, therefore, the
dynamic theorist should focus on the analogous concept of robustness.
Thrasher and Vallier (����) have recently offered an important exploration
of this concept. For Thrasher and Vallier, robustness is not a feature of a
system in equilibrium, but of a process of equilibration: a robust system
“tends toward equilibria” (���). This is a major advance over prevailing
static theories, but the reference to equilibria is insufficiently radical,
since, as argued above (sec. III), social systems may not exhibit any equi-
librating tendencies. Luckily, referencing equilibria is neither necessary
nor standard in definitions of robustness. In general systems theory,
robustness often refers to a system’s ability to “maintain functionality”
in the face of shocks (Page ����: �). Put differently, system robustness
refers to “feature persistence” (Jen ����: ��). A system is robust, in other
words, when, despite exogenous and endogenous shocks, it maintains
some of its qualitative features, even as it shifts between equilibria or
remains in a non-equilibrium state. Accordingly, the task of the dynamic
justice theorist is to identify desirable features that a process of justice
might possess and to determine whether these features will be robust as
society shifts between distinct states of justice.

As an example, consider the multivariable model depicted in figure
�.�. Here, society exhibits a constantly evolving conception of justice,
one which goes through periodic cycles. A dynamic theorist, without
assuming any fixed point conception of justice, may consider the flexibility
and revisionary nature of this social-moral system to be a normatively
desirable property. In fact, in the context of discussing the intransitivity of
democratic procedures, James Buchanan defended the normative appeal
of cyclical social choice. By allowing diverse perspectives to prevail
at different points in time, the formal inconsistency of such collective
decisions “provides one of the most important safeguards against abuse”
(Buchanan [����] ����: ��).�� Moreover, policies induce changes in beliefs
and preferences, and “[i]individual values are. . . constantly changing;
so a postdecision ordering may be different from a predecision ordering”
(Buchanan [����]����: ��). If, following Buchanan, the dynamic theorist
holds that cycles, or intransitivity in general, is a desirable feature of social
choice, then the next step is to ask whether or not the social-moral system
is robust: will this desirable property persist as the public conception of
justice evolves? For the system depicted in figure �.�, the answer is “yes.”
Although an exogenous shock will shift the system to a new trajectory,
it will remain cyclical, thus preserving the intransitive nature of social
choice. If the answer were “no,” the dynamic theorist would consider
which institutional reforms could secure greater robustness.

This example reinforces the point expressed by Holling in the epigraph
about the advantage of a dynamic approach. Whichever (defined) point
in the phase space the theorist selects as most just, society will resist any
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��: For instance, about half of the ten com-
mandments seem to be cross-cultural.

attempt to pin it there. To the static theorist, therefore, the fluctuating
and inconsistent system could only be viewed as a messy failure to
instantiate or maintain a state of justice. By contrast, the dynamic theorist
observes features of the process itself. This adds an additional dimension
to the analysis; what appears irrational or immoral to the static theorist
manifests an underlying order and value to the dynamic theorist. The
static theorist sees only the failure to remain at the correct state, while
the dynamic theorist sees a process of error correction in response to
evolving values.

Although static theory, on its own, is deficient, this does not mean that
there is no value to static theory or that the static theorist and the
dynamic theorist are necessarily antagonists. To the contrary, these two
approaches can complement one another. The important distinction
between processes and states parallels a distinction between process
desiderata and state desiderata. Some, though not all, state desiderata are
sectarian in that they are internal to a particular conception of justice.
For example, in a strict egalitarian conception, a society is more just
to the extent that it prohibits unequal material holdings. On the other
hand, some state desiderata are general to all conceptions. For example,
reducing violent conflict is a desirable feature of a conception of justice
whether one is an egalitarian, a libertarian, a conservative, a socialist, or
whatever. The static theorist can complement the dynamic theorist by
identifying such general desiderata, and determining the institutions that
enable them to persist as stable equilibria. While it is unlikely that whole
conceptions of justice will constitute stable equilibria, certain values seem
to transcend time and place, even in cases when our institutions sadly
fail to instantiate these values.��

Sometimes these transcendent values are process desiderata, in which
case they fall within the purview of the dynamic theorist. Sometimes,
on the other hand, these transcendent values are state desiderata, in
which case the static theorist can make an important contribution. On
this analysis, static theory can make an important contribution, but
historically it has made a twofold error: (�) an error of commission in
thinking that whole conceptions of justice, rather than a few general
values, will likely remain in equilibrium, as well as (�) an error of omission
in neglecting the nonequilibrium processes that, I have argued, are crucial
to understanding justice.

Although I have cast Rawls as the archenemy of the dynamic approach
outlined here, this is true only up to a point — in particular, up to ����.
Rawls ultimately came to reject part III of A Theory of Justice, because
“the account of stability in part III of Theory is not consistent with the
view as a whole” (����: xvii-xviii). The citizenry of a liberal society, Rawls
came to believe, is too diverse to embrace a single conception of justice
as a “comprehensive” philosophical doctrine (xxxvii, ��). Ultimately,
Rawls shifts the focus away from his preferred conception of justice, viz.
justice as fairness, instead emphasizing the process by which we come to
embrace a shared set of social-moral rules. That is, he shifted his focus
from the outcome of a social process of coordination to the evaluation
of the process itself. Society is just when this process conforms to the
meta-rules of public reason, a set of reasonable constraints on discourse
that allow widely diverse individuals to engage in a shared process of
interpersonal justification despite their deep moral disagreements. In
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want to be” (����, ���). See also (Rawls
����, lec. VII).

this regard, by the end of his career, Rawls’s theory was taking on an
increasingly dynamic character (Gaus and van Schoelandt ����; Gaus
����). Post-Rawlsian political philosophy has seen a burgeoning interest
in dynamic theorizing about justice. A central figure within this new
program, the late Gerald Gaus, explores the implications of complexity,
diversity, and dynamism in several works, most notably The Tyranny of
the Ideal (����). Gaus argues that in the process of pursuing an ideal, we
learn more about our institutions and our values. As a result, individuals
must reevaluate the features of that ideal, as well as their criteria of
evaluation. What was once an ideal no longer is; the “fitness landscape”
has shifted, and the search must go on.

According to Fred D’Agostino, Gaus, along with several others,�� forms
part of a “new program,” which “more or less abandons the project of
providing an end-state description of a justified social order” (D’Agostino
����: ��). Instead, these theorists focus on processes that enable stake-
holders to instantiate, legitimate, and continuously reevaluate their own
social and political arrangements. Future work on dynamic theories of
justice promises to be one of the most fruitful and exciting developments
in post-Rawlsian political thought.

�.� Conclusion

Charles Lindblom is known partly for what he calls the “branch method”
of policy choice. At the foundation of his defense of this method is
the claim that, in most complex policy decisions, means and ends are
intertwined; values and policies are chosen simultaneously. This is true
in at least one sense that is important for justice theorizing: a political
conception of justice and our institutional framework exhibit mutual
causation. A citizen’s view of public morality will affect her support
or rejection of constitutional and institutional rules.�� Similarly, these
constitutional and institutional rules will affect the material conditions of
a citizen’s life, including her social and political experiences, thus affecting
her evaluation of public-moral rules.�� The consequence, according to
Lindblom, is that our criteria of evaluation evolve alongside our policies
and institutions.

This paper has adopted this basic insight to argue that static justice
theorizing faces severe challenges in a dynamic system characterized by
constant disequilibrium. Theorists such as (early) Rawls have insisted
that the requirements of justice are static and unchanging, even if their
institutional manifestations may shift over time. However, drawing on
Kakutani’s Theorem, it is easy to imagine cases where the equilibrium,
far from being stable, will not even exist. How can the justice theorist
accommodate the possibility of nonequilibrium?

I have argued that the key is to focus on robustness, rather than stability,
where robustness is understood as maintaining certain process desiderata
in the face of changing institutions and conceptions of justice. This
requires the justice theorist to identify these desiderata and to study
diverse institutions and their respective abilities to satisfy these desiderata.
Doing so will allow her to illuminate an otherwise obscure aspect of any
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system of justice. In particular, the process of disputation, adjudication,
and resolution comes to the fore.

As a final consideration favoring the dynamic approach to theorizing,
consider the importance of this process in our intuitive evaluations. What
we typically regard as the most heinously unjust societies are not the
ones that fail, in some given “snapshot,” to satisfy a criteria of justice,
or to successfully adjust the beliefs and values of their citizens at some
given period in time (Schmidtz ����, �-�). Heinous injustice occurs when
the process of adjustment, i.e. the process of justice, ceases to function. If
groups can air their grievances and communicate their expectations, there
will be a tendency toward appeasement, compromise, and reconciliation.
When groups are marginalized, disenfranchised, censored, or silenced,
the tendency is, instead, toward exploitation and oppression. What saves
society from such heinous injustice isn’t the snapshot equilibrium, it’s
the existence of a process by which individuals and groups can express
frustration and make amends. Often, it is this process, not the snapshot,
that we call “justice.”
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A.� Deriving Price’s Equation

Set-up
I There is a population % consisting of = entities.

• ‘%’ stands for ‘Parent’.
I I: A (phenotypic) trait of some kind, which can be measured

(discretely or continuously) with real numbers.
I I8 : The level of I exhibited by the entity 8 2 % = {1, . . . , =}.
I Ī: The average level of I in the %-population.

• Mathematically, Ī = 1
=

P
=

8=1 I8

I I
0
8
: The amount of trait I transmitted by 8 to any of its “offspring.”

I �I8 : The change in the level of I from one entity to its offspring.
• �I8 = I

0
8
� I8

• I
0
8
can be thought of as the copying fidelity or transmission bias

of trait I for entity 8.
• Taking an average across all entities in %, the expectation of

�I8 is E [�I] = 1
=

P
=

8=1 �I8
I F8 : The average number of offspring produced by entity 8.

• F8 can be thought of as the “fitness” of entity 8.
• Similarly to Ī, we define the average fitness as F̄ = 1

=

P
=

8=1 F8
• Often we will be interested, not in the absolute fitness of an

entity, but in its fitness relative to the other entities in the
group. For this comparative purpose, we define relative fitness
of entity 8 as $8 =

F8

F̄
.

I There is another population of interest, that comprised of the
offspring of all entities in %. Call this population $.

• ‘$’ stands for ‘Offspring’.
I Ī> : The average level of the I trait in population $.

• Mathematically,

Ī> =
1
=

=X
8=1

$8 I
0
8
=

1
=

=X
8=1

F8

F̄

I
0
8

(A.�)

• Importantly, for the derivation, E [$] = 1
=

P
=

8=1 $8 = 1, which
makes sense given that $8 is a proportion of the total $-
population.
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The Partition Theorem
Equation A.�, while it describes the$-population, is couched entirely
in terms of%-population traits. This may seem somewhat mysterious,
but it is the most crucial equation to understand for the derivation
that follows. This equation is easy to grasp once one understands
the so-called partition theorem.a The idea is actually quite intuitive.
Suppose we divide the total population into a set of jointly exhaustive
and mutually exclusive subpopulations. Then the average level of
a trait, e.g. I, within the population as a whole will simply be the
(weighted) sum of the averages of each subpopulation, where each
one is weighted by its relative size. This idea can be illustrated with
a simple diagram.

Figure A.�: The Partition Theorem Illus-
trated by a Truly Great Artist

a See any probability textbook for an explanation. A particularly nice statement,
couched in terms of expected values, rather than probabilities, can be found in
Grimmett and Walsh (����, ��).

In figure A.�, we have divided a population comprised of dots
into four subpopulations, �1 � �4. We might think of each of these
subpopulations as the offspring of a single entity in the%-population,
so that �1 consists entirely of entity �’s offspring, �2 of entity �’s,
and so on. Suppose the size of each dot represents the magnitude of
our quantity of interest (here, the amount of trait I each entity in
the $-population has). The partition theorem states that we should
add up the average I level in each of the subpopulations �1 � �4,
weighting each of these by the proportion of the total entities that
they contain. Here, �1 has many entities, 4/10 = 40% of them,
but these entities don’t possess very much of the I-trait. So, they
will drag the average down much more than, say, �2, which has
a modest amount of I-trait and only comprises 1/10 = 10% of the
total population. �3 will surely raise the average, but not by too
much, since it only contains � entities, 20% of the population. �4, on
the other hand, contains a sizeable 30% of the total population, but
the average amount of I-trait in �4 seems neither large nor small.
Hence, adding �4 to the calculation is unlikely to significantly raise
or lower the running average. Letting �̄9 denote the average level of
I-trait in subpopulation 9 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}, the parition theorem tells
us that the average (i.e. the expected value) of the whole population
will be:

4
10
�̄1 +

1
10
�̄2 +

2
10
�̄3 +

3
10
�̄4.

The reasoning applied here is exactly the reasoning that underlies
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the parition theorem, and if you understood this reasoning, then
you are (at least) very close to understanding why Ī> = 1

=

P
=

8=1 $8 I
0
8
.

Deriving �Ī

Again, what we’re after is a simple expression that describes the change
in the average level of the I-trait. We will denote this quantity �Ī. Now,
to begin this derivation, we simply note the fact that �Ī must be equal to
the difference between the average in the new $-population, and the old
%-population.

�Ī = Ī> � Ī

=
1
=

=X
8=1

$8 I
0
8
� 1
=

=X
8=1

I8

Recall, I
0
8
= �I8 + I8

Hence, �Ī =
1
=

=X
8=1

$8(�I8 + I8) �
1
=

=X
8=1

I8

=
1
=

=X
8=1

$8 I8 �
1
=

=X
8=1

I8 +
1
=

=X
8=1

$8�I8

=
1
=

=X
8=1

$8 I8 � E [$] 1
=

=X
8=1

I8 +
1
=

=X
8=1

$8�I8

= E [$I] � E [$]E [I] + E [$�I] (*)

Covariance
The covariance between two random variables, - and . with mean
values ⇠- and ⇠. , respectively, is defined

⇠>E(- ,.) = E
⇥
(- � ⇠-)(. � ⇠.)

⇤
= E [-.] � E [-]E [.].

Therefore,
�Ī = ⇠>E($, I) + E [$�I]. (Price Eq.)

For some reason, presumably mathematical tractability, biologists typi-
cally prefer to multiply Price Eq. through by F̄, yielding an equivalent,
but more familiar, statement of the Price equation:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(F , I) + E [F�I] (A.�)

Notice that the only real change is that $ has been replaced with F.
This is just because $8 = F8/F̄, and we multiplied through by F̄. The
mathematical details here are both simple and unenlightening, so I will
spare the reader. To obtain A.�, simply multiply equation (*) by F̄ and
simplify.�
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A.� Deriving the Multilevel Price Equation

The key idea of the multilevel version of the Price equation is to partition
selective pressures into two categories: one between “collectives” and
one between “particles,” i.e. the elements which make up the collectives.
Building from equation A.�, there are two ways of arriving at the multi-
level from of the Price equation. The top-down approach relies on the
neat recursive trick of inserting the Price equation into itself, but indexing
the inserted version to a lower level of selection. The bottom-up approach
also relies on a mathematical trick, that of decomposing covariance into
a within-partition term and a between-partition term.

Top-Down

Recall equation A.�:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(F , I) + E [F�I].

The covariance and expectation terms of this equation are taken over
entities 8 2 %. In this top-down version of the derivation, we will assume
that each entity 8 is itself a collective. That is, each 8 2 % is itself made up
of adaptive particles. We might think of each 8 as a group made up of
individual organisms, or as an organism made up of genes which are
sometimes capable of manipulating the meiotic process so as to increase
their own spread, often at the expense of the progeny-organisms (meiotic
drive).

To formalize this new situation, we will need some additional notation.
Let 9 2 8 be particles in group 8. For ease of mathematics, and without
loss of generality, we assume that all groups 8 are of the same size. In this
context, we will slightly abuse notation to draw an important distinction:
⇠>E8(F , I) will represent the covariance between group-fitness (i.e. the
average number of offspring produced by the particles in 8) and group-
trait level (i.e. the average level of I possessed by the particles in 8).
⇠>E9(F , I), on the other hand, will represent the covariance between
particle-fitness (i.e. the number of offspring produced by each 9 2 8)
and group-trait level (i.e. the level of I possessed by the 9 2 8) within
some group i. Similarly, E8 [F�I] will represent the expectation of the
product of group-fitness (i.e. the average number of offspring produced
by the particles in 8 multiplied by the change in group-trait level (i.e.
the change in average level of I possessed by the particles in 8 between
generations). E9 [F�I], on the other hand, will represent the expectation
of particle-fitness (i.e. the number of offspring produced by each 9 2 8)
multiplied by the change in the individuals’ levels of z-trait (i.e. the level
of I possessed by the 9 2 8). More briefly, when the expectation is indexed
by 8, the expectation sums across the groups 8 that partition %. When the
expectation is indexed by 9, the expectation sums across particles 9 that
comprise some specified group 8. And similarly for covariance.

We will derive the following:

Theorem A.�.� In the multilevel context, equation A.� is equivalent to the
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following:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E8(F , I) + E8
⇥
⇠>E9(F , I) + E9 [F�I]

⇤
(A.�)

Proof. Starting with equation A.� and inserting our new notation. . .

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(F , I) + E [F�I]
= ⇠>E8(F , I) + E8 [F�I] (8-level)

That is, we apply the Price equation at the level of collectives, made up of
lower level particles that are not yet represented in the equation. We are
moving in a “top-down” direction. Let < be the number of particles in
each group and = be the number of groups. To represent the lower-level
particles explicitly, we note that. . .

E8 [F�I] = E

"
1
<

<X
9=1

F9

1
<

<X
9=1

�I9

#

=
1
=

=X
8=1

 
1
<

<X
9=1

F9

1
<

<X
9=1

�I9

!

=
1
=

=X
8=1

(F̄9�Ī 9)

= E8
⇥
F̄9�Ī 9

⇤
Here, we note that the expression within the expectation identical to the
left-hand side of equation A.�, except that it is indexed to the lower level
of particles 9, rather than the level of collectives 8. Accordingly, we can
pull the clever move I alluded to above, of recursively inserting the Price
equation into itself:

E8 [F�I] = E8
⇥
F̄9�Ī 9

⇤
= E8

⇥
⇠>E9(F , I) + E9 [F�I]

⇤
(9-level)

We now simply insert (9-level) into the expression (8-level) to yield our
result:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E8(F , I) + E8
⇥
⇠>E9(F , I) + E9 [F�I]

⇤
(A.�)

,

Before re-deriving (�.3) from the bottom up, consider its interpretation.
This equation partitions the selective forces into two levels: the 8-level
of collectives, represented by ⇠>E8(F , I) and the 9-level of particles,
represented by E8

⇥
⇠>E9(F , I) + E9 [F�I]

⇤
. What would happen if we

eliminated evolutionary pressures at the particle level by assuming that
all particles “breed true” (I0 = I and hence E9 [F�I] = 0) and that they
all have the same fitness (so that I9 is not correlated with F9)? We are left
only with ⇠>E8(F , I), which measures how collective-level fitness (the
average fitness of a collective’s particles) corresponds to collective-level
I-trait (the average I-trait level of a collective’s particles). In other words,
we are left with selection at the level of collectives. Alternatively, suppose
that there is no collective-level selection. That is, a higher average level of
the I-trait within a group does not correspond to greater proliferation
of its members relative to other groups. Perhaps all collectives have the
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same fitness, or, for whatever other reason, F8 is not correlated with
I8 . Then, of course, ⇠>E(F8 , I8) = 0 and we are left only with the term
E8

⇥
⇠>E9(F , I) + E9 [F�I]

⇤
, which takes the average across groups of the

evolutionary outcomes that occur within groups at the particle level. In
other words, the evolutionary process is entirely determined by selection
and transmission bias at the particle-level.

One more point, which will serve as a transition to bottom-up think-
ing, bears mentioning. The term E8

⇥
⇠>E9(F , I) + E9 [F�I]

⇤
has been

described in two distinct ways: (�) as selection and transmission bias
when seen from the particle-level, and (�) as the transmission bias when
seen from the collective level. The Price equation thus reveals an inter-
esting fact about multilevel selection: transmission bias at level 8 is an
evolutionary process unto itself at level (8�1). To take a concrete example,
if we observe the preferential transmission of a particular allele in a hu-
man population, this can be understood either as a sort of transmission
bias at the phenotypic level (I0

8
> I8 and so E [F8�I8] > 0), or we can

consider it to be a process of meiotic drive, an evolutionary process unto
itself, taking place at the level of competing genes. As we will see shortly,
starting at either of these levels, we can build upwards to consider how
lower-level evolutionary processes determine evolution at higher levels.
Evolving systems, at least in the Price framework, can be seen as a vast
series of nested and inter-determining levels of selection.

Bottom-Up

Just as the top-down derivation employed a clever recursive trick, so this
bottom-up derivation utilizes another tool in the arsenal of mathematical
analysis: decomposing covariance into a within- and a between-group
component. To demonstrate this decomposition I rely on graphics and
intuition. A fully rigorous mathematical approach can be found in (Wade
����, ��-�).

Consider the covariance term we wish to decompose: ⇠>E(F , I). Our
decomposition involves separating an observed dispersion into two
components: one that is “explainable” by the group to which the particles
belong and another explainable by the dispersion within the group.
Suppose we have a total population% consisting of � particles, all of whom
have varying levels of I-trait. There are � total particles, 9 2 {1. . . . , 9},
but considered as members of a group, each particle will be indexed with
an 8 2 {1, 2, 3}. We thus have three group, : 2 {�, ⌫, ⇠}.
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�: The sum is often multiplied by 1
=

to give
us an average, denoted (

2, rather than
a total that strictly increases as we add
more particles. When used for estimation
purposes, as in many statistics textbooks,
the sum is divided by = � 1 rather than =
for somewhat esoteric reasons involving
the desire for an unbiased estimator.

Figure A.�: Population Dispersion of I-
trait

Each circle marker in this graph represents a particle 9 in the population %.
In this figure, the fact that they are grouped into three distinct collectives
is irrelevant. We are considering the total dispersion of the particles,
measured by the sum of their distance from the population mean,
represented by the horizontal green line. The center particle, directly
above ‘B’, shows how we measure this quantity: for each particle, we
draw a line like the one connecting the center particle to the mean. Then
we sum up this different across all particles. Now, this would be a poor
measure of dispersion, since extremely above-average and extremely
below average particles would cancel out, making the dispersion seem
small when it is really large. For that reason, these difference are typically
squared to yield the formula for mean-squared distance:

"(⇡ =
9X
9=1

(I9 � Ī)2 ,

where I9 is as above, Ī is the population average I-level (here, �.��).�

Our formula will be rather different, however, since we are not interested
in variance, but in covariance. So, we must construct a second graph,
similar to the first, except on the H-axis we have fitness F, instead of I.
Then, instead of "(⇡, we will calculate:

⇠>E(F , I) = 1
9

9X
9=1

(F9 � F̄)(I9 � Ī).

The second graph corresponds to the first term in the covariance expres-
sion, (F9 � F̄), which measures our fitness dispersion:
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Figure A.�: Population Dispersion of Fit-
ness

Again, we calculate the dispersion by subtracting each 9’s value from
the population mean. Our expression for covariance now conveys useful
information: if F9 tends to move in the same direction as I9 , then
⇠>E(F , I) will be fairly large. If, on the other hand, they tend to move in
opposite directions, then ⇠>E(F , I) will be negative. If they exhibit little
to no correspondence, then ⇠>E(F , I) will be close to �.

Notice, further, that we have represented I as a fairly altruistic trait:
within groups, those with higher I-level have fitness that is lower than
the 6A>D? average. Consider for example, 9 = 2 with a high I2 = 8, but
a fitness level F2 that is lower than either of its two collective members
in A. Nevertheless, group A as a whole does quite well. Even the highly
self-sacrificial particle 9 = 2 outperforms all members of the selfish group
C.

Now, what the decomposition technique shows is that we can break up
these dispersion-measures into within- and between-group components.
This is easily visualized. First consider between-collective dispersion:

Figure A.�: I-Dispersion Between Groups
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Now the centered vertical line measures the distance between the B-
collective mean and the population average, representing the center
particle indirectly, only through its influence on the collective mean
(the thick blue bar). In practice, we draw a similar graph for fitness
F, calculating the distance between each collective’s mean and the
population mean. Then we calculate the between-group covariance of
I-level and F, denoting this value ⇠>E:(F , I). We also run through a
similar process to calculate within-group covariance between I-level and
F.

Figure A.�: I-Dispersion Within Groups

Here, we add up the differences between particles’ I-levels and the
collective average, rather than the population average. Hence, we draw a
line from the center particle to �.��, its within-collective average, rather
than to �.��, the total population average. Again, we do something similar
to find the dispersion of within-group fitness F. Now, clearly, differences
within the group account for much of the total population dispersion.
But, just as clearly, they do not account for all of it, because the within-
collective averages are (almost by definition) closer to their within-group
particles than they are to the whole population-wide gamut of particles.
The rest of the population dispersion is captured by the dispersion of
collective means from the population mean, visualized above in figure
A.�. The claim of the decomposition technique is that the total population
dispersion can be captured by summing the average within-collective
covariance and the between-collective covariance.

With this intuition, let’s briefly formalize the decomposition claim. If
we let 8 index particles within collectives :, then F8: is the 8th particle
in the :th group, with 8 2 {1, 2, 3} and : 2 {�, ⌫, ⇠}. For example,
F2⌫ denotes the fitness of the center particle, i.e. the second particle in
the B group. Similarly, I8: is the I-level of the 8th particle in the :th
group. If we write simply F: , then we are denoting the within-collective
mean of :. As above, ⇠>E:(F , I) denotes the covariance between the
within-collective average fitness and the within collective average I-level,
expanded this is: ⇠>E:(F , I) = 1

3
P
⇠

:=�(F: � F̄)(I: � Ī). On the other
hand, we will use ⇠>E8 to denote a covariance within a group :, so
that ⇠>E8(F , I) = 1

3
P3
8=1(F8: � F̄:)(I8: � Ī:). With this notation, we can
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formally spell out the intuitive claim that total population dispersion is
decomposable into between- and within-group components:

⇠>E(F , I) = ⇠>E:(F , I) + E: [⇠>E8(F , I)] (A.�)

The population-covariance between fitness F and I-trait is equal to the
sum of (i) the covariance between collective fitness F: and collective
I-trait (i.e. the averages within the collective) and (ii) the mean of the
within-collective covariances between fitness F and I-trait.

Armed with equation A.�, the bottom-up derivation of equation A.� is
quite simple.

Theorem A.�.� In the multilevel context, equation A.� is equivalent to the
following:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E:(F , I) + E: [⇠>E8(F , I) + E8 [F�I]]

Proof. Recall equation A.�:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(F , I) + E [F�I]
= ⇠>E:(F , I) + E: [⇠>E8(F , I)] + E [F�I]

An easily derivable fact about exepcted value is that, for any paritition
of the population P, the expectation of the total population is equal to
the expected value of the sum of the expected values of the partitions.
Hence,

E [F�I] = E: [E8 [F�I]] =
1
 

 X
:=1

1
= 

= X
8=1

(F8:�I8:),

where  is the total number of collectives (elements in the partition), = 
is the total number of particles in collective  , F8: is the fitness level
of the 8th particle in the :th collective, and I8: is the I-level of the 8th
particle in the :th collective.

Inserting this equation into the above expression. . .

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E:(F , I) + E: [⇠>E8(F , I)] + E: [E8 [F�I]]
= ⇠>E:(F , I) + E: [⇠>E8(F , I) + E8 [F�I]]

,

In contrast to the top-down derivation, this one began with particles, not
considering whether these particles are themselves collectives comprised
of lower level particles. They may be. We could then apply the same
top-down derivation to these particles, identifying them as interme-
diary collectives, made up of particles but also constituting particles
for higher-level collectives. Evolutionary systems are thus seen to be
nested processes, teeming with activity at each level, an activity that
often expresses itself through emergent coherence and unity at higher
levels.
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A.� Henrich’s Defense of Cultural Group
Selection

Recall the basic form of the Price Equation:

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(F8 , I8) + E [F8�I] (A.�)

Now, let us consider fitness of individual 8, F8 , as depending partly on
the trait I8 and partly on the average level of the altruistic train within
the group, denoted I9 . Given that it is an altruistic trait, fitness will
be undermined by the possession of this trait, but enhanced by others
possessing it. And since 8’s possession of the trait will be correlated with
the group’s possession of this trait, we need a way to separate out these
two effects. A simple regression equation can do this for us. Let �F8I8 ·I9 I8
be the partial regression coefficient forF8 on G8 . That is, �F8I8 ·I9 represents
the strength of the effect that changing I8 has on F8 holding I9 constant.
Similarly, �F8G8 ·I9 will represent the partial regression coefficient for F8
on G9 . That is, �F8I9 ·I8 represents the strength of the effect that changing
I9 has on F8 holding I8 constant. As is standard, we will also include the
H-intercept term �0 and an error term &:

F8 = �0 + �F8I8 ·I9 G8 + �F8G9 ·I8 I9 + & (A.�)

Now, take the expression in A.� and substitute it into expression A.�.
Let �I = 0, since we are not interested in drift, but selection. So, setting
E [F8�I] = 0 and substituting. . .

F̄�Ī = ⇠>E(�0 + �F8I8 ·I9 I8 + �F8I9 ·I8 I9 + &, I8) (A.�)

Relevant Covariance Rules

⇠>E(- + . , /) = ⇠>E(- , /) + ⇠>E(. , /)
⇠>E(0- , /) = 0⇠>E(- , /)
⇠>E(- ,-) = +(-)
⇠>E(- ,.) = �.-+(-)

Applying covariance rules to equation (A.�), we get:

F̄�Ī = �F8I8 ·I9+(I8) + �F8I9 ·I8 ⇠>E(I9 , I8)

Because ⇠>E(I9 , I8) = ⇠>E(I8 , I9) = �I9 I8+(I8). . .

F̄�Ī = �F8I8 ·I9+(I8) + �F8I9 ·I8�I9 I8+(I8)
= (�F8I8 ·I9 + �I9 I8�F8I9 ·I8 )+(I8) (⇤)

To understand the meaning of this last expression, we can borrow from
the analysis of frank����foundations to reconstruct the complicated
coeffiecient term in (⇤). Let the regression coefficient �F8I8 denote ex-
actly what we want to know: the total, non-decomposed, statistical (i.e.
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not necessarily causal) effect of a trait I8 on the organism’s fitness, F8 .
Frank points out that this regression coefficient contains two separable
components. One is the direct, causal effect of I8 on F8 , ignoring any
indirect effects that result from the group. We have been representing
this component with the familiar partial regression coefficient �F8I8 ·I9 .
The second component consists of (i) the statistical effect of trait I8 on
the group-level of trait I, denoted I9 , multiplied by (ii) the causal effect
of the group level I9 on an organism’s fitness F8 . We denote (i) with the
regression coefficient �I9 I8 and (ii) with the partial regression coefficient
�F8I9 ·I8 . This can be visualized by the following diagram, adapted from
(Frank ����, ��):

�F8I9 ·I8I8

�I9 I8

�F8I8 ·I9

I9

F8

Figure A.�: Relating partial regression coefficients and fitness

As this diagram indicates. . .

�F8I8 = �F8I8 ·I9 + �I9 I8�F8I9 ·I8 (⇥)

Comparing (⇤) and (⇥), we see that the right hand side of (⇥) is equal to
the coefficient in front of +(I8) in (⇤). This is fantastic, because we now
have some intuitive sense of what the the expression (⇤) actually signifies.
The adaptiveness, or tendency to increase, of a trait I is regulated partly
by the effect it has on the organism’s fitness, but also partly by the product
of (i) how likely an organism with that trait is to be surrounded by other
organisms with that trait and (ii) the impact on the organim of being in
a group with the trait I.� It’s nice to understand what the mathematics
means, but we should also ask what we can do with it.

Henrich is able to get some serious mileage out of the expression (⇤).
Since +(I8) � 0 as a mathematical fact, this implies that a trait will be
selected for, i.e. F̄�Ī � 0, only if we have:

�F8I8 ·I9 + �I9 I8�F8I9 ·I8 > 0 (⇤⇤)
If we assume we are talking about an altruistic trait, then we know the
following facts:

�F8I8 ·I9 < 0

�F8I9 ·I8 > 0

� Again, remember that, although we are treating I as a binary trait for ease of expression,
the same reasoning applies to a continuous trait.
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Given these two facts, our prediction of whether an altruistic trait will
spread depends upon a crucial structural feature of the population. In
order to ensure that condition (⇤⇤) is satisfied, we would like �I9 I8 to be
large and positive. In other words, going back to the intuitive meaning
of the expression, an altruistic trait is more likely to be selected when altruists
are capable of bunching together. This point is of fundamental importance
for understanding multilevel selection and the evolution of altruism,
so it bears repeating: in order for an altruistic trait to evolve (through
selection), altruists must have some mechanism(s) for excluding egoists
from their network of interaction or, equivalently, of converting egoists
within their network into altruists.
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